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GARRY H. GREGORY

I
nterstate Highway 20 (I-20) extends across the southern U.S. some 
1,500 miles from west Texas to South Carolina. In looking at it 
today, it truly is a superhighway, efficiently accommodating large 

volumes of traffic. However, this was not always the case.

During the early 1970s, I often had to travel I-20 from Texas to Georgia, and frequently on 
to South Carolina. Most of the highway was completed at that time, but there were numer-
ous spots with detours around incomplete sections. Traveling along the multi-lane highway 
at 70 mph, I initially experienced an exuberant feeling of rapid, safe, and uninterrupted 
travel… until suddenly I would come upon a detour. The large volume of traffic would be 
bottle-necked onto a small, winding, two-lane road for about 20-50 miles. Although the 
vast majority of I-20 was completed, the detours were very slow, sometimes dangerous, and 
always extremely frustrating.

I believe our G-I may be somewhat like the early days of I-20. Many portions of the 
Institute have reached completion (maturity), and it’s “smooth sailing” with these parts. 
But we still have some inefficient, time consuming, and very frustrating “detours.” Some of 
these G-I detours (incomplete sections) have included: not always being a member-centric 
organization, lack of an efficient digital communications model (website, digital apps, pub-
lications accessibility), not being the primary source of career development (technical and 
professional) for our members, lack of value to our practitioner members (a large majority of 
the membership!), lack of effective collaboration with adjacent organizations, and lack of a 
strong business model that focuses resources and budgets on things that really matter to the 
members.

Over the past several years, the G-I Board of Governors (BOG) has focused on these and 
other “detours” within our organization. The BOG has been working under a Strategic Plan 
with four elements that I’ve paraphrased somewhat here:

 o Be a member-centric organization
 o Become the source for career development for our members
 o Develop great collaboration with affiliate organizations
 o Develop a strong business model

From the President

The G-I and the 
Superhighway
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However, a strategic plan is worthless if put on a shelf and not 
looked at again for five years, which often happens. The BOG 
has been developing and executing a detailed “Annual Operating 
Plan” (AOP) each fiscal year to identify and plan for activities 
under the umbrella of the Strategic Plan. This allows volunteer 
time, staff time, and budget to be laser-focused on things that are 
not only important, but that matter to the membership.

As part of the AOP, board-level and technical committees 
have been revitalized, and committee chairs are participating 
in an annual summit with the BOG to align their efforts with 
the AOP activities.

The BOG has made a bold outreach to some of the other 
geo-organizations, including GBA, ADSC, DFI, FHWA, and 
others. For example, GBA has strong and effective business 
and professional development content that is very beneficial 
to our G-I members. GBA content will now be directly available 
to us. GBA will also deliver an ethics course for registrants at 
the annual Geo-Congress at no charge. A partnership is being 
developed with the FHWA that engages our technical commit-
tees for review of draft FHWA documents and helps facilitate 
the availability of FHWA publications to G-I members.

The activities of the G-I technical committees under the 
guidance of the Technical Coordination Council has been 

refocused to provide greater value to practitioner members. 
Technical committees now submit annual proposals for special 
projects. These are evaluated and approved on the basis of 
their direct benefit to G-I members, especially practitioner 
members. This content is then pushed out to local chapters 
and regional conferences.

A program is underway to strengthen our G-I website and 
make access to publications more digital and economical. A 
G-I member survey has just been completed that will help 
the BOG continue to align the AOP with things that matter to 
members.

With the help of the dedicated membership of our G-I, we 
are well on our way to completing the G-I roadway. Hopefully 
in the near future we will be sailing smoothly along our G-I 
superhighway with no detours! 

Garry H. Gregory, PhD, PE, D.GE, M.ASCE
Geo-Institute President
ggregory@gregeo.com



The beginnings of the railroad industry in the early 19th century preceded 
the start of soil mechanics by about 100 years. Yet railroads have managed 
to survive despite often having to route passages through the least desirable 
terrain. An example in the U.S. is the Horseshoe Curve through the Allegheny 
Mountains near Altoona, PA. Constructed in the 1850s, this rail line reduced 
what had been a four-day trip from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh to just 15 hours. 
The “Curve’s” builders somehow overcame the steep, unstable slopes they 
encountered without the engineering and construction resources available 
to us today. Fast forward 170 years, and we find the rail industry is still thriving 
while making use of the geotechnical advances developed elsewhere. We’ve 
put together this issue on Railroad Geotechnics to present a few insights into 
the geotechnical challenges the rail industry faces and how it deals with them.

From the Editorial Board

JAMES L. WITHIAM
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What’s Inside
This issue has two commentaries: one on railroad 
geotechnics and the other on the downside of 
today’s speedy computational geotechnics tools. 
The name Ernie Selig may not be familiar to 
many readers, but to the railroad industry, he was 
a recognized and respected geotechnical con-
sultant and researcher. Selig’s contributions and 
legacy to the industry are recounted by his former 
student and colleague, Jim Hyslip, in “Railroading 
from the Ground Up.”

Today’s powerful computers and versatile soft-
ware can make simple work of complex analyses. 
Paul Daughery’s commentary, “Don’t Forget Time 
to Think! The Challenges of Numerical Modelling 
in Geotechnics,” reminds us that this technology 
is ever-changing, becoming faster and more 
powerful. Therefore, we must take time to think 
about the underlying features of a geotechnical 

problem despite our clients’ often-unrealistic 
expectations for near-instantaneous reporting.

Asset management has been heralded as a 
useful tool highway agencies have used to help 
prioritize roadway maintenance spending. In 
“Railway Geotechnical Asset Management in  
Great Britain,” Simon Abbott discusses how  
modern-day techniques make it possible to  
monitor railway infrastructure dating to the 1800s.

Increasing axle loads, higher train speeds, and 
tighter control on track geometry deviations are 
placing ever-greater demands on track structures 
and the foundations that support them. In 
the article, “When Old Meets New — Railway 
Geotechnics and Remote Sensing,” Steve 
Chrismer and Jim Hyslip describe the application 
of ground penetrating radar and Lidar in 
assessing the in-service performance of ballast, 
subballast, and subgrade.
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The Horseshoe Curve, Altoona, PA. Photo by A. P. McDowell, 1509 11th 
Ave., Altoona, PA, 10-12-'34. (From the Library of Congress American 
Memory collection, modified by JGHowes for Wikipedia.)
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From the Editorial Board

We have two articles dealing with railroad tunnels. The first, 
“Fire in the Hole” by Randy Zeiger, recounts engineering and 
construction efforts to remediate and restore operations in the 
Robinson Creek Tunnel in Pikeville, KY. An arsonist set a fire that 
consumed the timber liner and railroad ties and ignited two coal 
seams that outcropped along the walls and roof of the opening. 
The second article, “Railroad Tunnel Clearance Improvement 
and Liner Replacement” by Kyle Guenther and Roberto Guardia, 
outlines what happened when unexpected ground conditions 
were encountered during tunnel reconstruction to accommo-
date taller and wider rail cars.

It’s important to look beyond the horizon to forecast 
tomorrow’s business opportunities and threats. And it’s that per-
spective that has led the Geoprofessional Business Association’s 
Emerging Issues and Trends Committee to hold biannual meet-
ings with geo-business leaders to do just that. In “What Does 
the Crystal Ball Say? Energy and Water Issues Are Too Great to 
Ignore!,” Kurt Fraese reports that there’s a growing sense that the 
past is no longer the prologue for addressing many issues we will 
likely need to face. The article identifies business opportunities 
and response actions for dealing with the changing natural and 
business climates.

ISSMGE is our profession’s international society for all 
things geotechnical, but what do most of us really know about 
the Society’s mission and programs? When we learned that 
the Society’s officers would be attending the Geotechnical 
& Structural Engineering Congress in Phoenix, AZ, during 
February 2016, the G-I Student Leadership Council’s GeoLegend 
Committee assembled three students to interview a select 
group of ISSMGE leaders during the Congress. We’re indebted to 
Suguang (Sean) Xiao, Sean Salazar, and Merve Gizem Bozkurt for 
sharing what they learned.

In another of GEOSTRATA’s popular GeoLegend series, 
Bridgit Reeve, Carolyn Messer, and Christopher Nelsen inter-
view Roy E. Hunt, professional engineer, consultant, geologist, 
teacher, and author. Readers of this article will learn about 
Hunt’s exploits working in distant lands solving challenging 
geotechnical and engineering geology problems. (Editor’s Note: 
This is the first GeoLegend interview conducted by undergradu-
ate students.)

And our issue wouldn’t be complete without a John Bachner 
GeoCurmudgeon, “Collections 101,”and a Mary Nodine geo-
poem, “Rails and Roads.” We hope you enjoy both.

A Closing Note
In the ISSMGE leaders interview article that begins on p. 62, 
we’re proud to highlight a very unusual photo. It shows the 
attendees of the First ISSMFE conference at Harvard University 
in 1936. Of the 143 attendees photographed, there are many 
luminaries such as Karl Terzaghi (No. 46), Arthur Casagrande 
(No. 76), and Donald Taylor (No. 112). But as I scanned the 
photo, I found the name T. B. Sturges (No. 22), founder of 
the Pennsylvania Drilling Company in Pittsburgh, PA. His 
grandson, Tom, didn’t know why his grandfather might have 
attended, but guessed he might have been there to find busi-
ness for his growing company. What of the others in the photo 
whose names have been lost to history? If you know something 
about another not-so-famous person in the photo, we’d love to 
hear from you and report what you tell us. 

This message was prepared by JAMES L. WITHIAM, PhD, PE, D.GE, 

M.ASCE. He can be reached at jlwithiam@dappolonia.com.

In the ISSMGE leaders interview 

article that begins on p. 62, 

we’re proud to highlight a 

very unusual photo. It shows 

the attendees of the First 

ISSMFE conference at Harvard 

University in 1936.



Board of Governors Update

During our October 2016 meeting in Williamsburg, VA, prior 
to the GeoVirginia 2016 conference, the Board discussed our 
Annual Operating Plan for the 2017 fiscal year. The activities we 
will be focusing on include:

 o  Collaboration with FHWA (DIGGS, IDEA, review of technical 
manuals) and GBA (provider of professional content for our 
members) 

 o  Advancement of our digital media (including website)
 o  Increased access to ASCE publications
 o  Development of a robust Regional Conferences Committee
 o   Support of technical committee activities (including special 
projects and increased interface between researchers and 
practitioners)

 o  Development of our next Strategic Plan

Be on the lookout for updates. 
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Manages the day-to-day activities of the G-I

The GEOSTRATA Editorial Board will 

conduct its annual planning meet-

ing during Geotechnical Frontiers 

in Orlando, FL, from March 12-15, 

2017. If you have suggestions for 

articles and/or issue themes for 

2018, please send them to  

jlwithiam@dappolonia.com before 

March 10, 2017 for consideration.
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The Deep Foundations 
Committee, chaired by 
Luis Garcia, PE, 
M.ASCE, will provide 
offerings from among 
its members — includ-
ing case study 
presentations, confer-

ences, and short courses — to local G-I 
Chapters for the benefit of local mem-
bers and to use in Regional Conferences. 
This undertaking promotes the G-I 
Strategic Plan of bringing more technical 
content to local G-I members who are 
otherwise unable to attend the national 
Geo-Congresses, and providing activities 
to Chapters that will attract young pro-
fessionals and students to join G-I.

Also, Deep Foundations Committee 
member Muhannad T. Suleiman, PhD, 
M.ASCE, was selected as the winner 
of the Precast/Prestressed Concrete 
Institute’s George D. Nasser Award for 
2016.  He was selected for a paper titled: 
“Minimum Confinement Reinforcement 
for Prestressed Concrete Piles and a 
Rational Seismic Design Framework." 
The paper was published in the January-
February 2016 issue of the PCI Journal.

The Geotechnics of Soil 
Erosion Technical 
Committee, chaired by 
Ming Xiao, PhD, PE, 
M.ASCE, presented a 
conference proposal 
for the International 
Conference on Scour 

and Erosion (ICSE) at the 8th ICSE in 
Oxford, UK, in September 2016. The 
Technical Committee on Scour and 
Erosion (TC-213) of the ISSMGE 
approved the conference proposal. The 
Geotechnics of Soil Erosion committee 
will organize the 10th ICSE in 
Washington, D.C. in 2020. It will be a G-I 
specialty conference. Xiao will chair the 

conference; Peggy John (professor of 
civil engineering at Penn State) will serve 
as co-chair; and the technical program 
chair will be Dr. John Rice, associate pro-
fessor at Utah State University.

The Risk Assessment 
and Management 
Committee, chaired by 
Vaughan Griffiths, 
PhD, PE, D.GE, F.ASCE, 
is moving “full steam 
ahead” with prepara-
tions for the specialty 

geotechnical conference Geo-Risk 2017, 
to be held in Denver on June 4-6. The 
conference will begin on Sunday with 
short courses, and then move on to the 
prestigious Tang and Lacasse lectures, 
plus six other keynotes from industry and 
academe, panel discussions, and numer-
ous parallel sessions. The conference 
banquet will be held on the top floor of 
the Grand Hyatt with fantastic views of 
the Rockies. See georiskconference.org   
for more details.

The conference accepted a record 
number of abstracts and is currently 
organizing reviews of papers to be 
presented and published in a GSP. This 
is the first specialty conference on 
geotechnical risk to be offered in the 
U.S. since Geo-Risk 2011 in Atlanta. 
For further information, please contact 
the conference chair, Vaughan Griffiths 
(d.v.griffiths@mines.edu), or Helen Cook 
at the G-I (hcook@asce.org).

The Underground 
Tunneling and 
Construction 
Committee, chaired by 
Elizabeth Dwyre, 
A.M.ASCE, continues 
its successful student 
tunneling tours. On 

November 4, 2016, students from the 

University of Michigan’s Department of 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
took the Citizens Energy Group - White 
River-Lower Pogues Run (WRT-LPgRT) 
Tunnel Tour. Here are some quotes from 
those who attended:

 “The opportunity to see a TBM up 
close was fantastic and unique. We are 
grateful for CEG’s hospitality.”
— Will Greenwood, PhD CEE student, 
University of Michigan

“It was a great experience. I had never 
been at an underground construction 
site. I enjoyed everything I saw today. 
Thank you CEG for such an amazing 
tour.” 
— Nina Zabihi, PhD CEE student, 
University of Michigan

“Thank you very much. The people 
here are so kind, and this trip was very 
informative. We should have brought 
more students on this trip. It was really 
impressive. I hope that this construction 
will finish without any problems and 
continues to benefit the Indianapolis 
community.” 
—Dowon Park, PhD CEE student, 
University of Michigan

“The opportunity to see tunnel 
construction is extremely rare for an 
undergrad student like myself who isn’t 

Technical Activities Update

Tunnel group inspecting TBM Disc Cutter
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Geoenvironmental Engineering Dimitrios Zekkos, PhD, PE, M.ASCE zekkos@umich.edu

Geophysical Engineering Nenad Gucunski, PhD, A.M.ASCE gucunski@rci.rutgers.edu

Geosynthetics Jorge G. Zornberg, PhD, PE, M.ASCE zornberg@mail.utexas.edu

Geotechnics of Soil Erosion Ming Xiao, PhD, PE, M.ASCE mxiao@engr.psu.edu

Grouting Paolo Gazzarrini, P.Eng, M.ASCE paolo@paologaz.com

Pavements Charles W. Schwartz, PhD, M.ASCE schwartz@umd.edu

Risk Assessment and Management D. Vaughan Griffiths, PhD, PE, D.GE, F.ASCE d.v.griffiths@mines.edu

Rock Mechanics M. Ronald Yeung, PhD, PE, M.ASCE mryeung@cpp.edu

Shallow Foundations Daniel J. Rich, PhD, PE, D.GE, F.ASCE danjrich@yahoo.com

Soil Improvement Kyle M. Rollins, PhD, M.ASCE rollinsk@et.byu.edu

Soil Properties and Modeling T. Matthew Evans, PhD, A.M.ASCE matt.evans@oregonstate.edu

Sustainability in Geotechnical Engineering Jeffrey R. Keaton, PhD, PE, D.GE, PG, ENV SP, F.ASCE jeff.keaton@amecfw.com

Underground Engineering and Construction Elizabeth Dwyre, PE, D.GE, M.ASCE dwyre@pbworld.com

Unsaturated Soils Laureano R. Hoyos, PhD, PE, M.ASCE hoyos@uta.edu

a current intern. I was sad that more of 
my classmates didn’t take advantage of 
this opportunity.” 
— Jacob Molewyk, undergraduate CEE 
student, University of Michigan

“It was a great morning and valuable 
to visit such a safe and well-managed 
tunnel project. Thanks to the ASCE  
Geo-Institute and UCA of SME for plan-
ning these academic tours. I appreciate 
the willingness of the owner, Citizens 
Energy Group; the contractor, Shea-
Kiewit JV; and construction manager, 

AECOM, to host these tours.”
— Mike Flanagan, PE, University of 
Michigan alumnus MSE CEE ’09/senior 
geotechnical engineer WSP, Parsons 
Brinckerhoff

The Unsaturated Soils 
Committee, chaired by 
Laureano Hoyos, con-
tinues to support 
compelling technical 
presentations on the 
relevance of unsaturated 
soil mechanics. Geoff 

Chao, PE, M.ASCE, presented “Prediction 
of Heave for Expansive Soils,” at the LA 
Chapter on September 19. John 
McCartney, PhD, PE, M.ASCE, spoke at 
Portland State University to the Oregon G-I 
chapter on September 29. Dunja Peric, 
PhD, M.ASCE, presented “Unsaturated Soil 
Mechanics: Background and Relevance for 
Engineering Practice,” at the local ASCE/
G-I chapter in Kansas City on October 6. 
Coming on February 6, Ning Lu, PhD, 
F.EMI, F.ASCE, will present “Advancing the 
Predictability of Infiltration-Induced Slope 
Instability” to the Texas G-I chapter.  
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COREBITS PEOPLE

Pehlivan Profiled in Civil 
Engineering
Menzher Pehlivan, PhD, PE, M.ASCE, was 

featured on the cover of the November 

2016 edition of ASCE’s Civil Engineering 

Magazine. In the cover article, “From 

Disaster to Resilience,” Pehlivan shared 

her eyewitness account of the 1999 

Kocaeli earthquake in Turkey, and how this 

experience helped lead her to a career in civil engineering with 

a specialty in earthquake engineering. She discussed the state of 

the practice and her trip to Nepal with a team dispatched by the 

Geotechnical Extreme Events Reconnaissance (GEER) Association 

for reconnaissance after the 2015 Gorkha earthquake. The 

magazine also featured an interview with Pehlivan about her 

involvement with the upcoming film Dream Big. 

ASCE members can read Civil Engineering online at  

asce.org/past-digital-editions.aspx.

COWI North America  
Welcomes New Staff
COWI North America (COWI) has 

announced additions to its tunnel and 

bridge engineering staff. Carlos Jaramillo, 

PE, M.ASCE, has joined the Oakland office 

as chief tunnel specialist. He has been 

involved in all phases of major tunnel 

design projects and has expertise in the 

application of rock mechanics as it relates to tunnel and under-

ground design work. Joseph Showers, PE, P.Eng, joins COWI as a 

project director, working on the Chacao Bridge project in Chile. 

When completed, the Chacao Bridge will be the longest suspen-

sion bridge in South America. Guido Castrogiovanni is COWI’s 

new vice president and project director in North America. He 

specializes in project and design management for civil works (and 

in particular for tunnel and geotechnical works) for design-build 

metro projects around the world. Previously located in Denmark 

and Qatar, he recently moved to COWI North America's New 

Jersey office.

Desrosiers Promoted to Associate Principal at GZA
Richard J. Desrosiers has been promoted to associate principal 

in the Glastonbury, Connecticut, office of GZA. Desrosiers 

joined GZA in 2006, where his area of specialization is 

hydrogeology and geology used to remediate soil and ground-

water contamination.

Desrosiers earned his bachelor’s degree in geology from 

Northeastern University. A Licensed Professional Geologist 

in New Hampshire and Tennessee, Desrosiers is a Licensed 

Environmental Professional in CT. He is a member of the 

Interstate Technology Regulatory Council and has presented at 

numerous conferences.

IN MEMORIAM
Dr. Steve J. Poulos, PhD, PE, M.ASCE  
(1933 – 2016)

Dr. Steve J. Poulos, PhD, PE, 

M.ASCE, geotechnical engineer 

and co-founder of GEI 

Consultants, Inc., passed away on 

October 6, 2016. Poulos was 

born in Burlington, VT, the 

youngest child of Greek immi-

grant parents. He received a 

bachelor’s degree in civil engi-

neering and a master’s in soil 

mechanics and hydraulics from 

the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology in 1954 and  

1955, respectively.

From 1955 to 1958, Poulos served as an engineering officer 

in the U.S. Navy, with initial duty assignment at the Iwakuni Naval 

Air Force Base in Japan. After 16 months, he returned to Boston 

to serve as the assistant resident in charge of construction for 

Texas Tower 4 (an offshore cold-war radar station) during its 

construction in drydock. He was also the resident officer in 

charge of construction when the Tower was towed and erected 

at the edge of the outer continental shelf, in 180 ft of water some 

90 miles off the New Jersey coast.

After leaving the Navy, he worked for nine months as a geo-

technical engineer for a Boston consulting firm, and then in 1959 

enrolled at Harvard University to pursue his PhD in soil mechanics 

under Prof. Arthur Casagrande, Hon.M.ASCE. Poulos’s original 

research focus was on the long-term stress-strain behavior of 

clays. As he was performing the laboratory testing, he learned 

that membrane leakage in long-term triaxial testing significantly 

affected the test data and results. Therefore, he redirected his 



research to an in-depth study of membrane leakage and meth-

ods to reduce and account for it. This became the subject of his 

PhD dissertation, which he completed in 1964.

From 1964-1970, he was an assistant professor of soil 

mechanics at Harvard University. While there, he taught courses 

in soil mechanics, soil laboratory testing, and groundwater flow. 

He was one of the instructors for the five special programs in soil 

mechanics that Harvard presented to over 200 experienced engi-

neers from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Bureau of 

Reclamation, other governmental agencies, and leading private 

engineering companies. Poulos was also active in consulting and 

advising students on their research.

When Prof. Casagrande retired in 1970, Harvard decided to 

close its geotechnical engineering program. Poulos reached 

out to several colleagues from Harvard with the idea of starting 

a consulting firm. He, Dan LaGatta, PhD, Ron Hirschfeld, 

PE, Hon.M.ASCE, and Dick Murdock, PE, F.ASCE, founded 

Geotechnical Engineers, Inc. (now GEI Consultants, Inc.) on July 

1, 1970. Gonzalo Castro, PhD, PE, F.ASCE, joined the firm a year 

later. Poulos served as the firm’s president for three, four-year 

terms between 1970 and 1990, and also served as treasurer for 

several terms. Today, the company Poulos helped found and 

lead for 45 years has grown to over 700 employees with 35 

offices across the country. While the firm has greatly expanded its 

services, it has retained its founder’s strong focus on high quality 

and attention to detail in all its work.

Throughout his 45 years at GEI, Poulos served as geotechnical 

consultant for a wide variety of clients and projects. His experi-

ence and expertise earned him a role as trusted advisor to many 

leaders in engineering firms, agencies, utilities, etc. He continued 

his consulting practice until retiring in 2015. Poulos shared his 

knowledge freely, encouraging everyone to be curious and learn 

constantly. He authored or co-authored more than 25 technical 

papers and made important contributions in the areas of 

steady-state strength of soils, liquefaction, and cyclic mobility. He 

prepared a monograph on the stress-strain curves of soils. Along 

with Ron Hirschfeld, he co-edited the book Embankment-Dam 

Engineering as a tribute to Arthur Casagrande.

Poulos was a recognized expert on dam engineering, 

especially the assessment of the static and seismic stability and 

hydraulic safety of existing dams. He served on a national panel 

for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to evaluate the condition of 

high-risk dams most in need of remediation, and to define and 

prioritize the necessary explorations, design, and construction.
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Early in his career, Poulos experienced several things that 

affected his attitude and approach to engineering and profes-

sional practice. As a naval officer with overall responsibility for the 

drydock construction and deep sea installation of Texas Tower 

4, he saw that the structure had suffered significant damage 

during the installation process. His Navy superiors decided to 

make repairs in place (underwater) — despite Poulos’s objections 

— rather than returning the structure to the drydock, where 

Poulos believed the work could be done with greater control 

and confidence. When the tower suddenly failed in a hurricane 

four years later, killing all 28 people on board, Poulos felt intense, 

personal responsibility for the tragedy. A few years later, he 

performed an expert investigation into the piping failure of a 

dam in Connecticut that had caused three people to die. In both 

these experiences, Poulos recognized the role that engineers 

play in ensuring the health and safety of the public. He made it a 

cornerstone of his career to live up to that responsibility, and to 

help other engineers do so as well.

Poulos was a generous mentor to all those he worked with. 

He summarized his expectations for himself and for those he 

mentored in a few simple words: Kindness, Initiative and Integrity, 

and Competence, or K-I-C. He exemplified these attributes in 

every aspect of his life, both professional and personal.

He will be sadly missed and fondly remembered by all who 

knew him.  

COREBITS PEOPLE

j   PLEASE SUBMIT company news and  
career achievements to GEOSTRATA  
via geostrata@asce.org.
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Railroading from the Ground Up
Heavier Loads and More Frequent Freight and Faster Passenger 
Service Place Ever-Greater Demands on Track Bed Subgrades

As I See It

By James P. Hyslip, PhD, PE, M.ASCE

Professor Ernest T. Selig, who passed away in August 2016, left a lasting impact on the 

railroad industry. His research and teaching, primarily at the University of Massachusetts at 

Amherst, where I was fortunate to study with him, brought to prominence the critical role 

that geomaterials play in operating an effective and economical railroad. Thanks to Selig 

and his colleagues, today’s railroad companies understand that good railroading starts 

from the ground up.

Professor Selig (Ernie to those of us that knew him 
well) got involved in the railroad industry in the 1960s. He 
recalled that during the 1960s and 1970s there were many 
influential people in the railroad industry who didn’t see a 
need for advanced treatment of the track foundation and 
who professed that the railroad industry “knew all it needed 
to know about rocks and dirt.” This incorrect assessment of 
geomaterials provided an opportunity for Selig to embark on 
a lifelong career of teaching, research, and consulting. Over 
his 50 years of working with railroads, he saw many technical 
advances, including improved construction techniques, the 
ability to effectively modify soil properties, and more effective 

drainage aids. More recently, enhanced investigation tools 
and monitoring techniques have been developed to provide 
continuous measurements of track conditions to locate and 
characterize “soft spots” in the track.

To understand the state of modern-day railroading and 
the critical role geomaterials have on operations, one must 
understand the effect that deregulation played in the U.S. 
railroad industry. In 1980, Congress passed the Staggers 
Act that deregulated the railroad industry. Deregulation 
enabled railroad companies to more strategically reinvest 
in their infrastructure. Deregulation also made it possible 
for railroad companies to consolidate and streamline their 
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Figure 3. Changes in railroad car net 
capacity with time. (Data from ARA 
2014 Book of Facts.)

network — for example, turning a four-track corridor with too 
much redundancy into a more efficient two-track corridor. 
Also, large railroad companies were able to shed much of their 
lesser-used secondary tracks and focus more attention and 
resources into upgrading their mainline tracks. As a result, 
smaller railroad companies gained opportunities to take over 
operation of secondary feeder lines, thereby fostering the 
growth of a robust short-line and regional railroad industry.

Also around the time when the effects of the Staggers Act 
were taking hold, North American railroads saw a consistent 
increase in revenue traffic (Figure 1). The additional traffic 
was now running on fewer tracks, which caused a dramatic 
increase in railroad traffic density (Figure 2). From the 1970s 
to the present, U.S. railroad traffic has increased two-fold, 
whereas traffic density has increased over five-fold. Over this 
time period, railroad cars were getting heavier, with a 75 per-
cent increase in average car net capacity, as shown in Figure 3. 
The increased usage of the existing track resulted in increased 
manifestation of track substructure issues.

Soil behavior depends on both the magnitude and the 
number of cycles of load. With decades-long increases in 
car loading and traffic density, the track substructure layers 
(ballast, subballast, and subgrade) on many railroad lines in 
North America are being subjected to unprecedented stress 
levels. Additionally, some existing mainlines that have histor-
ically seen only heavy freight traffic now share the trackway 
with higher-speed passenger service. These “joint-use” lines 
require tighter track geometry tolerances and experience new 
and different dynamic loads and vibrations. The increased 
repetitions of higher and higher loads are profoundly affecting 
the performance and life of the track.

A significant part of a railroad’s track maintenance budget 
is allocated, either directly or indirectly, to correct problems 
associated with poor substructure performance. Direct 
costs include tamping, ballast cleaning, ballast renewal, and 

ditching, as well as remediation of discrete chronic problem 
locations. Of the approximately $10 billion that railroads 
annually spend on capital improvement of their fixed 
infrastructure (track, structures, and signaling), it’s estimated 
that at least $2 billion of the annual capital expenditure is 
related to track geomaterials. Other costs associated with track 
substructure are indirect costs associated with the deleterious 
effects of poorly-performing substructure on superstructure 
components, such as ties, rails, and fastening, and, to a lesser 
extent, the rolling stock. A significant indirect cost can also 
be the lost opportunity cost associated with taking the track 
out-of-service to perform maintenance.

Railroading from the ground up means effectively and 
economically monitoring and maintaining railway track 
geomaterials to acceptable long-term performance levels. To 
this end, Selig promoted the field of railway geotechnology 
and inspired many to continue his work. Four of his former 
students, who are now colleagues in various positions within 
the railroad industry, have written a new book, Railway 
Geotechnics (Taylor & Francis, 2016). The authors’ collective 
time at the University of Massachusetts spanned a decade, 
during which we were individually inspired by Professor Selig 
to continue our careers in railway engineering with a spirit of 
inquiry, specifically in the field of railway geotechnology. The 
book was in part written as homage to the work of our advisor, 
whose pioneering academic research and investigative con-
sulting work spurred the development of railway geotechnics 
into a rigorous field of study.   

j JAMES P. HYSLIP, PhD, PE, M.ASCE, is president of HyGround 

Engineering, LLC, located in Williamsburg, MA, where he provides 

consulting services in the areas of railway and geotechnical 

engineering. He has more than 30 years of experience, including 

positions as roadmaster and engineer of soil mechanics at Conrail.  

He can be reached at hyslip@hyground.com.
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Figure 1. Changes in U.S. rail traffic 
with time. (Data from ARA 2014 Book 
of Facts.)
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Figure 2. Changes in rail traffic density 
with time. (Data from ARA 2014 Book 
of Facts.)
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As I See It

The past decade has seen technology improve at an exponential rate. While civil 
engineering occasionally appears slow to adopt the most recent advancements, the 
impact of IT on our industry is impossible to ignore. Computing power has advanced to 
a point where the average smart phone contains more technology than an equivalent 
supercomputer from 15 years ago! Data storage and processing ability is at an all-time 
high. We now operate in an environment where day-to-day communications occur in 
real-time, regardless of the geographical location of the people involved or the technical 
complexity of the subject concerned. The level of connectivity between design teams has 
become greatly enhanced, and the ability to share ideas is completely fluid regardless of 
physical location or circumstances.

Don’t Forget Time to Think!
The Challenges of Numerical Modelling in Geotechnics

By Paul Doherty, PhD, M.G-I, CEng MIEI, FConsEI
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The major disadvantage of this pro-
cess is that with technology changing 
so dramatically, our expectations also 
increase. As a result, clients expect 
design/engineering queries to be dealt 
with instantaneously, which leaves little 
room to think about the underlying 
problem! Design is defined as the act 
of conceiving of and producing a plan 
or model before construction. The 
time that a human takes to think is 
too often ignored in the technological 
evolution, and nowhere is this more 
prevalent than in numerical modelling 
for geotechnical applications.

Finite Element Modelling (FEM) is 
a numerical procedure to determine 
the stresses and strains within a 
complex engineering problem that 
can combine structures, soils, and civil 
infrastructure. It’s not a new concept; 
however, the widespread prevalence 
of FEM for geotechnical design has 
only recently been made possible by 
technological improvements in software 
and hardware. In particular, user 
interfaces have simplified dramatically, 
allowing “non-specialists” access to 
this field previously handled by subject 
matter experts. This should be viewed 
as a highly positive occurrence, as it 
facilitates improved accuracy in the 
mainstream geotechnical calculations 
undertaken for infrastructure and con-
struction projects. For example, using 
advanced numerical techniques, we can 
now predict with accuracy the impact 
of new below-grade constructions on 
adjacent building foundations and 
underlying pipe networks. However, 
we always need to consider whether 
the accuracy reported in our technical 
deliverables reflects the actual accuracy 
of such analytical approaches.

Limitations and Assumptions
While these techniques open up new 
possibilities in terms of engineering 

design, it’s critically important to 
understand the limitations of such 
geotechnical software, and to be 
cognisant of the inherent assumptions 
in the design process. Every engineering 
challenge brings its own unique 
assumptions, but three general issues 
are common to every soil-structure 
numerical model:

1. Quantify the in-situ stress regime in 
the ground prior to construction. The 
in-situ stresses include the vertical and 
horizontal stresses, as well as the pore 
water pressures. Accurately quantifying 
the in-situ stresses and calibrating the 
model to match “real” conditions in the 
field are essential to the accuracy of the 
model output. Care should be given to 
the reliability of the available lab data 
and whether sufficient information is 
available to quantify the K0 conditions 
and OCR profile, bearing in mind that 
some properties may be influenced by 
local conditions like soil fabric.

2. Determine whether the material is 
likely to behave undrained or drained. 

This is a critical decision because the soil 
may behave very differently depending 
on the assumption adopted. Undrained 
behaviour does not allow for volume 
changes or the dissipation of excess 
pore pressures; therefore, this typically 
represents a short-term response to 
loading/unloading. By contrast, drained 
behaviour represents the fully equalised 
conditions where the pore pressures 
remain at their in-situ stress state, 
simulating a long-term condition. In the 
real versus the idealised world, however, 
most real soil materials are neither per-
fectly drained nor perfectly undrained, 
but rather behave somewhere in 
between in a partially drained state. 
So depending on the problem being 
analysed, employing an assumption of 
drained or undrained behaviour may be 
more or less valid.

3. Choose a constitutive model and the 
appropriate stiffness parameters for the 
soil within that model. For example, 
the Mohr-Coulomb model, which 
assumes a linear elastic relationship 
up to a linear plastic failure criterion, 

Clients expect design/engineering queries 

to be dealt with instantaneously, which 

leaves little room to think about the 

underlying problem!
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is one of the simplest material models 
available because it’s controlled by a 
single Young’s modulus that governs 
the soil stiffness. This model does 
not consider the non-linearity of the 
soil material and the reduction in soil 
stiffness as the strain level increases. 
More advanced models, such as the 
Small Strain Hardening Soil Model, are 
available to capture soil non-linearity. 
To achieve confidence in the accuracy 
of the analytical predictions, it’s vital to 
calibrate the soil model employed. This 
calibration exercise involves simulating 
a number of laboratory and possibly 
field tests within the FEM environment 

to determine a synthetic soil response 
curve that can be iteratively compared 
to real experimental results. Typically, as 
the constitutive model becomes more 
complex, the calibration time required to 
determine each of the required param-
eters becomes longer. A balance should 
always be struck between introducing 
complexity of the numerical model and 
the accuracy of the output required.

What Should Drive a Design?
Despite advancements in computing 
power and the improved efficiency of 
numerical modelling software, we must 
remain ever diligent in our search for 

robust, reliable, and efficient engineer-
ing solutions. These solutions are not 
driven by increased computing power or 
user-friendly software interfaces — they 
are provided by engineers with relevant 
experience and a will to dedicate time 
to critically think about challenging 
problems. Real value is provided when 
these traditional engineering ideals are 
combined with the most up-to-date 
numerical modelling capabilities.

Remember: a tradesman relies on 
his tools to complete a job to a high 
standard, and so does a geotechnical 
engineer. But unlike the tradesman, 
the outcome of an analytical process 
must be driven by the engineer and 
not the tools available to him or her. 
While numerical modelling software 
has improved dramatically, the final 
solution adopted for construction 
should be one that recognises a) the 
underlying limitations of the software, 
b) the level of calibration, c) simpli-
fications in the geometry, and d) the 
experience of the user in analysing 
the problem at the hand. Engineering 
should always be done by engineers 
rather than computers!  

j PAUL DOHERTY, PhD, M.G-I,  

CEng MIEI, FConsEI, is managing 

director of Gavin & Doherty Geosolutions 

in Dublin, Ireland. He has worked on a 

range of consultancy projects, including 

offshore foundation design, pile design, 

substructure optimisation, and geotechnical 

instrumentation/monitoring. He can be 

reached at pdoherty@gdgeo.com.
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Photo courtesy of Chris Anderson, 
Appalachian News-Express.



O
n the eve of April 26, 2014, an 
arsonist set fire to the CSX 
Transportation (CSXT) Robinson 
Creek tunnel. The tunnel is located 
about 120 mi. southeast of Lexington, 
near Pikeville, KY. The 742-ft-long 

tunnel was constructed about 100 years 
ago. It was supported mostly with timber 
sets and lagging, through Pennsylvanian-
age bedrock consisting of interbedded 
sandstone, shale, and coal. Maximum cover 
over the tunnel is approximately 350 ft.

The fire spread rapidly throughout the structure, consuming the liner and 
ties and igniting two coal seams that outcropped along the walls and roof of the 
opening. The fire immediately halted rail traffic on this branch line, preventing rail 
service to two coal mines. Because coal is “King” in this part of Kentucky, there was 
no doubt the tunnel shutdown would impact the mines and the local economy. 
When the fire was discovered, the local fire department responded and attempted 
to extinguish the blaze. Unfortunately, available equipment could not access the 
portals, and water pumping was not adequate to douse the flames. At that point, 
efforts were directed to preventing spread of the fire outside the tunnel while CSXT 
assessed the situation.

Emergency Response
The timber lining, wood back-packing, ties, and coal seams throughout the 
tunnel provided plenty of fuel for the fire. After about 36 hours, burning 
continued unabated, and air quality in the surrounding community continued 
to deteriorate. The CSXT response team explored a number of possibilities to 
extinguish the fire, including the possibility of pumping nitrogen gas into the 
opening and plugging the portals with earthen fill. Ultimately, the team decided 
to simply plug the portals with available on-site borrow material to attempt to 
smother the flames, improve air quality, and allow time for a quick evaluation 
of alternatives. It took approximately two days to complete both portal plugs. 
Access to the west portal was complicated by the presence of a bridge over 

By Randy K. Zeiger, PE
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Robinson Creek within 50 ft of the tunnel opening, as shown 
by the aerial map of the site in Figure 1. In addition, the gas 
line located near the east portal (shown on Figure 1) was one 
of the fire-fighters’ primary concerns during initial response 
because they wanted to prevent spreading of the fire outside 
the portal area.

With the portal plugs in place, the response team began a 
review of alternatives, including “mining” back through the 
tunnel, constructing a run-around track south of the tunnel, 
open cutting (“daylighting”) the tunnel, or abandoning the 
line (the “do nothing” approach). A detailed plan was devel-
oped for exploring the tunnel to see if it could be salvaged 
and to provide answers to two major questions: 1) How 
much damage had the tunnel sustained, and 2) What was the 
condition of the exposed ground? Concurrently, conceptual 
designs, cost estimates, and schedules were compiled for 
the open cut and run-around alternatives. These conceptual 
designs were completed within a week after the portal plugs 
were in place.

CSXT Engineering retained specialty engineering firms and 
contractors to assemble a highly-experienced response team to 
safely re-enter the tunnel and evaluate conditions. To do so, the 
team would require the following capabilities:

 o Fire suppression
 o Air quality monitoring
 o Water quality testing and treatment
 o  Solid waste management, disposal, and testing; engineering 
inspections and evaluations

 o Temporary ground support installations
 o Regulatory interaction

Constant communication among all parties would be 
critical to maintain safe working conditions and to allow CSXT 
real-time information relative to field conditions.

Construction Mobilization
Two weeks after the fire was discovered, the response team 
mobilized equipment and personnel to the site in preparation 
for re-opening the tunnel portals on May 10, 2014. Prior to 
opening the portals, it was necessary to establish the appro-
priate infrastructure for the project. This included establishing 
a command center and assembling a mobile water treatment 
plant to collect and treat water exiting the tunnel. In addition, 
air monitoring devices were placed throughout the community 
to monitor emissions for comparison to National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards (NAAQS). In case additional fire suppression 
was needed, emergency permits were obtained for water 
uptake from Robinson Creek. Ultimately, water was supplied 
by tapping into the City water supply system using several 
thousand feet of flexible polyethylene pipe. A water collection 
sump and a 10,000-gallon pump were established outside the 
east portal.

Tunnel Exploration and Re-Mining
On May 10, 2014, the earthen plug at the east portal was 
removed. Steam and smoke were observed exiting the tunnel, 
and small fires continued to burn throughout the structure. 
The east portal was allowed to vent all day and night, and once 
the fire suppression and runoff treatment systems were online, 
the top of the plug at the west portal was opened, allowing 
crews to begin construction of the ventilation system. Air flow 
through the tunnel was reversed by using a blower fan from the 
east end and an exhaust fan from the west end. This allowed 
firefighters and miners to begin advancing into the tunnel 
from the east portal. Crews worked two 12-hour shifts, seven 
days a week. By the end of the second day shift, approximately  
60 ft of the tunnel had been accessed; however, because oxygen 
had been introduced into the tunnel via the ventilation system, 
additional fire flare-ups appeared, and smoke continued to 
emanate from the west portal.

Emissions from the west portal once again impacted 
air quality in the community, causing a spike in maximum 
hourly residential concentration levels. Pike County 
Emergency Management Agency issued a “shelter-in” order 
for the area. In an abundance of caution, CSXT directed the 
team to re-plug the west portal until measures could be put 
into place to treat the smoke emissions. Tunnel advancement 
and inspection activities were suspended. To safely work 
within the tunnel, the west portal had to be opened to allow 
fresh air to be pumped from the east end and exhausted 
out the west end, which required an air treatment system to 
remove particulate matter. Commercially available systems 
capable of treating the volume of exhaust at the site could 
not be put in place for several weeks. In response, the team 
designed and field-fabricated a 40,000 cfm wet scrubber 
system at the west portal (Figure 2). It was constructed from 
a railroad shipping container, a ventilation exhaust fan, 
aluminum exhaust piping, and a 50-gpm water sprayer. 
Once in operation, the wet scrubber reduced particulate 

Figure 1. Aerial map of site. (Photo courtesy of Lana Cary, 
Amec Foster Wheeler.)
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matter in the emissions by up to 80 percent, allowing tunnel 
exploration work to resume.

At this stage, the potential for tunnel collapse from the fire 
was still unknown because low visibility from either portal 
made it impossible to assess conditions. The plan was to 
advance through the tunnel in small increments to allow for 
real-time assessment while maintaining the health and safety 
of the workers. Advancement through the tunnel resumed in 
30-ft-long reaches. The initial 30 ft of the tunnel had been con-
structed with a steel liner plate, which was slightly damaged 
by the fire but still sufficiently intact to provide initial support 
and a safe viewing area. Once the waste material (muck) in 
the tunnel was cool enough for safe handling, it was pulled 
back using an excavator located beneath stable ground. A 
front loader was used to haul the muck out of the tunnel to the 
designated staging area.

All equipment and personnel had to enter/exit the tunnel 
from the east portal, and coordinating these movements 

was a constant challenge. Constant communication and 
safety awareness were paramount. Muck removal had to be 
performed in three stages due to limited access and storage 
space. Muck was first cleared from the tunnel and hauled to 
the storage area alongside the tracks at the east end. CSXT 
forces then loaded the muck into a work train and hauled it 
to a rail yard a few miles east of the tunnel, where it was off-
loaded, sampled, and segregated. The debris from the tunnel 
was a diverse mix of materials. After removal from the site, 
the material was sorted into separate components — rock/
soil, timber, steel, etc. Approximately 30,000 tons of muck and 
debris were transported in this fashion. Approximately  
90 percent of the muck and debris was reusable or recycled, 
with the balance being disposed of properly.

As workers cooled down the muck pile and hydro-scaled 
the ceiling and tunnel walls, the exposed bedrock along the 
walls kept “popping” (i.e., fracturing) due to rapid cooling of 
the rock surface. This required additional scaling to address 

Figure 2. Field-fabricated wet scrubber.
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safety concerns. A decision was made to focus on cooling 
the muck pile and minimizing the hydro-scaling of the walls. 
This reduced the rock “popping” noticeably, allowing steady 
advancement into the tunnel. Once the walls had cooled to a 
temperature of approximately 100° F, an initial layer of steel 
fiber-reinforced shotcrete was applied for temporary ground 
support. (If the shotcrete had been applied on the walls with a 
higher surface temperature, the curing time would be too fast 
and the shotcrete would have cracked and spalled.)

Tunnel Wall Support
As the 15-ft-high muck pile was removed, workers hand scaled 
loose host rock in the crown, arches, and sidewalls. Engineers 
inspected the conditions and assessed the ground type based 
on bedding thickness, over-break, presence of joints and 
fractures, and soundness. If defects were minimal and the 
rock appeared competent, an initial layer of shotcrete was 
applied, and mucking operations continued westerly. In areas 
suspected to have relatively poor roof conditions, probe holes 
were drilled to assess the condition of the surrounding host 
rock, which helped classify ground type and determine what 

initial liner support would be required. Ground was generally 
categorized as Type A, B, or C (good, fair, or poor, respectively). 
Type A and B ground would be supported using rock bolts and 
shotcrete (Figure 3). Type C ground would require an internal 
lining system to be constructed later.

Crews advanced through the tunnel at a rate of about 30 ft 
per shift, installing the required initial liner support (shotcrete 
and/or rock bolts) and continuously monitoring air quality 
and temperatures with hand-held meters to measure the 
carbon-dioxide (CO2) and temperature levels. If CO2 levels 
were below the threshold values, the crews continued mining 
operations, but if temperatures were elevated, they used a 
closed-circuit breathing apparatus (CCBA) as protection from 
the hazardous respiratory conditions. The CCBAs gave the 
workers up to a four-hour work window near the roof of the 
tunnel. When roof temperatures and air quality conditions 
allowed, ACI-certified shotcrete nozzlemen placed shotcrete 
on the ceiling/walls with hand nozzles and used a robot to 
establish initial support.

Coal seams continued to burn throughout the tunnel, 
further contributing to the hazardous atmosphere and 

Figure 3. Hand scaling the tunnel surface.



high temperatures. Thermal imaging showed the muck 
material was heated to temperatures near 3,000° F, essentially 
turning the roof fall material into a molten mass (Figure 4). 
As exploration advanced, an initial shotcrete layer was 
applied to the exposed coal seams. The shotcrete effectively 
halted degassing and extinguished visible flare-ups. High 
temperatures and CO2 levels within the tunnel diminished as 
the shotcrete was applied.

Throughout the process, at least daily calls were conducted 
between the team working in the field and the decision makers 
in CSXT’s Jacksonville, FL, headquarters. On each call, key 
questions were asked, including: Can we proceed safely? How 
bad is the existing ground? Are we advancing the heading? How 
extensive is the damage? What do you see ahead? Once initial 
roof support was installed to a distance of about 500 ft from 
the east portal, it became evident that none of the tunnel walls, 
crown, or arches had collapsed, and that ground conditions 
appeared to be favorable for the temporary liner support. At 
that time, CSXT decided to complete the re-mining, establish 
initial ground support throughout the tunnel, and begin design 
of a permanent lining system.

Permanent Lining Design and Installation
Once initial roof support was installed and the tunnel invert 
was cleared, CSXT crews replaced the track through the 
tunnel. During this period, they inspected the tunnel roof fre-
quently. Fresh ballast placement and track panel installation 
took two days. Thereafter, CSXT resumed rail service to the 
mines on June 10, 2014, approximately 45 days after the fire 
was set (Figure 5).

Based on its exploration, the engineering team was able to 
incorporate the initial roof support system into the permanent 
tunnel lining. This involved the placement of additional rock 
bolts and shotcrete thickness to the roof and sidewalls. The 
roof consisted of Type A ground over a length of 550 ft and Type 
B ground over a length of 160 ft. The difference between these 
repair sections would be the number, spacing, and length of 
the rock bolts and the thickness of the shotcrete liner (Figure 6). 
After train traffic resumed, the final liner had to be installed 
while working in track outage “windows” with a rail-mounted 
shotcrete and rock bolting operation.

Final liner construction took approximately two weeks. A 
total of 649, 8-ft and 175, 13-ft-long, double-corrosion- 

Figure 4. Molten muck debris. (Photo courtesy of LRL Construction Co.)
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protected (DCP) rock bolts and 1,370 yd³ of shotcrete were 
installed in the tunnel. The shotcrete included 80 lbs/yd³ 
of steel fiber reinforcing and yielded a 28-day unconfined 
compressive strength of 6,000 psi. The final shotcrete liner 
yielded an average thickness of approximately 8 in. in the 

crown and arches, and approximately 4 in. in the sidewalls. 
These thicknesses are equivalent to the placement of about 
100 yd³ of shotcrete in each 12-hour shift. A total of 1,270 yd³ 
of fiber-reinforced shotcrete was placed in the tunnel in  
one week.

Collaborative Effort =  
Quality Project
The response to this emergency 
evolved rapidly into an engineer-led 
Design-Build approach. In this 
case, the response team worked as 
an extension of CSXT engineering 
staff to protect the public and the 
environment while safely extinguishing 
the fire and restoring rail service to the 
area. Construction costs and potential 
schedule impacts were managed to 
keep the project on time and on bud-
get. This collaborative exercise, with 
valuable input from CSXT, allowed for 
a customized solution that delivered 
the desired results for the appropriate 
risk and cost. The project serves as 
an excellent guide for how design 
professionals, owners, and contractors 
can successfully work together in rapid 
response, high-risk situations. 

j RANDY K. ZEIGER, PE, has over 25 years of 
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projects for Class 1 railroads, local and state 

government agencies, and mining industries. 

He currently serves as senior geotechnical/

tunnel engineer at Amec Foster Wheeler 

Environment & Infrastructure, Inc. in Nashville, 

TN. He can be reached at randy.zeiger@

amecfw.com.

Figure 5. Construction timeline. (Courtesy of Lana Cary, Amec Foster Wheeler.)

Figure 6. Tunnel repair section. (Courtesy of Don Davis, Amec Foster Wheeler.)
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Although this simple structure has remained fundamentally unchanged the 
past 150 years, there have been large improvements in track materials. Over 
the years, and especially within the last quarter-century, improvements in the 
track superstructure components of rails, ties, and fasteners have helped foster 
a renaissance in the railroad industry. New materials and techniques provide 
durable service under heavy axle load (HAL) freight traffic, while also maintaining 
tight control on geometry deviations that’s required for high-speed trains, 
sometimes on the same corridor. The best example of this is Amtrak’s Northeast 
Corridor (NEC), the joint-use passenger and freight corridor serving the east coast 
metropolis between Washington DC, New York, and Boston. The track on the NEC 
requires very small, allowable track geometry deviations for the 150 mph Acela 
passenger trains, but must also withstand heavy freight trains that produce most of 
the track geometry deviations. Modern track has been able to withstand this more 
demanding load environment, largely because of the ever-increasing strength of 
the materials used for its manufacture.

Track Strength from the Ground Up
It’s been long understood that well-performing track requires a strong foundation 
that settles very little under loading. Like its cousin, the pavement subbase, the 
track substructure spans perhaps hundreds of miles over supporting substructure 
layers that can vary widely over short distances. But unlike the road subbase, track 
substructure is exposed to the elements and is subjected to millions upon millions 
of cycles of heavy load on the same footprint. Subjecting the track geomaterials to 
millions of cycles of heavy load causes the characteristics of the track to change, 
often resulting in poor track performance. Poorly performing geomaterials in 
highways is, at a minimum, a nuisance and, at most, an added cost for earlier- 
than-expected renewal. However, poorly performing geomaterials in railway track 
can result in very costly derailments.

The challenge of managing track substructure effectively can be met by use of 
several recent advancements in tools and methods. In the past decade, which is 
recent history compared to the century-and-a-half life of railroading, several tools 
have become available to assess substructure conditions in a rapid, automated, 
and non-destructive manner.

35www.geoinstitute.org

R
ailroad track, like any other built structure, 

relies on a foundation of geomaterials for 

support. In its most basal form, the railway 

track is quite simple: steel load-bearing 

members (rails) supported on discrete shallow 

footings (ties), which bear on granular soil 

(ballast and subballast) as shown in Figure 1.

Track subgrade renewal 

machine in operation.
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Measuring Track Geometry
The track condition that is most easily measured is the top-of-
rail geometry, which shows the vertical and lateral deviations 
of both rails as measured at the rail head. What type of infor-
mation can be obtained from such measurements? On a small 
scale, geometry deviation measurements along each foot of 
track can be compared to safety limits. On a larger scale, the 
waveforms of track deviations measured over hundreds of feet 
along the rail can be indicators of ride quality problems for 
higher-speed passenger traffic.

Monitoring of track geometry is essential, and is actually 
required by law by the Federal Railroad Administration. 
Until relatively recently, however, track geometry was viewed 
mainly as just an outward indicator of roughness requiring 
smoothing maintenance, but little was done beyond this 

to determine the underlying cause of poor track geometry 
or an unstable track. The underlying source of most such 
track geometry deviations measured at the rails is due to 
settlement within or movement of the geotechnical layers 
of track (i.e., the ballast, subballast, and subgrade), of which 
only the uppermost surface is available for visual examina-
tion. Therefore, reliable measurements are needed that can 
provide information on conditions well below this surface, 
to diagnose the cause of an instability and to prescribe an 
appropriate remedy.

How to Discover What’s Really Going On
Traditional geotechnical exploration methods are not always 
viable options for assessing track subgrades because access 
is limited, and an aerial definition of the subgrade is needed. 

Figure 1. Track superstructure 

and substructure components.

Figure 2. GPR equipment mounted on a hi-rail truck.
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This has led the rail industry to turn to non-destructive 
investigative tools that have been adapted for railroad use.

Ground Penetrating Radar
The remote sensing technique known as ground penetrating 
radar (GPR) can provide information on the track substructure 
layers non-destructively. Figure 2 shows a hi-rail (highway- 
railroad) vehicle outfitted with a GPR system. The GPR in 
Figure 2 consists of three antennas, which permit three 
profiles to be collected at the same time as the survey vehicle 
moves along the track. This configuration provides three con-
tinuous, parallel, and longitudinal images within the track, as 
well as information about the cross-track variability. A key part 
of the successful use of GPR in the rail industry is the software 
that provides the ability to simultaneously view, interpret, 
and analyze multiple maps, digital video, railroad databases, 
and condition measurements. This data combination allows 

the user to conduct an integrated analysis of all the available 
datasets on a single screen.

An example of the information that’s available from GPR 
is shown in Figure 3. As shown in this figure, GPR provides 
information about the fouling condition of the ballast, 
the moisture condition within the substructure, and the 
thickness and configuration of the ballast, subballast, and 
subgrade. The fouling, moisture, and layer information is 
provided by GPR on a continuous basis along the track. 
Integrated with the substructure information is Lidar-based 
topography and a history of track geometry roughness. This 
information allows track managers to appropriately apply 
maintenance and renewal options, such as where to perform 
ballast cleaning and renewal using high-production ballast 
undercutters or ballast shoulder cleaners. The decision of 
which machine is the most appropriate to use, and where and 
when to use it, can be considerably aided by relying on the 

Figure 3. Example of GPR image results.
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GPR information shown in Figure 3 to indicate the amount of 
ballast fouling and moisture condition within the ballast layer 
of the track.

Sometimes the source of track instability is more deep-
seated below the ballast, extending into the softer soils that 
then may require a deeper excavation and remediation. 
For such a condition, GPR again proves its worth. Subgrade 
deformation is often caused by progressive shear failure 
(Figure 4), which can be characterized and quantified by GPR 
from the presence and amount of deformation indicated by 
these subgrade layer profiles.

Renewal of the track down to the subgrade level is often 
performed by removing the track and using conventional 
heavy-construction equipment. However, as the track 
substructure is now more easily quantified, and systemic 
problems can be identified, economies of scale are driving 
the development of high-production, assembly-line style 
machines that perform total renewal in one pass. The use of 
such very large machines requires that they be used appropri-
ately, where they are most needed based on an investigation 
of existing conditions. For that reason, use of GPR has become 
an essential part of this overall work.

Lidar
A complimentary technology used in conjunction with track 
geometry data and GPR is Lidar (Light detection and ranging), 
which provides a measure of the topography of the tracks and 
the surrounding ground surface. While GPR is used to probe 
beneath the track surface, Lidar can provide detailed mea-
surement of the surface itself. The Lidar-measured ground 
surface elevation data can be used to determine the adequacy 
of existing ditches over many continuous miles of track by 
reviewing the elevation along the ditch line and finding the 
locations of blockages. Lidar can also show how far ditches 
should be extended longitudinally so they can drain into 
low-lying areas adjacent to the track and allow water to flow 

by gravity. Figure 5 is an example of a Lidar-produced digital 
terrain model that is superimposed over high-resolution, 
ortho-rectified aerial images. This particular location has 
drainage problems because the narrow cut section has led 
to poor external surface drainage along the tracks, as well as 
poor internal drainage within the three parallel tracks.

Lidar surveying along railroad corridors is conducted from 
on-track vehicles, fixed-wing aircraft, and helicopter-based 
Lidar mapping systems. Right-of-way widths of hundreds of 
feet are easily attainable using airborne Lidar data collection. 
The accurate location of assets, as well as the digital terrain 
model derived from the Lidar data, provide key information 
for drainage improvement designs.

Soil Mechanics in Practice
At the Amtrak site illustrated in Figure 5, track substructure 
problems were diagnosed and remedied by using these tools 
together with principles of railway soil mechanics related 
to a high cyclic loading environment. The primary task for 
improving middle track performance was to provide adequate 
drainage from it, through the adjacent track, to a longitudinal 
ditch or drain. The two key aspects of design were providing 
enough strength within the track foundation to preclude 
overstressing or deforming the clay subgrade and providing 
long-term drainage improvement.

The layering of the top few feet of material below the tie 
was determined from GPR data (verified by cross-trenches) 
and provided a cross-sectional view of the deformed sub-
structure layers across the tracks. The GPR information also 
provided the moisture condition of the track substructure.

One of the goals of remediation was to stabilize the subgrade 
failure by designing a newly placed track with a granular layer 
of ballast and subballast that was sufficient to reduce the traf-
fic-loading-induced stresses on the subgrade soil below the failure 
limit. The design method, known as Granular Layer Thickness 
(GLT) design methodology, was used to develop the required 

Figure 4. Subgrade 
soil failure 
under track with 
characteristic 
shoulder heave.
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track foundation design to support the current and anticipated 
future traffic. The GLT design approach is based on limiting the 
traffic-induced, long-term, cyclic stress so as to avoid subgrade 
deformation in the form of excessive plastic deformation (ballast 
pocket) and progressive shear failure (subgrade squeeze).

Excessive plastic deformation is the result of greater 
load-induced settlement of the subgrade surface directly under 
individual rails or under the entire track. Progressive shear fail-
ure, or subgrade squeeze, occurs in predominantly fine-grained 
subgrade due to repeated overstressing and gradual shear fail-
ure and remolding of the subgrade soil near the surface. Both of 
these phenomena create depressions under the track that can 
result in water-holding depressions, which can subsequently 
lead to further softening and deformation of the subgrade.

The conventional GLT design approach provides the 
required thickness of the granular layer, which is the combined 
thickness of the subballast layer and the ballast layer. Based on 
the anticipated traffic and dynamic loads, a 50-year design life, 
as well as the condition of the track subgrade, the GLT design 
approach indicated the need for well over 54 in. of combined 
ballast and subballast thickness. But rebuilding the track with 
this thickness of granular layer was impractical and expensive, 
especially because the track elevation could not be raised due 
to clearance limitations of an overhead bridge. To solve this 
problem, reinforcing the granular layer was a practical option. 
Stress reduction to the subgrade was achieved by reinforcing 
the granular layer through the use of geogrid and geocell rein-
forcement. The geogrid/geocell reinforcement provides tensile 

Figure 5. Lidar-

based site 

mapping.  Lidar 

point map (top) 

and contour 

map (bottom).

Poorly performing geomaterials in highways is, at a minimum, a 

nuisance and, at most, an added cost for earlier-than-expected 

renewal. However, poorly performing geomaterials in railway track 

can result in very costly derailments.
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strength and confinement to the granular layers, thereby 
increasing the stiffness of the granular layer. As a result, lower 
vertical stresses are transmitted below the reinforced layer. It 
was determined that the required GLT, considering the geocell 
reinforced subballast, was reduced to 29 in.

The drainage design criteria required maximizing the inter-
nal drainability of Tracks 2 and 3, as well as providing effective 
removal of water from the track right-of-way. Good external 
track drainage requires that an unobstructed and downwardly 
sloping path exists from the ballast shoulder to the ditch, and 
then from the ditch to the right-of-way egress point, so that 
water is effectively and rapidly removed from the track vicin-
ity. GPR data provided the basis for improving internal track 
drainage, while Lidar data did the same for improving external 
track drainage. In this way, both remote-sensing techniques 
dovetail to allow any water in track to find its way out, and 
once out of track to exit from the railroad right-of-way.

Meeting Railway Geotechnical Challenges  
of the Future
Railway geotechnics and track substructure assessment tools 
continue to advance with emerging 
challenges — and high-speed rail traffic 
is one of these. Passenger rail speeds 
will approach 200 mph in the coming 
years, and one of the potential geotech-
nical problems associated with higher 
speeds is that the train may effectively 
“catch up” with its own ground-borne 
vibration wave, known as the Rayleigh 
wave. This behavior is expected to 
be especially prevalent where the 
subgrade soil is soft with a high water 
content because these conditions can 
substantially reduce the propagation 
speed of the Rayleigh wave in soil. As 
the train approaches the soil’s Rayleigh 
wave speed, the vertical vibration 
amplitude of the track can become 
excessive and can threaten to derail 
the train. However, the authors are 
working with others to develop rapid, 
non-destructive means to identify track 
locations that have these undesirable 
substructure conditions. Once these 
locations are identified, there are 
several soil remediation strategies that 
could be considered to raise the soil’s 
Rayleigh wave speed well above the 
train’s speed.

The tools and methods we’ve 
described have and will continue to 
allow the rail industry to always stay 

several steps ahead of the challenges of increased wheel load-
ing, increased speeds, and nearly anything else the industry 
can come up with. The railroad geotechnical researchers will 
continue to innovate and find new ways to ensure the success 
of this industry with its rich history and promising future. 

j STEVEN CHRISMER, PhD, PE, is a senior mechanical track and 

vehicle engineer with LTK Engineering, where he specializes in 
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Engineering, LLC, located in Williamsburg, MA, where he provides 
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After demolition of the timber sets near the east portal, debris was 
moved outside the tunnel to load onto a highrail dump truck to be 
moved offsite. The timber portal was also removed.

What Happens with Unexpected Ground 
Conditions during Tunnel Construction?

RAILROAD TUNNEL 
CLEARANCE IMPROVEMENT 
AND LINER REPLACEMENT

By Kyle Guenther, PE, and Roberto Guardia, PE, M.ASCE



T
o increase the capacity and efficiency 

of transporting waste by rail to an 

existing landfill, Enviro Solutions Inc., 

the landfill owner, and CSX 

Transportation (CSXT), the rail line owner, 

sought the ability to use larger flat cars 

and gondolas. However, this would require 

expanding clearance of the Princess Tunnel, 

an existing tunnel along the rail line. The 

landfill facility is located in Ashland, KY, near 

the end of CSXT’s Appalachian Kanawha 

Lexington Industrial Track.
In 2008, Shannon and Wilson, Inc. was retained to perform 

an investigation of the existing tunnel clearance and ground 
support conditions for Princess Tunnel. The investigation 
included a review of published geologic maps, preparation of 
tunnel maps, laser survey of composite sections, and a rock 
core exploration program of the tunnel. The tunnel maps 
detailed the existing liners by station, presence of cracks, 
and seepage locations. The rock cores and probe holes were 
located through the sidewalls, arch, and invert of the tunnel 
to examine the condition of rock along the tunnel. Probes 
and cores were spaced every 40 to 50 ft along the length of the 
tunnel and varied in depth from 2 to 7 ft based on liner and 
rock conditions. After the investigation, preliminary designs 
were developed for a new liner system, which was constructed 
between 2012 and 2013.

Existing Tunnel Conditions
The masonry stone west portal of Princess Tunnel is inscribed 
“J. P. Mayo 1881,” indicating that the tunnel was originally 
excavated in the 1880 to 1881 timeframe (Figure 1). The 
tunnel was initially lined with timber sets and lagging, and a 
brick liner. The short, concrete-lined section was constructed 
at a later date. The original tunnel was nearly 1,000 ft long, 
although several hundred feet of its east end was demolished 
and open cut after a train derailment damaged the liner 
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support system in the 1970s. The accident left the tunnel at its 
current length of slightly more than 650 ft long.

Nearly the entire tunnel length had a reduced clearance 
envelope along the quarter arches, including impediments that 
measured up to 3 ft in the horizontal direction and 2 ft in the 
vertical direction, caused by the existing liner structure. This 
was particularly true throughout the timber-lined sections of 
the tunnel. Rock at the portals consisted of interbedded layers 
of sandstone, coal, and shale. The outer 15 ft of the western 
portal was lined with masonry stone, set in place in the early 
1880s. Most of the stones are without fracture and measure 
roughly 4 ft in length.

The investigation revealed timber backfill behind the 
brick- and timber-lined sections of the tunnel, filling void 
space between the liner and the rock surface for most of the 
tunnel perimeter (Figure 2). The void space filled with timber 
cord backfill measured up to 7 ft wide in some locations. Probe 
and core results from the geotechnical exploration program 
revealed that the lower portions of the tunnel sidewalls include 
shale behind the existing liner, while the arch is composed of 
sandstone with interbedded coal. The brick-lined sections of 
the tunnel had brick thickness ranging from 1 to 2 ft. The brick 
and concrete sections were in fair condition given their age, 
with no visible load deformation observed. The timber-lined 
sections showed more wear and deformation in some 
locations, including what appeared to be strike marks from 
train traffic hitting the timber sets. Despite the impact damage, 
the existing timber liner was in fairly stable condition. The 
damaged timber sections would have eventually needed minor 
repairs if this clearance project did not involve removing them.

Tunnel Expansion and Repair Design
In 2012, CSXT, in conjunction with funding from Enviro 
Solutions, elected to move forward with the project, and asked 
the design team to provide final design recommendations, 

plans, and specifications. The primary design objectives 
included: 1) improving clearance to accommodate two types of 
taller and wider rail cars, 2) maintaining service to CSXT cus-
tomers during construction, and 3) maintaining or improving 
tunnel stability.

Based on information collected during the geotechnical 
investigation, Bieniawski’s Rock Mass Rating was determined 
every hundred feet of tunnel. The Rock Mass Rating (RMR) 
takes into account the strength of the rock, spacing and 
condition of discontinuities, Rock Quality Designation, and 
orientation of the discontinuities. With this information, two 
different existing rock conditions were identified, for which 
two different ground liner support systems would need to 
be designed. The two ground conditions were given project 
designations of Type 1 and Type 2 ground. Type 1 ground had 
a higher RMR and was located near the portals. Type 2 ground 
had a lower RMR and was located near the center of the tunnel.

The design team recommended that the existing timber, 
brick, and concrete liner be demolished, removed, and 
replaced with a new liner system. In the brick and concrete 
sections of the tunnel, only the existing liner in the arch would 
be removed to reduce excavation volumes. The sidewalls 
would be bolted and left in place. In addition to removing the 
existing liner, rock behind the liner would need to be notched 
out of the tunnel quarter arches in some locations to achieve 
the desired clearance and provide room for the new liner 
system. The entire tunnel length would be supported by the 
new liner system, including the portals. 

Two different replacement support systems, both using 
steel fiber reinforced shotcrete and double corrosion-protected 
dowels, were selected to address the two ground conditions 
anticipated from the exploration plan:

 o  Type 1 ground conditions consisted of massive, moderately 
jointed sandstone with little to no weathering. Liner support 

Figure 1. The masonry stone arch portal of Princess Tunnel in Ashland, KY. The portal’s 

keystone is inscribed “J.P. Mayo 1881.” Brick liner removal is underway inside the portal.

Figure 2. During removal of the existing 

timber/brick tunnel liner, cord wood 

was exposed, filling void space between 

the liner and the rock surface.
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for this condition included 4 in. of shotcrete covering 
exposed rock in the tunnel sidewalls and arch with 10-ft-long 
dowels placed in the arches and crown at a 6-ft grid spacing.

 o  Type 2 ground conditions consisted of highly jointed 
sandstone with some weathering. Liner support for these 
conditions included 6 in. of shotcrete in the arch and 4-ft bolt 
grid spacing.

Locations where the brick or concrete sidewalls were left in 
place would be secured by installing 10-ft-long rock dowels, 
placed 1-2 ft below the top of the wall and spaced 6 ft apart 
along the wall length.

The proposed layout of the two new tunnel support systems 
along the length of the tunnel is indicated in Figure 3 along 
with the existing liner systems prior to construction.

To avoid closing the tunnel for long periods or destabilizing 
it during construction, the project specifications required 
that only 5-ft-long sections of the existing liner be removed 
at any location in the tunnel at one time. The specifications 
also called for portions of the replacement liner system to 
be immediately installed in that same area. The removal and 
replacement of a 5-ft section was required to be completed 
within a single 8-hour daily work window. To improve daily 
production, multiple 5-ft sections could be removed and 
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Figure 3. Proposed tunnel liner support system layout after initial design for both project Type 1 and Type 2 ground conditions. The exist-

ing brick, timber, and concrete liner support systems along the tunnel length are also indicated. (Courtesy of Shannon & Wilson, Inc.)
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replaced in the same day if they were 
spaced throughout the tunnel.

The design specifications and plans 
were compiled and sent out as a bid 
package to potential contractors, and a 
pre-bid meeting was held at the tunnel 
in October of 2012. All bids were received 
by the end of the month, and the 
railroad selected a contractor to perform 
the tunnel rehabilitation. 

Dealing with the Expected  
and Unexpected
Tunnel liner demolition and reconstruc-
tion started in April of 2013. Design team 
representatives were onsite fulltime to 
observe construction, verify ground 
condition assumptions as liner demoli-
tion progressed, and facilitate decision 
making if unexpected conditions were 
encountered. Beginning construction 
near the west tunnel portal in Type 1 
ground conditions, excess railroad 
ballast rock was placed to just below 
the top of the rail, allowing rubber-tired 
equipment the ability to move in and 
out of the tunnel to remove timber 
demolition and rock notching debris. It 
also provided protection for the rail as 
debris from the arch fell to the ground. 
The top of the rail was swept clean at the 
end of each day and checked by a CSXT 
representative to ensure it was ready for 
nightly train traffic.

The equipment requirements for 
removing timber liner and concrete/
brick liner were different, so the 
contractor elected to remove all of 
the timber sections first. Timber sets 
were spaced between 4 and 5 ft apart 
throughout the tunnel, which meant 
one timber set and lagging could be 
removed at a time at any one location in 
the tunnel. The design included desig-
nated lengths and locations throughout 
the tunnel where Type 1 and Type 2 
ground support were proposed for 
construction. The assumed conditions 
were verified as the liner was removed; 
the transition from Type 1 to Type 2 
support was adjusted by 6 to 10 ft 
in the field during construction to 
match actual conditions. Immediately 

Figure 4. Steel fiber reinforced shotcrete and grouted rock dowels, installed as initial 

support after the existing tunnel liner was removed for Type 1 and Type 2 ground  

support systems.

Figure 5. New Type 3 ground support system drawing for improved clearance in weak 

rock zone of the Princess Tunnel with existing and new liner systems shown. (Courtesy 

of Shannon & Wilson, Inc.)
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after a section of timber and backfill debris was removed, 
an array of rock dowels was marked with spray paint to the 
proper spacing, depending on which ground condition the 
excavation was in. Rock dowels were installed, followed by 
a 1-2-in.-thick initial layer of steel fiber reinforced shotcrete 
(Figure 4). Drills, shotcrete hoppers, pumps, and grout plants 
were all mounted on flatbed rail cars moved by rail shuttles. 
This allowed the equipment to move in the tunnel, install the 
initial replacement liner support, and move out again quickly, 
which improved efficiency within the limited work window.

Unfortunately, problems occurred during the last week of 
May, 2013, when excavation in a center section of the tunnel 
was underway about 242 ft from the west portal in planned 
Type 2 ground with an existing brick liner. This was the area of 
the tunnel where ground conditions were expected to be the 
most difficult. During excavation of the brick liner, the exposed 
rock crown of the tunnel was more fractured, weathered, and 
weak than had been anticipated during design. The exposed 
arch ground could not be scaled without excessive raveling 
and rock fall, which prevented the placement of shotcrete or 
dowels. It was clear that the Type 2 ground support system 
would not be sufficient for this condition.

To determine the extent of the weaker rock zone, the con-
tractor advanced exploratory drilling through the brick liner. 
Six probe holes were completed along the crown of the tunnel, 
moving eastward until rock conditions were found that met the 
requirements for the original Type 2 design. A small section of 
the brick liner was then removed at the east end of the weak 
rock zone to verify the limits. The east end of the weaker rock 
zone ended in the short, concrete-lined section of the tunnel. 
A boring was drilled from the ground surface at this location, 
and it was determined to be an abandoned original tunnel 
construction shaft. Based on these new explorations, the team 
decided that 132 ft of tunnel support — all of which was brick 
lined — required redesign.

Meeting the Challenge in Real Time
During redesign of the 132 ft of tunnel where unexpected rock 
conditions were encountered, the contractor was able to work 
on other sections of the tunnel and complete work at a nearby 
tunnel. Any support system developed during the redesign of 
the new section (Type 3) required minimal equipment changes 
and had to be constructed of materials that could be fabricated 
quickly to minimize additional cost and delay. Two options 
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were considered for the Type 3 tunnel 
section support system.

The first option included a complete 
steel liner system with steel sets every 
4 ft on center bearing on concrete foot-
ings. The steel sets would be spanned 
with C-channel steel lagging and back-
filled with pumped concrete. Bulkheads 
would be constructed, and the east and 
west end of the Type 3 support section 
and port holes would be left in the crown 
and arches to allow concrete backfill. 
This was a costly option that included 
steel liner sidewalls, and arch. It also 
added the excavation of the entire brick 
liner, including the sidewalls, which were 
originally planned to be bolted in place.

The second option included a steel 
set arch system with steel lagging that 
would be supported on the existing 
brick sidewalls. This option no longer 
called for the unplanned excavation 
of the brick sidewalls and eliminated 
the need for vertical steel set members 
while reducing steel lagging and concrete 
backfill quantities.

The problem with the second option 
was that no one knew if the existing 
brick sidewalls could support a steel 
liner. To find out, the design team tested 
samples retrieved from the brick liner 
to evaluate brick and mortar composite 
shear and compressive strengths. 
Ground-penetrating radar was also used 
to measure the existing liner thickness 
and continuity. The steel sets were 
designed for an overburden rock load of 
45 ft, or approximately three times the 
width of the tunnel. The steel sets were 
modeled in a structural design program 
and a finite difference program for the 
estimated loading conditions. Balanced 
and unbalanced loads were considered. 
Based on the anticipated ground 
pressures and results of the testing of 
the existing liner, the engineering team 
concluded that the brick sidewalls would 
support a steel liner system.

As shown in Figure 5, the steel liner 
consisted of a two-piece steel arch set with 
one butt splice at the center of the crown. 
The sets would rest on 4-ft-long steel 
beam sections that were bolted together 
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and placed on top of the brick sidewalls. Following approval by 
CSXT, materials were ordered, fabricated, and installed.

Succeeding in the Goals
Redesign, pricing, approval, and material delivery was all 
completed before the contractor finished the other work it 
had in its scope so that work could continue with no idle 
time. The Type 3 liner support steel sets and lagging arrived 
on site during the second week of August. The liner support 
was installed, and the desired clearance improvement was 
achieved through the entire tunnel by the end of October 2013. 
The first train with larger cars moved through the tunnel in 
November (Figure 6).

For this project, it was fortunate that both the design team 
and the railroad had plenty of past experience with tunnel liner 
replacement projects. Thus, when the unexpected happened, 
everyone was prepared. It is always a good idea to plan for 
contingency time and budget for tunnel rehabilitation work. 
Tunnel projects often involve structures that are over a century 
old, and it is simply not possible to probe or core widely enough 
to discover everything that might be hidden behind the liners. 
Geotechnical engineers will enjoy less stressful and daunting 

situations if they allow for extra contingency time and budget 
changes. Client relationships will also become stronger.

This project succeeded only because of unified effort and 
understanding between the contractor, design team, and own-
ers. Tunnel liner demolition and replacement is challenging 
work, and even with a comprehensive exploration plan it is 
common to run into surprises. The key is being ready to react 
quickly and creatively to see projects to the finish line. 
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N
etwork Rail (NR) is the owner, operator, and asset manager of the majority of the 
rail network of Great Britain, an infrastructure network totalling approximately 
32,000 km of track. This rail network is of vital economic importance, trans-
porting 4.4 million passengers daily on 22,000 passenger trains, and carrying 

11 percent of Britain’s daily freight traffic. NR has responsibility for a considerable range 
of assets, all of which must be managed in an efficient manner to ensure safety and good 
network performance. NR is externally regulated by the Office of Rail and Road (ORR), an 
independent, non-ministerial government department that oversees safety, reliability, and 
economic performance. The agency is also responsible for assessing the funding submis-
sion that NR makes to the government every five years.

NR was formed in 2002 following the collapse of its predecessor agency that was 
responsible for managing Britain’s railway. Since then, the rail infrastructure has improved 
significantly — not just in terms of safety and performance, but also in network capability. 
In the civil engineering arena, geotechnical asset management is flourishing. Many factors 
have contributed to the success, including assembling an ever-increasing bank of knowl-
edge, creating better ways to evaluate risk, and learning how to best prioritize treatment. 
In 2004-2005, NR began reporting earthwork failures, and this data set has been key to 
unlocking some of the improvements that have been made.
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How Modern-Day Techniques Help Monitor 
Railway Infrastructure Dating to the 1800s

By Simon Abbott, C.Geol, M.G-I

Railway Geotechnical 
Asset Management  
in Great Britain
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Figure 1. Catastrophic 
failure of a cohesive 
embankment in the UK 
during the winter of 
2013-14, which was the 
wettest winter on record. 
(Photo courtesy of 
Network Rail © 2016.)
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Figure 2. Derailments associated with geotechnical asset failures across the UK rail network in conjunction with winter and 
financial year long-term averages of rainfall. Outside party slopes refer to land slippage from beyond the land ownership of 
Network Rail. (Courtesy of Network Rail © 2016.)
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Learning from Earthworks Failures
Failures of NR earthworks do occur (Figure 1), with a notable 
increase during prolonged and/or intense periods of rainfall. 
These asset failures are useful to geotechnical engineers 
because they provide the catalyst for improvement. Since 
1995, there have been 31 train derailments associated with 
earthwork failures. The majority of these stemmed from infra-
structure slopes owned by the NR, but four events originated 
from ground beyond the boundary fence. The challenges 
associated with these slopes are discussed hereafter.

One of the earthworks challenges that NR faces is that the 
majority of the British rail network was constructed before 
1900 (with a peak of construction in the 1840s). Today’s 
network still operates on a foundation of the earthworks 
constructed at that time. Early locomotives required shallow 
gradients, necessitating the construction of sometimes very 
large cuts and embankments. This construction occurred well 
before the development of modern geotechnical understand-
ing and practice. As a result, NR has been left with a legacy of 
earthworks constructed at far steeper angles and by consider-
ably less robust construction methods than would occur today. 
This is a legacy threat that requires a pragmatic approach 
because it is uneconomical to strengthen all sub-standard 
slopes that fail modern assessments.

Formal management of the NR earthwork assets began in 
the 1990s, and standardized collection of earthwork inventory 
and condition information has been undertaken since 2005. 
A derailment in 1995 involved a soil cut failure that damaged 
a section of track; an oncoming train collided with the failed 
mass and derailed. The subsequent chain of events resulted in 
loss of life as a train travelling in the opposite direction collided 
with the derailed carriages.

The 1995 derailment event highlighted the need to pro- 
actively focus on infrastructure slopes and not solely operate 
on a reactive basis. NR began to recruit specialist geotechnical 
staff to form Track Engineering teams. Later they would move 
into civil engineering and then eventually form Geotechnical 
Engineering teams around Britain. Today, there are eight route 
offices with specialist geotechnical route asset managers who 
have daily accountability for managing the infrastructure. 
There’s also a central HQ function responsible for policy, 
assurance, and R&D.

Asset Management
Ever since 2005, when NR began to capture inspections data 
electronically, the organization has been expanding and 
improving its earthworks policy, understanding of risk, and 
asset management capabilities. The first specific policy for 

/ 15-Sep-16 1 

Figure 3. Evolution of the 
Earthworks safety risk matrix. 
The x-axis algorithm has been 
re-calibrated into a likelihood 
of failure with an improved 
statistical ability to predict 
failures. (Courtesy of Network 
Rail © 2016.)
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Figure 4. Investment activity to strengthen an earthwork in the UK using innovative constructive methods during normal railway 
operations. (Courtesy of Network Rail © 2016.)

the management of geotechnical assets was published in 
2012. Prior to this time, specific policy guidance had been 
fairly limited, and minimal whole-life cost modeling existed 
to demonstrate funding requirements for maintenance 
and renewal activities. Today, the policy is in its third major 
iteration. Its principles closely align to those set out by the UK 
Institute of Asset Management.

One of the founding principles of asset management 
requires that an inventory of assets be maintained. The 
development of robust definitions to provide clarity in the asset 
count was a key step. Today, NR has in excess of 190,000 earth-
work assets. An earthwork is defined as a cut, embankment, 
or natural slope segment up to 100 m long lying within the NR 
boundary that is equal to or greater than 3 m high. Or if less 
than 3 m high, an earthwork that could pose an unacceptable 
risk to the safe operation or performance of the railway infra-
structure in the event of earthwork failure.

As inspections of earthworks began to incorporate handheld 
data-logging units to collect data, engineers gained the ability 
to conduct walkover surveys and record information such as 

geometry, drainage presence/condition, geomorphological 
features, tension cracks, vegetation cover, etc. An algorithm 
was applied to the range of input parameters to derive a Hazard 
Index that placed each embankment, soil cut, or rock cut into 
the category of “Serviceable,” “Marginal,” or “Poor.”

Although using handheld units for data collection helped 
to prioritize earthworks assets, six derailments occurred in the 
winter of 2012-2013 (Figure 2). This chain of events caused 
senior leadership to lose confidence with the business and 
applied more pressure to conduct a fundamental review of the 
processes being used. It also spurred the ORR to take regulatory 
enforcement action. Although total annual precipitation is 
not shown on Figure 2, it is worth noting that 2012 was the 
second-wettest calendar year on record in the UK (second only 
to 2000), and monthly rainfall records were broken for both 
April and June of that year.

The review by NR determined that an unacceptable number 
of failures occurred in earthworks that had been placed in the 
best two condition categories. A decision was made to improve 
the ability of the Hazard Index to predict earthworks failure, 
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even though earthworks are an inherently unpredictable asset 
group and failures are predominantly caused by climatic and 
other external factors. Analysis of the available data for both 
the whole population of earthworks, and just those examina-
tion records made prior to a recorded failure, was carried out 
for each of the approximate 200 parameters (i.e., x, y, z, etc.) 
used for soil cuts and embankments.

Soil cut and embankment algorithms were addressed first. 
The rock slope algorithm and assessment tool (Rock Slope 
Hazard Index) is currently under evaluation. The improvement 
work in the soil cut and embankment algorithms looked to 
optimize the predictability to identify failures. New, optimized 
algorithms were created based on analysis of over 10 years of 
legacy field examination data and earthwork failure records. 
Parameters more prevalent in the pre-failure examination of 
failed earthworks than the whole population of earthworks 
were given a positive weighting in the new algorithm. 
Parameters more prevalent in the unfailed population were 
negatively weighted.

Parameter weightings were then summed, and the resulting 
Soil Embankment Hazard Index (SEHI) and Soil Cut Hazard 
Index (SCHI) scores were segmented into five Earthwork 
Hazard Categories (EHCs), ranging from A (lowest likelihood 
of failure) to E (highest likelihood of failure). As the number 
of assets in each EHC is known, and the number of failed 
earthworks in each category is also known, a comparison of 
the statistical likelihood of failure of an asset in each category 
is possible.

With the previous Hazard Indices (and categories of 
Serviceable, Marginal, and Poor), an embankment or soil 
cut in the worst condition category (Poor) was 10 to 20 times 
more likely to fail than one in the best condition category 
(Serviceable). In the revised scoring system, this multiplier has 
been improved by the new algorithms to over 100, an order of 
magnitude improvement in the ability to predict earthworks 
failure. Moving toward a 5-point scale where the likelihood of 
failure for each category can be quantified is considered to be a 
first in the UK for geotechnical asset management.
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Figure 5. Reduction in the frequency of high-scoring asset failures is a result of increased asset management capabilities from the 
early 2000s. (Courtesy of Network Rail © 2016.)
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Establishing Priorities
A fundamentally important feature of the risk-based prioritisa-
tion approach is that asset management decisions are made on 
the basis of the consequence of a potential failure, as well as its 
likelihood. In practice, this means that an earthwork in moder-
ate condition could be prioritised for intervention above one in 
worse condition, if its failure could lead to a catastrophic safety 
incident. For example, a site with an EHC of C on a high-speed 
line on the approach to a tunnel portal may be assigned a 
higher priority than the failure of a section of single track with 
lower-speed trains where the EHC was D. Network Rail has 
used a quantitative earthwork criticality score as a measure of 
failure consequence for many years.

However, as part of the enhancement of the risk manage-
ment approach, NR developed an improved criticality measure 
known as the Earthworks Asset Criticality Band (EACB). 
For individual earthworks, EACB is a combination of two 
components:

 o  The probability that a failed earthwork will cause a derailment. 
This probability is based on a number of factors, including the 
likely size and hardness of the failed material, but also factors 
such as the distance of the slope from the rails.

 o  The potential safety consequence of a train derailment at 
a given location. This component is derived through the 
Common Consequence Tool (CCT). It takes into account 
factors such as the maximum line-speed, whether a derailed 
train is likely to hit an oncoming train, or whether there is a 
structure adjacent to the network.

The CCT component is independent of the original cause 
of the derailment, but highly dependent on location and the 
physical features present — factors which are, in fact, common 
to a train derailment resulting from the failure of any asset 
type. CCT is therefore being applied as part of the risk assess-
ment to other NR asset types, not just earthworks. CCT uses 
a probability event tree to estimate the severity of a potential 
train derailment, expressed as the predicted number of deaths 
and injuries through a widely used safety metric, the Fatalities 
and Weighted Injuries (FWI).

Making Constant Improvements
A more comprehensive technical overview of this recent 
work was presented at the 3rd International Conference on 
Transportation Geotechnics in August 2016. The improved 
Earthwork Safety Matrix is now one of the primary tools 
that NR employs for earthwork management (Figure 3). 
Additional improvements have also recently been made to the 
understanding and implementation of mitigations (i.e., service 
restrictions) to reduce consequence at times of heightened 
earthwork failure — during times of adverse/extreme weather. 
Together, all of these changes are incorporated into a policy 
and suite of control documents for managing the asset base. 

NR and the consultants supporting the continued evolution 
of this work believe it to be cutting edge in the field of risk 
management for geotechnical infrastructure owners.

For the five-year period until the end of March 2019, 
Network Rail will invest close to £700 million on strengthening 
assets across the earthworks portfolio (Figure 4). This is 
some £200 million more than was invested in the previous 
five-year control period that ended in March 2014. With the 
understanding of the safety risk profile of the earthwork asset 
portfolio that NR now has through the risk matrix, prioriti-
zation of intervention investment to maintain, refurbish, or 
renew its earthworks can be undertaken in a systematic and 
structured way.

Key performance indicators suggest that the applications of 
the current policy and decision support tools that are available 
to the business are improving the performance of the asset 
base. There have been no derailments associated with earth-
work failures since the six derailments of 2012-2013 that served 
as the catalyst for improvement. The UK experienced the 
wettest winter on record in 2013-2014 and the second wettest 
winter on record in 2015-2016, during which there were spates 
of increased failure activity, but no derailments. By continually 
building knowledge about geotechnical asset failures, learning 
to better evaluate risk, and developing prioritization of treat-
ment, NR has been able to reduce its frequency of potentially 
significant safety events (Figure 5).

The challenges of an ever-changing climate and an asset 
base that continues to age will not be resolved in a 5- or 
10-year period of investment. A pragmatic approach to man-
agement is now embedded within the organisation, and future 
activities for improvement are either in-progress or mapped 
for future development. Today’s organisations must focus on 
the ability to manage all civil engineering, integrated into a 
single system and seamlessly linked into a suite of integrated 
applications for users across the business. The world of big 
data is upon us.

Note: As this article was going through the final stages of editing 
to be ready for publication, a landslide caused a train derail-
ment to occur on September 16, 2016. Some 24 km north of 
London, a commuter train travelling at 145 km/hr struck debris 
and derailed at the entrance of a twin-track tunnel. The cut 
slope failed in the early hours following 60 mm of rain in three 
hours (the average monthly total for this area). This accelerated 
the rate of degradation and triggered the landslide. The Railway 
Accident Investigation Branch (RAIB) is investigating. 

j SIMON ABBOTT, C.GEOL, M.G-I, is the head of geotechnics for 

Network Rail in Great Britain. He is a chartered geologist specialising 

in engineering geology, with extensive experience in geotechnical 

asset management. After joining NR in 2006, Abbott spent eight years 

working in frontline engineering activities before making the move to 

central HQ. He can be reached at simon.abbott@networkrail.co.uk.
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Energy and Water Issues 
Are Too Great to Ignore!

What Does the 
Crystal Ball Say?
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Over the past 15 years, the Geoprofessional Business Association’s 
(GBA) Emerging Issues and Trends Committee has held a series 
of Crystal Ball Workshops (Workshops) to identify long-term 

emerging issues and business trends, and their potential impacts on the 
organization’s member firms. Like other forecasts, some predictions 
come to pass, while others never materialize. Recent Workshops have 
accurately foreseen consolidation trends in our industry, as well as 
many of the impacts from demographic and economic shifts that 
geoprofessionals have experienced.

The most recent Workshop, co-sponsored by the 
Geo-Institute, was held in Dallas on April 13, 2016. Twenty 
people participated, representing clients, practitioners, 
contractors, and educators. The group explored drivers and 
disruptors that are expected to have an increasing impact 
on the infrastructure market over the next five years, with a 
special focus on business opportunities for geoprofessionals 
and their firms. With climate change emerging as one of 
the predominant issues of this young century, particular 
attention was paid to the energy and water markets and the 
nexus between the two.

Mark Cook, an expert in helping companies improve 
their productivity and the managing partner of CrossGroup, 
facilitated the Workshop discussions. Subject matter experts 
Jack Hand, chairman of Power Engineers and chair of the 
Environment & Energy Committee of the American Council 
of Engineering Companies, Jerry Selke of Bechtel Marine 
Propulsion Corporation and past president of the American 
Water Resources Association, and David Curtis, vice 
president and a flood risk management expert from WEST 
Consultants, provided informed perspective that served 
to stimulate and shape the Workshop’s exploration of the 
present and future.

The Broad View
The Workshop’s discussions underscored a growing sense 
that the past is no longer the prologue for addressing many 
issues to be faced by our firms, clients, and communities 
at the dynamic intersections of the built and natural 
environments. These intersections have potentially significant 
implications for the geoprofession, and particularly its 
engineering practices. Whether or not you provide service to 
the energy or water markets, changes in these markets will 
affect your future. Together these markets are anticipated 

to be the primary drivers of the physical and economic 
health of society in this century. As weather patterns shift 
and infrastructure degrades, energy and water systems must 
evolve beyond what we came to rely on in the last century. 
The related challenges create the prospects of a bright future 
for geoprofessionals who choose to engage in these markets.

Through review of past Workshop trends, presentations 
from the Workshop’s experts, and subsequent Workshop 
dialogue, the group concluded that the market drivers/
disruptors of our immediate future could be summed up in 
this overarching conclusion: Traditional planning and design 
approaches are being disrupted by rapidly changing social, 
economic, technological, and environmental demands. Three 
primary trends support this conclusion:
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TREND 1

Society will 
demand that 
infrastructure 
owner/operators 
consider long-term 
impacts, life-cycle 
costs, and resilient 
design concepts.

TREND 2

Demands on 
our energy and 
water systems 
are changing 
and will require 
more flexible 
storage and 
conveyance 
infrastructure.

TREND 3

Technology 
advances will 
make multiple 
energy sources 
viable. New 
facilities will be 
built to focus on 
a mix of those 
energy sources.

Primary trends showing that traditional planning and design 
approaches are being disrupted.
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Business Opportunities
The case for specifically targeting energy and water markets 
over the next 5-10 years is compelling. The subject matter 
experts for the Workshop, and the ensuing dialogue, presented 
a vivid picture of the tremendous opportunities for geoprofes-
sionals in these markets. Here are some highlights.

Climate Change
It’s a fact that we are in a period of profound climate 
change that demands we take a closer look at the inherent 

relationship between water and energy. Clients, our firms, 
and society must adjust perspectives to evaluate how 
climate-related disruption to critical energy and water 
infrastructure matters not only for short term, but increasingly 
longer-term needs. Understanding, and seeking advantages in 
the energy-water nexus, is central to improving our resiliency 
to climate change impacts. We depend on energy to transport 
and clean our water. We depend on water as a key source 
and component of energy production. Stress in one of these 
arenas stresses the other. Energy conservation measures have 
advanced with tremendous headway over the last decade. 
Water conservation measures may not have advanced as 
far, but much progress is being made. Gains in water use 
efficiency in agriculture is a good example. Particularly close 
attention should be paid to water economics. Consumers 
don’t pay the true cost for water use. Climate-change-induced 
resource and economic imbalances will need to be effectively 
addressed more rapidly than our current pace. The manner in 
which this will be achieved is uncertain, but it will undoubt-
edly have significant impact on markets.

Resilient Design

One growing trend is resilient design that is less hardened 
and more flexible to handle more extremes without failure. 
In California, the nation’s most populous state, nearly 20 
percent of energy resources are consumed by the collection, 
treatment, and distribution of water. This condition is becom-
ing representative of the increasing number of other states 
being subjected to prolonged drought. Against this backdrop, 
water and energy policy often has conflicting objectives. 
Folsom Dam, for example, is used for water storage, flood 
control, power production, and recreation. It literally takes an 
act of Congress to change the way some dams are operated.

There is increasing need to incentivize data sharing 
among stakeholders. In western parts of the U.S., there may 
be multi-decade ±30-40 percent changes in precipitation in 
certain climate regimes. It’s difficult to accommodate for this 
long-term, wider range of precipitation in the operation of 
infrastructure when your capital improvement horizon or 

More resilient design is needed that's less 
hardened and more flexible to handle more 
exteme loading.1
We are in a period of profound climate change.

2
Multiple solutions will be needed to solve water 
and energy shortages and impacts.3
Energy storage is emerging as a primary 
challenge for energy providers and 
consumers.4
Storage will remain an important issue 
for water infrastructure.5
Policy is driving continued conversion from 
fossil to renewable fuels.6
Regulation often creates demand for 
geoprofessional services.7
Microgrids represent new opportunities for 
facility planning, design, construction, 
and maintenance.8
DC power transport terminals are needed 
to make our overall energy distribution 
system work.9
Closure of older power plants, and reclamation 
of associated lands, will continue to require a 
diverse set of geoprofessional services.10
Security is becoming a primary concern.

11
Folsom Dam, CA.

Opportunities in the energy and water markets.
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design life is only 20 years. These conditions drive changes 
in design parameters and can lead to evolving standards of 
care that geoprofessionals must track and help define. The 
dynamic can create difficulty and stresses for traditional risk 
management methods, necessitating a broader scope for 
engineering firms that includes consideration of both client 
and social needs. Public relations skills are in demand, with 
opportunity for firms that can help educate the public and 
influence decision makers.

Multiple Solutions Needed
It will take multiple solutions to solve water and energy 
shortages and impacts, with no clear technology emerging as 
the “winner.” Alternative energy sources so far have not pro-
duced a “silver bullet.” Each solution seems to have a downside 
or a detractor. For instance, biofuels use a significant amount 
of water to produce electricity. Nuclear energy is socially and 
environmentally controversial. While hydro-fracking methods 
have been used for decades, policy changes in 2005 removed 
certain restrictions, and now the practice is more widely 
applied as its range of impacts and public acceptance are 
debated. Geoprofessional expertise is central to addressing 
many of the impacts associated with new energy sources.

Energy Storage
Energy storage is emerging as a primary challenge for 
both energy providers and consumers. Large-scale power 
generation and delivery of electricity is not very portable. 
Storage systems are needed to shave peak demand periods 
and to transfer power, requiring less expensive generation 

infrastructure than we have today. The power delivery market 
has been booming for over a decade in response to these 
challenges, and experts predict this will continue for at least a 
decade more. The market driver to watch is not just where, but 
also understanding when power is needed by customers.

Water Storage
Storage also will remain a big issue for water infrastructure. 
Pumped storage for water projects is a type of hydroelectric 
energy storage used by electric power systems for load bal-
ancing. Aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) is the re-injection 
of potable water back into an aquifer for later recovery and 
use. ASR is being developed for municipal, industry, and 
agriculture use.

Transition to 
Renewable Fuels
Policy is driving 
continued 
conversion 
from fossil to 
renewable fuels. 
The EPA’s Clean 
Power Plan to 
reduce carbon 
emissions has 
been delayed 
by recent court 
rulings, but not 

stopped. It and other regulations and global treaties on power 
emissions remain factors to watch. Technologies with contin-
ued upside in diversification of cleaner energy sources include 
cogeneration, rooftop solar, wind, and small hydro projects. 
Additionally, our Workshop identified geothermal production 
as continuing to become more cost effective. Production tax 
credits to incentivize the development of wind and solar power 
across the nation are reducing, but have been extended for 
another five years. Workshop experts also predict that wave 
technology will emerge as another energy source as more is 
spent on its development. Of course, not every new energy 
source with significant investment has succeeded. Despite the 
increasing popularity of rooftop solar sources, much larger 
scale “concentrated solar” power plants, with around $2 billion 
dollars in overall investment, have not achieved significant 
traction in the marketplace.

Regulatory Impacts
Regulation often creates demand for geoprofessional services. 
There’s uncertainty and difficulty in the timing, outcome, and 
impacts of permitting processes that require geoprofessional 
expertise to navigate efficiently. It can take half a dozen years 
and tens of millions of dollars just to permit one interstate 
transmission line or significant water infrastructure project.

Renewable energy options.

Workshop experts predict 

that wave technology will 

emerge as another energy 

source as more is spent on 

its development.
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Microgrids
Microgrids represent new opportunities for facility planning, 
design, construction, and maintenance. These are discrete 
systems consisting of distributed energy sources (including 
demand management, storage, and generation) with loads 
capable of operating in parallel with, or independently from, 
the main power grid. Their use is envisioned for significant 
development in such environments as hospitals and univer-
sity campuses because they create a much better balance of 
energy use.

Power Transport Terminals
Power transport terminals for direct current (DC) are 
increasingly recognized as being needed to make our overall 
energy distribution system work. This approach contrasts 
with the more common alternating current (AC) systems in 
that it’s potentially less expensive and offers lower electrical 
losses for long-distance transmission.

Older Power Plants
Closure of older power plants, and reclamation of associated 
lands, will continue to require a diverse set of geoprofessional 
services. As new power technologies and related infrastructure 
are constructed, owner/operators of former facilities will need 
specialized geoscience and engineering expertise for their 
conversion and/or other future beneficial use.

Security
Security is becoming a primary concern. Underscoring this 
time of rapid change is the backdrop of one “wildcard” trend 
that was identified in the Workshop. That trend is the increas-
ing emphasis being placed on security in virtually all corners 
of the marketplace. Physical and cyber security for critical 
infrastructure, within client and regulatory organizations, will 
become a bigger component of planning, project execution, 
and operations. The desire for more security is being driven 
both globally and locally. This new dimension will directly 
affect the projects geoprofessionals work on to varying degrees, 
and must be considered in our approach to business.

Response Actions
The Workshop identified six primary response actions that 
geoprofessional firms should consider in responding to market 
drivers/disruptors and emerging trends.

Action 1: Examine your management structure and make 
changes to assure that you are nimble and flexible enough 
to respond to emerging market opportunities. Traditional 
management structures often inhibit flexibility to address 
future trends. Find entrepreneurial individuals and empower 
them to solve problems in new ways. Consider creating an 
innovation or development group in your organization. Give 
them appropriate levels of permission to experiment and fail. 
Measure the effectiveness of your firm’s creativity and provide 
incentives and rewards to those who succeed with new ideas.

Action 2: Rethink what you provide to clients. Develop and 
demonstrate to clients that you have the ability to facilitate 
exploration of their broader business needs and help them 
plan for the future. Recognize that, increasingly, the value 
demanded of the geoprofessional is much more than just 
engineering skills. Planning and other “soft” skills are critical 
for helping clients survive and thrive in a much different 
world. Consider making investments to strengthen your firm’s 
communication skills. Become more socially aware, and 
increase your ability to influence. Transition to diversified 
cross-discipline thinking.

Action 3: Become more actively engaged in local, regional, 
national, and global community outreach. We live in a more 
transparent and technologically connected time where it is 
easier for society, clients, and the workforce to judge a firm’s 
role in the communities it serves and inhabits. Consider 
providing more flexibility for employees to be active in 
community organizations. Volunteer for community service. 
Practice philanthropy and support non-profit organizations. 
Invest in leadership development. If your firm is somewhat 
isolated from communities at large, challenge your current 
business model.

Action 4: Be technology-centered. Technology will continue 
permeating all aspects of business. You can gain advantages 
by shifting from resistance to embracing new technology. 

Whether or not you provide service to the energy or water markets, 

changes in these markets will affect your future.
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Consider finding ways to get out front and drive change in your 
areas of influence. Use new methods to increase efficiency and 
deliver better solutions to clients. Seek ways to improve data 
access, management, and visualization. Pursue better technol-
ogy coordination with clients. Smaller firms that want to play a 
bigger role, in particular, should assess the use of technology to 
connect with and create teams of global technical resources to 
expand their capabilities.

Action 5: Explore university programs to track what’s 
new and innovative in geoprofessional practice. Knowledge 
centers, such as universities, are not only a source for talent, 
but also ideas to help your business succeed and thrive in 
times of rapid change. Consider developing relationships 
with institutions of higher education and open a dialogue of 
sharing applied science, engineering, and technology business 
knowledge. Such relationships will naturally place your firm in 
a position to learn about cutting edge research and innovation 
that can be applied in solving the emerging technical issues 
that our clients face.

Action 6: Take deliberate, incremental steps to embrace 
change and look to current clients who are early adapters for 
the development of innovative solutions. A growing number of 

clients are seeking 
new ways to run their 
organizations. Look 

for them. In a time of 
rapid change, many 

will choose to no longer 
engage those geoprofes-

sional service providers 
who have not evolved their 

practice in favor of those who 
have.

Dealing with Change Is the 
Common Thread

While the Workshop’s focus was on advan-
tageous geoprofessional responses to changes 

in the energy and water markets, these same actions 
are likely to have beneficial effects on a firm’s efforts to pen-

etrate other markets. Change, and how we choose to deal with 
it, is the common thread that ties together this Workshop with 
its predecessors. To underscore the importance of embracing 
change, Workshop expert David Curtis shared a quotation 
from a popular song that seemed applicable to the topics we 
covered and an appropriate way to conclude this summary of 
our Workshop:

“Come gather 'round people, wherever you roam, and admit 
that the waters around you have grown, and accept it that soon 
you'll be drenched to the bone. If your time to you is worth savin’, 
then you better start swimmin' or you'll sink like a stone, for the 
times they are a-changin’.” – B. Dylan 

j KURT FRAESE, LG, is president of GeoEngineers, Inc. in Seattle, 

WA, president of the Mountains to Sound Greenway Trust, and a 

past president of the Geoprofessional Business Association (GBA). 

He authored this article on behalf of, and with considerable input 

from, GBA’s Emerging Issues and Trends Committee, of which he is a 

member. Fraese can be contacted at kfraese@geoengineers.com.
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management structure 
and make changes to 
assure that you are agile 
and flexible enough to 
respond to emerging 
market opportunities.
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Rethink what you 
provide the client.
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engaged.
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practice.
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embrace change and 

look to current clients 
who are early adapters 
for the development of 
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ALL ABOUT 
ISSMGE
An Interview with Leaders 
of the International Society 
for Soil Mechanics and 
Geotechnical Engineering



Editor’s Note: In the fall of 2015, GEOSTRATA learned that the president, 
past president, regional vice presidents, and secretary general of the 
International Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering 
(ISSMGE) would be attending the Geotechnical & Structural Engineering 
Congress, to be held in Phoenix, AZ, during February 2016. We asked the 
G-I Student Leadership Council’s GeoLegend Committee to assemble a 
small group of students to interview a select group of ISSMGE leaders 
during the Congress. This article summarizes key discussions from that 
interview.
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Jean-Louis Briaud (JLB), PhD, PE, D.GE, Dist.M.ASCE, is a 
professor and Spencer J. Buchanan Chair in Civil Engineering 
at Texas A&M University. Some of his most noted work involves 
foundations, retaining walls, scour of bridge foundations, levee 
erosion, and unsaturated soils. He is the immediate past pres-
ident of ISSMGE (2009-2013) and currently serves as president 
of the Federation of International Geoengineering Societies.

Roger Frank (RF), PhD, is a professor of geotechnical 
engineering at École de ponts ParisTech. He is internationally 
recognized for his contributions to in-situ testing and founda-
tion engineering. Frank is ISSMGE president (2013-2017).

Antonio Gens (AG), PhD, is a professor of geotechnical engi-
neering at the Technical University of Catalonia in Barcelona. 
He is a member of the Royal Academy of Doctors of Spain and 
became a Fellow of the UK Royal Academy of Engineering in 
2011 for his outstanding contributions to unsaturated soil 
mechanics and coupled multi-physics analysis in geotechnical 
engineering. He is ISSMGE’s vice president for Europe 
(2013-2017).

R. Neil Taylor (RNT), PhD, is a professor of geotechnical 
engineering at City University London. He is recognized inter-
nationally as an expert on geotechnical centrifuge modelling. 
He became secretary general of the ISSMGE in 1999.

From l to r: R. Neil 

Taylor (Secretary 

General), Antonio 

Gens (Vice President 

Europe), Roger Frank 

(President), Jean-

Louis Briaud (Past 

President).
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Q: Could you briefly describe the 

history of the ISSMGE?

RF: In fact, the birth of the International 
Society is not that clear. The first inter-
national conference was held in 1936 at 
Harvard University and was organized 
by Arthur Casagrande. The second inter-
national conference was in Rotterdam in 
1948 after the Second World War. It was 
around this time that the international 
soil mechanics community decided to 
form an official organization.

JLB: The statutes were agreed upon at a 
council meeting in the late 1950s, right?

RNT: Yes, there were agreements, and 
then came more formal statutes later on.

AG: In fact, it was called the 
International Society of Soil Mechanics 
and Foundation Engineering (ISSMFE) 
before 1997. And then it was changed 
to Geotechnical Engineering (ISSMGE), 

because “Foundation Engineering” was 
too narrow.

Q: What are some recent develop-

ments within the ISSMGE?

RG: The number of new country societ-
ies has increased steadily. We now have 
90 member societies.

RNT: It started out with national groups 
that were interested in being represented 
within a committee meeting that coin-
cided with a significant conference. The 
key thing to note is that the members 
of ISSMGE are the member societies. 
The approximately 90 member societies 
today represent about 20,000 individual 
members. The ISSMGE, however, does 
not directly deal with the individual 
members. Communication is via the 
member societies, which are mainly the 
national groups.

AG: Another recent development is the 
formation of a federation with sister 
societies in which the ISSMGE tries to 
coordinate with practitioners of rock 
mechanics, engineering geology, and 
a few other fields. And the ISSMGE 
Foundation is another recent develop-
ment. It’s not a part of the Society, but 
it’s obviously linked, and it provides 
financial assistance to young people or 
people who would not otherwise be able 
to go to conferences or participate in 
other activities.

JLB: It used to be just members, techni-
cal committees, and the board. Recently, 
the ISSMGE has created another layer 
in the pyramid, so-called Board-Level 
Committees that have major respon-
sibilities at the scale of the Society. For 
example, there is one for Awards, one 
for Corporate Associates for Industry, 
one for Younger Members, one for 
Professional Image, one for Innovation 
and Development, and one for oversight 

From l to r: Marc Ballouz (Lebanon/USA; Appointed Board Member), Dimitrios Zekkos (Chair, Innovations and Developments 

Committee), Fatma Baligh (Egypt; ISSMGE Vice President Africa), Antonio Gens (Spain; ISSMGE Vice President Europe), Vlasta Szavits-

Nossan (Croatia; Appointed Board Member), Pierre Delage (Chair, Technical Oversight Committee), Etienne Marcelin Kana (Cameroon; 

Appointed Board Member), Mark Jaksa (Australia; ISSMGE Vice President Australasia), Roger Frank (ISSMGE President), Jennifer Nicks 

(Chair, Young Members Presidential Group), Ikuo Towhata (Japan; ISSMGE Vice President Asia), R. Neil Taylor (ISSMGE Secretary 

General), Paul Mayne (USA; ISSMGE Vice President North America), and Jarbas Milititsky (Brazil; ISSMGE Vice President South America).
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of the technical committees. It helps to 
not only run a better Society, but also 
helps engage more people.

RF: And the Board-Level Committee 
members are directly in touch with the 
Board and come to the Board meetings.

Q: What is the mission of the ISSMGE?

RF: The ISSMGE is a non-profit and 
non-commercial learned Society. Strictly 
speaking, the ISSMGE is a scientific 
organization and is neutral in all political 
and commercial aspects. The primary 
mission of the ISSMGE is exchange of 
information and education.

JLB: The ISSMGE is dedicated to the 
advancement of the profession, both 
in terms of technical issues and the 
profession’s image.

RF: We think it’s one of the tools, if not 
the main tool, to promote geotechnical 
engineering internationally.

AG: The ISSMGE is run on a voluntary 
basis. Many people contribute to the 
activities of the Society.

RF: The board-level committees and 
the technical committees all serve on a 
voluntary basis.

JLB: We all have a big salary of zero. 
[Laughs]

Q: What are some of the major 

contributions of the ISSMGE to the 

geotechnical community?

RNT: I’d say the technical committees 
because they cover 32 specialty areas of 
geotechnical engineering. The commit-
tees do not control what happens in the 
member societies, but they may organize 
conferences, or they may come up with 
methods of working or guidelines for 
operations, etc. Knowledge is assembled 
in state-of-the-art reports.

AG: The ISSMGE also organizes an inter-
national conference every four years and 
intermediate regional conferences every 
four years. And now we’ve developed 
a series of semi-monthly webinars, 
which have been very successful and 
popular because they can be watched 
anytime, anywhere. We’re also posting 
an increasing number of papers that are 
freely available for download. So, there’s 
quite a bit of information forthcoming 
from the societies that is available to all.

RF: The ISSMGE is committed to a 
strong policy of open access. We are 
uploading as many papers as we can.

JLB: Within the past decade, there has 
been a definite effort to move into a 
new electronic age of communication. 
We’re now offering webinars, free papers 
online, and a number of items associ-
ated with more social communication 
among geotechnical engineers world-
wide (e.g., GeoWorld, a professional 
networking tool).

AG: The ISSMGE also has a journal, the 
International Journal of Geoengineering 
Case Histories, that is freely available to 
students, professors, and practitioners 
alike.

Q: What are the responsibilities of the 

ISSMGE leaders?

RF: After serving in several positions 
before being the president, I think that 
the more responsibility we take, the 
more we have to listen to others.

AG: The ISSMGE is a voluntary 
association. If you want to lead 
people somewhere, it must be through 
persuasion. They don’t owe you any 
allegiance. You cannot order anybody to 
do anything. In agreeing with Roger, if 
we get some innovative ideas from other 
members, we need to make an effort to 
promote the idea and push it forward.

Q: What are some of the challenges of 

running such a large organization?

JLB: When you deal with 90 countries, 
you have 90 different cultures and 90 
different types of practices. In some 
countries, the engineering geologist, 
the geotechnical engineer, and the rock 
mechanist work well together, whereas 
they don’t interact too much in some 
other countries. You must be aware of 
these differences so that you can effec-
tively navigate through the membership 
and optimize your influence.

Opening session of 
Paris 2013 Conference 
in the great amphithe-
atre of the Palais des 
Congrès of Paris.
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RF: One of the challenges of running 
such a large organization is keeping 
members of the Society happy. If 
members start to think that the ISSMGE 
is no longer interesting, we’ve failed 
somewhere. So, keeping members, get-
ting new members, and having them be 
willing to contribute to the international 
Society are some of the challenges.

JLB: One of the things that we have 
tried to do is improve communication. 
If people never hear about ISSMGE, they 
feel disconnected, and they feel that they 
are left in the desert. But, if they hear a 
lot about ISSMGE and the good things 
that we are doing, then they start feeling 
more part of the family, and they want 
to help rather than question or point 
fingers. At the same time, we have both 
professors and practitioners. These two 
groups are sold on the idea of making 
the profession progress, but they don’t 
have the same needs. It’s a challenge to 
provide for both groups so that they each 
feel that they are part of the team.

RF: These two teams also gain from each 
other, which is one of the goals of our 
technical committees: to put these two 
types of geotechnical engineers together 
and understand what each can gain 
from the other.

Q: What one thing would each of you 

like to see happen in the geotechnical 

engineering field in the next 5-10 

years?

JLB: I would say having a significant 
impact on the image of the profession. 
I would like to be able to go into the 
streets of Phoenix right now, pick 
anybody in the street, announce that my 
daughter is a geotechnical engineer, and 
receive a response of “Wow!” instead of 
“What the heck is that?”

RF: If, in five or 10 years, something 
happens that is related to our profession, 
I’d like to see a geotechnical engineer 
appear first on TV to speak about the 
problem instead of an architect or 

geologist. I say architect because struc-
tural engineers have the same problem. 
When there’s an accident involving 
geotechnical engineering, we never hear 
geotechnical engineers being invited to 
give their opinions on the television. It’s 
always a geologist. In fact, depending on 
the geologist’s answer, you can quickly 
figure out if it’s really a geological prob-
lem — or an engineering problem.

JLB: To some extent, it’s our own fault. 
We do extremely well talking to each 
other, but we’re extremely poor in talking 
to the public. Look at this conference — 
people are excited, they pay for their trip, 
and they come to present their work. 
But we need to start thinking outside the 
box, and the box is conferences.

AG: Another thing that’s already 
happening, and will continue to happen 
in the next 10 years, is that the scope of 
geotechnical engineering is well placed 
to deal with new problems, like CO2 
sequestration and energy storage in the 
ground. Geotechnical engineering is 
at the center of these developments. It 
would be a pity if we let these opportu-
nities pass and did not make the public 
aware that we know what problems are 
coming… and that we also know how to 
deal with the challenges.

Q: What are the prevailing geotechni-

cal engineering challenges?

RF: Antonio just mentioned the problem 
of energy storage. I think nowadays 
the challenges of working in urban 
environments as well as underground 
facilities and excavations are of prime 
importance. There are problems linked 
with preserving historical monuments, 
which is clearly not just a structural engi-
neering problem. Additionally, we have 
the challenges of sustainability and of 
reducing carbon dioxide emissions with 
respect to climate change. Geotechnical 
engineers can certainly bring a lot 
to the table and should devote their 
talents and expertise to these problems. 
Another issue I can think of is protecting 

populations against natural hazards — 
such as earthquakes, tsunamis, floods, 
and the rise of the oceans — and also 
against what we call anthropogenic 
hazards, such as polluted soils. So, 
whatever nature or man imposes on our 
environment and well-being requires 
that geotechnical engineers face these 
important challenges.

AG: Our geotechnical engineering work 
is subject to closer public scrutiny and 
public requirements. We cannot do 
things these days that perhaps would 
have been possible 30 years ago. Now 
you must be prepared to justify any 
possible potential damage resulting 
from your work.

JLB: Maintenance of the environment is 
critical. In terms of frontier environment 
development, there is the progression 
of artificial land toward the sea. Some 
countries are very populated, so they 
must find building sites wherever they 
can. Singapore and Japan are certainly 
examples of this. The progressive use of 
the depth of the planet for human activ-
ities is another area that includes CO2  
sequestration, nuclear waste, and living 
underground. We must also advance 
making decisions based on risk instead 
of single value average calculations. I’m 
not referring to probability of failure cal-
culations, but rather risk-based design. 
We have done a great job of developing 
the knowledge of unsaturated soil 
mechanics, but how do we transfer this 
into the practitioners’ everyday life?

Q: How does the ISSMGE support 

younger member involvement and 

young professionals in the geotechni-

cal profession?

JLB: In 2009, we created the Young 
Members Presidential Group (YMPG). 
This group has direct access to the 
president and shares its ideas and wishes 
directly to the Board. This Group has 
worked extremely well and has led to 
significant progress for young members 
and for the Society in general.
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AG: YMPG is very active and takes care 
of promoting relationships with younger 
members. And also there is a Young 
Geotechnical Engineers Conference 
(YGEC) that is held usually every year in 
a different region. We had a successful 
25th European YGEC last year. In the 
conference, every country nominated 
two representatives. They stayed together 
and did a lot of networking. They invited 
senior people to give lectures and inter-
act with them. The YGEC is a conference 
mainly for engineers younger than 35 
years who hail from both academia 
and practice. And they make their own 
presentations in these conferences. Some 
PhD students also participate.

RF: There is the EYGEC in Europe, and 
the AYGEC in Asia.

RNT: There is an African group as 
well. The ANZ Young Geotechnical 
Professionals Conference is for young 
engineers in Australia and New Zealand, 
and there is a South American group. 
North America hasn’t actually had a 
YGEC yet, but it was proposed in the 
committee meetings. There is the 
ISSMGE Foundation, which provides 
financial support to individuals through-
out the world to participate in technical 
and professional activities approved 

by the ISSMGE. It was created to help 
young people enhance their geotechni-
cal engineering knowledge and practice. 
Candidates from developing countries 
may receive greater awards because 
they have less funding resources. This 
funding is mainly for younger engineers 
or students, but it is also open to more 
senior engineers. The candidates do 
not have to make a presentation at 
the conference, but they must show 
how they benefited by attending. More 
information on the ISSMGE Foundation 
Guidelines can be found on our website, 
www.issmge.org/en/issmge-foundation/
application-form.

Q: Speaking of communications like 

the website, where can more ISSMGE 

news items or points of contact be 

found?

RF: A bulletin comes out every two 
months on our website. You can also visit 
the website for updates and content of 
interest to GEOSTRATA readers.

AG: 3,400 Geo-Institute (G-I) members 
are also ISSMGE members. When the 
new bulletin is published, members of 
the Society will be notified through an 
email link. Simply click the link to get the 
bulletin and news. 

j SUGUANG (SEAN) XIAO, S.M.ASCE, is 
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Research Fellow whose research focuses on 
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PhD studies at the University of Wisconsin-
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YGEC 2016 group meeting photo taken in  

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.



R oy E. Hunt, PE, PG, F.ASCE, has had a strong impact on 
the fields of geotechnical and geological engineering 
through his work as a professional engineer, consul-

tant, geologist, and teacher. Born in New Jersey, he joined 
the U.S. Army after high school and was deployed in Japan 
from 1946 to 1948. Upon returning home, he continued his 
studies, earning a bachelor’s degree in geology and physics 
in 1952 from Upsala College in East Orange, NJ. After college, 
he worked for Greer and McClelland Associates as a geologist 
while earning a master’s degree in soil mechanics and founda-
tion engineering from Columbia University in 1956.

Hunt’s interest in geotechnical engineering and engineer-
ing geology began as an undergraduate, and grew through the 
influences of peers and professors early in his professional 
life. His diverse education combines the scientific approach 
of geology with the problem-solving mindset of engineering, 
producing a comprehensive and effective skill set. For more 
than 50 years, he has applied these skills to numerous projects 
within the U.S. and in countries such as Brazil, Cuba, France, 
and Indonesia.

Hunt is a Fellow of ASCE, and a member of the Association 
of Environmental and Engineering Geologists (AEG) and the 
American Institute of Professional Geologists (AIPG). He has 
authored multiple, well-received books on the subjects of 
geotechnical investigation, geology, and geologic hazards. His 
first book, Geotechnical Engineering Investigation Manual, 
was published in 1984 and now is in its second edition as the 
Geotechnical Engineering Investigation Handbook. For this 
book, he received the E.B. Burwell Jr. Memorial Award from the 
Geologic Society of America (GSA) and the Claire P. Holdredge 
Award from AEG. In 1986, he completed his second book, 
Geotechnical Engineering Techniques and Practices, for which 
the AEG again honored him with the Claire P. Holdredge Award.

In August 2015, we had the wonderful opportunity to meet 
and interview Mr. Hunt at his home in Lakewood, NJ. Along 
with periodic commentary from his pet parrot, he shared his 
professional experience and personal wisdom with us through 
stories about his work and life.
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Roy E. Hunt

In 1972, Hunt served as project manager for the “Total Environ-
ment Study” for Pima County, which emphasized groundwater 
conservation, geologic hazards, and land-use planning.
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Q. What prompted you to pursue a master’s degree in 

geotechnical engineering?

I initially learned to log and classify soils while working 
on a drill rig, handling the drill rods and taking apart the 
split-spoon sampler. I learned the business from the bottom- 
up, so to speak, and eventually I became the laboratory 
manager. My coworkers at Greer and McClelland Associates 
mentored me, and seeing that I enjoyed the work, they 
encouraged me to take night classes at Columbia University 
to get a master’s degree. Of course I took advantage of this 
opportunity and studied under Professor Donald Burmister, a 
notable person in soil and foundation engineering at the time. 
The degree took me four years because I enrolled in every soil 
mechanics and foundation engineering course that Burmister 
offered. Ultimately, I received an MA because I didn’t have a 
BS in engineering.

Q. Who have been the key mentors over the course of 

your career?

In addition to the mentorship I received from my coworkers 
on the drill rig, Dr. Ralph Peck was a key mentor. I was 
incredibly lucky; he was complimentary when reviewing 

my books, but thorough in his critiques. One of the things 
I’m proudest of is the foreword that Peck wrote for my first 
book. (Editor’s Note: The foreword begins: ”Whoever reads 
this book will never approach geotechnical exploration in the 
same way again. Nowhere else has it been made so evident that 
all boundaries among engineering geology, geophysics, rock 
mechanics, soil mechanics, geohydrology, seismology, and a 
host of other disciplines are meaningless; that contributions 
to the solution of geotechnical problems may come from any 
or all of these sources; or that the practitioner who holds too 
narrowly to a specialty is likely to overlook knowledge that 
could be of the greatest benefit to him in reaching a proper 
judgment.”) Honestly, it was so complimentary that I was 
embarrassed.

My first boss, Dave Greer, was another great mentor. 
Due to my educational background, I sometimes felt that I 
wasn’t a member of the “establishment,” perhaps because 
my colleagues had MS degrees from MIT and Harvard. But 
at an ASCE meeting in New York City, Dave introduced me to 
Dr. Karl Terzaghi, who liked the fact that I had a background 
in geology like he did. We didn’t speak in depth, but meeting 
Terzaghi is still a memorable experience for me.

From 1972-1975, Hunt served as a consultant during con-
struction of two nuclear power plants, including installation 
of 2,000 bored piles for Unit II.

Another consulting project, this time in 1990 to Interamerican 
Development Bank (IDB) on the relocation of the Yungas Road 
(Road of Death) in the Andes Mountains, about 30 miles from La Paz.
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Q. What are some notable challenges you faced while 

working abroad? How did you respond?

Sleeping in tents in the jungles of Sumatra and the Amazon 
was certainly difficult! We had to relieve ourselves in the jungle 
during the night, which was rather unsettling because we 
didn’t know what critters were nearby. Other than that, my 
biggest challenges were communicating through language 
barriers and familiarizing myself with the investigation 
equipment and construction materials available overseas. 
Many countries get by with manual labor, concrete, and earth 
materials because they don’t manufacture steel. This forced 
me to approach design problems with solutions that consid-
ered local material limitations as a main cost factor.

Q. What was the most unique project you worked on?

Over the course of 60 years, I have consulted on a wide 
variety of projects, many of which were very interesting and 
unusual in their own ways. The first half of my career pri-
marily involved foundation studies for structures, along with 
engineering geology, whereas the second half of my career 
was dominated by engineering geology related to highways 
and landslides, particularly in mountainous terrane. My first 
study as project manager was for an oil refinery expansion 
program in Havana, Cuba, followed by a program to preload 
56 storage tanks on soft ground for a new refinery under 
construction in France.

As I reflect on all my projects, I think my most unique 
project occurred in Brazil, during which time I also met my 
lovely wife! The project involved the design and construction 
of three separate units for a nuclear power plant. The first 
unit is supported on shallow foundations bearing on a con-
trolled fill; the second unit is supported on very deep bored 
piles; and the third unit is entirely founded on crystalline 
bedrock. All of the buildings were constructed in an embayed 
area, surrounded by mountains and filled with colluvial soils. 
This challenging project required arresting differential settle-
ments that resulted from dewatering during construction.

Q. What notable advancements have you seen since you 

began your career?

An advancement that’s very important to my own practice is 
the application of remote sensing technology, which is now 
available in many forms besides the original stereo aerial pho-
tos. An area of primary interest to me is “landform analysis” 
and the development of engineering geology maps. In relation 
to that, the Brazilians taught me to use “terrestrial” stereo 
photography. To do this, you take a photograph in one posi-
tion, then take one step to the side and take it again to obtain 
a 60 percent overlap. When you look at terrestrial or aerial 

photographs, particularly with a stereoscope, you can see so 
much detail. I once had a contract to remediate 12 miles of 
roadway with steep, high rock slopes. I took color photographs 
in stereo over all 12 miles, and the client loved it; he supplied 
the images with the contract drawings for construction bids. I 
knew the dimensions of the slope and the rock fragment sizes, 
so I could make decisions regarding rock wall support based 
on the intensity and the closeness of the fractures.

Much of the standard subsurface “foundation inves-
tigation” really hasn’t changed significantly during my 
lifetime. However, two very significant improvements are 
the application of CPT technology and geophysics. And, of 
course, computers and digital technology didn’t exist when I 
first graduated.

Lessons Learned from GeoLegends

On an assignment in Ecuador circa 1997.
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In 2008, Hunt (second from left) consulted to USAID on the remediation of 20 km of roadway between Gonaives and Ennery in 
Haiti. The roadway had been destroyed by flood and erosions during several hurricanes. Here, Hunt and the rest of the USAID team 
pose in front of the helicopter they used to view the road.

Q. How did your years of experience in practice influence 

your teaching?

Having real field and work experience makes it significantly 
easier to talk to students about geotechnical engineering. 
When the students asked questions, I could describe specific 
examples rather than philosophizing and answering questions 
on a strictly theoretical basis. I think my students appreciated 
this, and I enjoyed teaching through my experiences. 
Additionally, I must thank my friend Dr. Ed Dohaney for giving 
me the opportunity to teach at Drexel without a PhD. That 
usually isn’t done, and I’m proud of that.

Q. What’s your greatest career achievement?

For years I had dabbled with writing and trying to write my 
book, but you need blocks of time to do that. I made time while 
in Brazil working for Technosolo, where I had an apartment 
overlooking the beach. That’s where I wrote my books, which 
I consider my greatest achievements. I wrote them because 

I had saved so many files from my various projects, and I 
wanted to compile them as a technical reference for myself!

Q. How can students better develop the qualities of 

successful professionals outside of class?

Writing, public speaking, and attending lectures and technical 
courses, all help improve your methods of presentation and 
communication. Report writing and public speaking are 
extremely important, and I don’t think schools focus enough 
on these. One of my early jobs was with Esso Research and 
Engineering Company. They had me attend courses in-house 
on public speaking and report writing. You have to learn from 
experience and practice to be relaxed and comfortable in 
front of groups in order to present your work. Writing helps 
with this because it requires you to organize your thoughts 
and express yourself clearly. Networking is also critical. As a 
student, you can build your network by attending conferences 
and social events like ASCE and local professional chapter 
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meetings. Overall, writing publications and attending confer-
ences are two of the best ways to develop professional skills 
outside of school.

Q. What’s your approach to writing?

Writing helps people express themselves, and this expression 
should be clear and understandable to the reader. You often 
hear the criticism that engineers can’t write, which is largely 
true, because most engineers work with drawings and 
specifications. Because geotechnical engineers produce their 
work in report form, writing is most important. At Upsala 
College, I started with two years pre-engineering. When I 
decided to stay for two more years, I had so many credits that 
I took courses in early American and English literature to fill 
in my time. The professor was dynamic and interesting and 
really got me interested in Joyce, Faulkner, etc., but mainly in 
Hemingway, who stressed trying to write simply and clearly. 
And it was Dave Greer, my first “boss,” who admonished my 
writing, advising “to write the way I speak” (which was usually 
clearly understandable). To learn how to write well and at the 
same time enjoy reading, I suggest two authors: Hemingway 
and Agatha Christie.

One of the problems I have with geotechnical engineering 
and geology nowadays is that, when I’m reading papers, 
I don’t understand some of the language — even with all 
my experience! Also, I often find technical articles in pro-
fessional journals to be severely lacking. Projects are often 
inadequately explained for clarity, and the "summaries" and 
"conclusions" don't seem to help.

Q. What advice do you have for aspiring engineers and 

geologists?

The best advice I can offer aspiring engineers and geologists 
is to be multidisciplined. For example, when I first came back 
from Brazil, I went to work with groundwater consultants 
Geraghty and Miller. This was an option for me because, with 
my background, I can do geotechnics, engineering geology, 
and groundwater studies. Being multidisciplined gave me 
more career options and opportunities. In preparation for 
your professional life, your course selection should really be 
based on where your interests and talents lie, but one doesn’t 
often know. You might ask, “Where will the consulting work 
be in the future?” During my lifetime, I’ve seen several major 
stages of types of construction, each with particular geo-
technical aspects to be considered: post-war refineries and 
chemical plants; earth dams and water supply in the 1960s; 
following Eisenhower, 40,000 miles of Interstate; the Clean 
Water Act with new sewer systems and treatment plants 
in the 1970s; the nuclear power plant stage in the 1980s; 

environmental concerns and studies in the 1980s and 1990s. 
The Future? For me, nuclear power is the only practical 
option for the long-term future, but one must consider the 
effects of global warming, sea-level rise, and nasty weather, 
regardless of the cause.

My other recommendation, which may seem contradictory 
to my first: be an expert in some particular subject. Try to make 
yourself familiar with all aspects of geotechnical engineering 
and geology, but then pick one thing that you really like and 
become very knowledgeable in it. Become an expert on it. Try to 
read as much as you can in your area of expertise, and develop 
your knowledge of the concepts so that you thoroughly under-
stand it. If you can combine a multidisciplinary background 
with a specific area of expertise, you are much more likely to 
find success and be adaptable to changes in the industry.

My final piece of advice addresses both your professional 
and personal life. It’s interesting for me to watch your 
generation; the world has changed so much. I can’t explain to 
you what life was like when I was your age, you just would not 
understand how different it was, and as far as I’m concerned, 
better, or at least simpler, in many ways. There was no TV, no 
smart phones, no PCs. What we had was radio and reading, 
and SLIDE RULES! But we communicated. Don’t lose your 
ability and desire to communicate face-to-face and verbally 
with people.  
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SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE (subject to change) PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

See you in Denver!
CONFERENCE PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Conference Co-Chairs: 
D.V Griffiths, Colorado School of Mines 
Gordon A. Fenton, Dalhousie University 

Technical Program Co-Chairs: 
Jinsong Huang, University of Newcastle, Australia

Limin Zhang, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Sponsorship and Exhibits Chair: 
Armin W. Stuedlein, Oregon State University

Student Activities Co-Chairs:
Zhe Luo, University of Akron 

Jack Montgomery, Auburn University

There can be little doubt that the application of probability and 
statistics to the field of geotechnical engineering is currently one of 
the most exciting and important areas of growth in our discipline. 
This interest and activity spans both industry and academe, making 
Geo-Risk 2017 particularly timely as the first conference dedicated to 
geotechnical risk to be held in North American for six years.

On behalf of the Risk Assessment and Management (RAM) Committee 
of ASCE’s Geo-Institute (G-I) it gives me great pleasure to invite you 
to attend and participate in this important specialty conference to be 
held in Denver, Colorado from June 4-6 2017. The conference has 
something for everyone, kicking off with a broad selection of short-
courses and a welcome reception on Sunday, June 4th, followed by a 
2-day packed program of parallel technical sessions, panel discussions 
and 8 keynote speakers which include the prestigious Wilson Tang 
and Suzanne Lacasse Lectures. There will also be a mini-symposium in 
honor of Wilson Tang’s contributions to the field, poster sessions, and 
networking opportunities with colleagues and exhibitors. 

The conference is being held in conjunction with the biennial 
International Symposium on Geotechnical Safety and Risk (4th ISGSR) 
which will announce award winners at the Monday evening banquet 
in the categories of Lifetime Achievement, Impactful Contributions, 
and Young Researcher. On the final day, there will be a choice of two 
technical tours for attendees interested in visiting the US Bureau of 
Reclamation (USBR) Laboratories and Testing Facilities or the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratories (NREL) National Wind Technology 
Center. 

Being a major regional center, Denver is an ideal location for a 
conference with a theme of geotechnical risk.  Denver is home 
to several important global civil engineering companies, federal 
organizations, and top research universities. Colorado may be famous 
for skiing but it is also a beautiful place to visit in summer with a 
fantastic climate and numerous opportunities for vacation time with 
family and friends.

On behalf of the program committee, we look forward to seeing 
you next June in Denver, for what should be an enjoyable and 
professionally rewarding event.

3Register Now! Visit www.georiskconference.org

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

SUNDAY, JUNE 4

PRE-CONFERENCE SHORT COURSES 
BAYESIAN ANALYSIS AND RELIABILITY UPDATING 
IN GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING

8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. 
Professor Gregory B. Baecher, Ph.D., M.ASCE, University of 
Maryland

Dr. Timo Schweckendiek, Ph.D, Deltares & Delft University of 
Technology

This course focuses on basic understanding of Bayesian probability 
theory and reliability updating, and at presenting simple techniques 
for use in engineering practice. Topics covered include the essen-
tials of Bayesian reasoning; survival analysis, including examples 
on pile foundations, levees, and dams; and the distinction between 
treatment of inequality and equality information. These concepts are 
tied together by a demonstration of how to include performance 
observations in the assessment of levee reliability.

The course is targeted at practicing engineers who would like to 
extend their toolbox by enhancing their probabilistic skills, as well 
as graduate students intending to apply Bayesian concepts. This is 
an advanced course and participants are expected to have basic 
knowledge of probability theory and geotechnical analysis (i.e., 
undergraduate level).

Additional Ticket Purchase Required  
Registration Fee: EB $295 | ADV $320 | ONS $345

RISK ASSESSMENT IN GEOTECHNICAL 
ENGINEERING

8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. 
Gordon A. Fenton, Ph.D., P.Eng., FEIC, FCAE, M.ASCE, 
Dalhousie University

D. V. Griffiths, Ph.D., D.Sc., P.E., FICE, D.GE, F.ASCE, Colorado 
School of Mines

Soils and rocks are among the most variable of all engineering 
materials, and are therefore highly amenable to a probabilistic 
treatment. This course is designed for geotechnical engineers 
who wish to update their knowledge of probabilistic methods and 
reliability-based design methodologies. The course content and 
delivery will assume no more than an introductory understanding 
of probability and statistics on the part of the participants. The 
goal is to present a user-friendly training on modern probabilistic 
techniques taught through several practical geotechnical 
applications.

Registration Fee: EB $295 | ADV $320 | ONS $345

RISK AND RELIABILITY OF LEVEES AND DAMS

8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Robert. B. Gilbert, Ph.D., P.E., The University of Texas at Austin

Martin W. McCann, Jr., Ph.D., Jack R. Benjamin & Associates, Inc.

This course is intended to provide basic concepts and tools used in 
analyzing the risk and reliability of levees and dams. It will start with 
the basic framework used in analyzing risk for the large and complex 
systems that constitute dams and levees. Topics will include uncertain-

ty, probability theory, fault and event trees, hazard curves, fragility 
curves, expected consequences and decision making. Detailed tech-
niques will be presented to characterize natural hazards, including 
floods, hurricane surges and earthquakes, to represent failure modes, 
including seepage, overtopping, static stability and seismic stability, 
and to integrate available information together to assess risk. Finally, 
results from two risk analyses of major levee systems in New Orleans 
and the California Delta will be presented and discussed. Practical, 
real-world examples will be used throughout to illustrate major princi-
ples and ideas. An emphasis will be placed on how to interpret and 
use the results from a risk analysis.

Additional Ticket Purchase Required  
Registration Fee: EB $295 | ADV $320 | ONS $345

UNDERSTANDING GEOTECHNICAL RELIABILITY-
BASED DESIGN AND ITS COMPLEMENTARY ROLE 
TO PARTIAL FACTORS TO DESIGN APPROACH

12:30 - 4:30  p.m. 
B. K. Low, PhD, F.ASCE, Nanyang Technological University, 
Singapore

K. K. Phoon, PhD, F.ASCE, National University of Singapore

Geotechnical design approach has evolved over the years from the 
global factor of safety approach to the recent partial factors design 
approaches like Eurocode 7 (EC7) and the Load and Resistance 
Factor Design Approach (LRFD). Yet another design approach which 
can potentially overcome certain limitations and ambiguities of the 
partial factors design approaches is the reliability-based design 
approach via the first-order reliability method (RBD-via-FORM). The 
design point obtained in RBD reflects problem-specific parametric 
uncertainties, sensitivities and correlations in a way the design points 
of EC7 and LRFD cannot. However, RBD-via-FORM is understood 
by few practitioners despite its advantages and potential role to com-
plement EC7/LRFD. This short course aims to acquaint practitioners 
and researchers with the meaning and desirable features of RBD-
via-FORM (and links with partial factors design approach), through 
relatively transparent and intuitive perspectives and illustrative 
geotechnical RBD-via-FORM examples in soil and rock engineering. 
The statistical estimation of soil properties will also be discussed. 
Participants will receive a CD containing the course notes and Ex-
cel-based RBD examples covered in the course.

Additional Ticket Purchase Required  
Registration Fee: EB $195 | ADV $220 | ONS $245

SUNDAY, JUNE 4

WELCOME KEYNOTE SUZANNE LACASSE LECTURE

5:00 – 6:00 p.m. 
Gregory B. Baecher, Ph.D., M.ASCE, University of Maryland 

What Do You Bet? Bayesian Thinking for Geotechnical 
Engineers

Bayesian thinking is that of judgment and belief, harkening back 
to the work of Laplace, Bernoulli, and of course Bayes. It leads 
to remarkably strong inferences from even sparse information. 
Most geotechnical engineers are intuitive Bayesians whether they 
know it or not, and they have much to gain from a more formal 
understanding of the logic behind these straightforward and 
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Robert. B. Gilbert, Ph.D., P.E., The University of Texas at Austin

Martin W. McCann, Jr., Ph.D., Jack R. Benjamin & Associates, Inc.

This course is intended to provide basic concepts and tools used in 
analyzing the risk and reliability of levees and dams. It will start with 
the basic framework used in analyzing risk for the large and complex 
systems that constitute dams and levees. Topics will include uncertain-

ty, probability theory, fault and event trees, hazard curves, fragility 
curves, expected consequences and decision making. Detailed tech-
niques will be presented to characterize natural hazards, including 
floods, hurricane surges and earthquakes, to represent failure modes, 
including seepage, overtopping, static stability and seismic stability, 
and to integrate available information together to assess risk. Finally, 
results from two risk analyses of major levee systems in New Orleans 
and the California Delta will be presented and discussed. Practical, 
real-world examples will be used throughout to illustrate major princi-
ples and ideas. An emphasis will be placed on how to interpret and 
use the results from a risk analysis.

Additional Ticket Purchase Required  
Registration Fee: EB $295 | ADV $320 | ONS $345

UNDERSTANDING GEOTECHNICAL RELIABILITY-
BASED DESIGN AND ITS COMPLEMENTARY ROLE 
TO PARTIAL FACTORS TO DESIGN APPROACH

12:30 - 4:30  p.m. 
B. K. Low, PhD, F.ASCE, Nanyang Technological University, 
Singapore

K. K. Phoon, PhD, F.ASCE, National University of Singapore

Geotechnical design approach has evolved over the years from the 
global factor of safety approach to the recent partial factors design 
approaches like Eurocode 7 (EC7) and the Load and Resistance 
Factor Design Approach (LRFD). Yet another design approach which 
can potentially overcome certain limitations and ambiguities of the 
partial factors design approaches is the reliability-based design 
approach via the first-order reliability method (RBD-via-FORM). The 
design point obtained in RBD reflects problem-specific parametric 
uncertainties, sensitivities and correlations in a way the design points 
of EC7 and LRFD cannot. However, RBD-via-FORM is understood 
by few practitioners despite its advantages and potential role to com-
plement EC7/LRFD. This short course aims to acquaint practitioners 
and researchers with the meaning and desirable features of RBD-
via-FORM (and links with partial factors design approach), through 
relatively transparent and intuitive perspectives and illustrative 
geotechnical RBD-via-FORM examples in soil and rock engineering. 
The statistical estimation of soil properties will also be discussed. 
Participants will receive a CD containing the course notes and Ex-
cel-based RBD examples covered in the course.

Additional Ticket Purchase Required  
Registration Fee: EB $195 | ADV $220 | ONS $245

SUNDAY, JUNE 4

WELCOME KEYNOTE SUZANNE LACASSE LECTURE

5:00 – 6:00 p.m. 
Gregory B. Baecher, Ph.D., M.ASCE, University of Maryland 

What Do You Bet? Bayesian Thinking for Geotechnical 
Engineers

Bayesian thinking is that of judgment and belief, harkening back 
to the work of Laplace, Bernoulli, and of course Bayes. It leads 
to remarkably strong inferences from even sparse information. 
Most geotechnical engineers are intuitive Bayesians whether they 
know it or not, and they have much to gain from a more formal 
understanding of the logic behind these straightforward and 
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On behalf of the Conference Program Committee, 
Sunday, June 4
 7:00 a.m. – 7:30 p.m. Registration
 8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. Short Courses*
 5:00 – 6:00 p.m.  Welcome Keynote  

Suzanne Lacasse Lecture -  
Gregory B. Baecher

 6:00 – 8:00 p.m. Welcome Reception in Exhibit Hall

Monday, June 5 
 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. Registration
 9:00 – 10:00 a.m.   Opening Keynote Wilson Tang 

Lecture - Gordon A. Fenton
 10:00 – 10:30 a.m. Networking in Exhibit Hall
 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Concurrent Technical Sessions 
 12:00 – 1:30 p.m.  Poster Session & Lunch in Exhibit 

Hall
 1:30 – 2:30 p.m.  Keynote Lectures – Dennis E. 

Becker & Brian Simpson
 2:30 – 4:00 p.m. Concurrent Technical Sessions
 4:00 – 4:30 p.m.  Networking in Exhibit Hall
 4:30 – 6:00 p.m. Concurrent Technical Sessions 
 6:30 – 9:30 p.m. Awards Dinner*

Tuesday, June 6 
 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.  Registration
 9:00 – 10:00 a.m.  Keynote Lectures - Steven G. Vick, 

John W. France & Jennifer L. 
Williams

 10:00 – 10:30 a.m.  Networking in Exhibit Hall
 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Concurrent Technical Sessions
 12:00 – 1:30 p.m. Lunch in Exhibit Hall
 1:30 – 2:30 p.m.  Keynote Lectures – C. Hsein Juang 

& Armin W. Stuedlein
 2:30 – 4:00 p.m. Concurrent Technical Sessions
 4:00 – 4:30 p.m.  Networking in Exhibit Hall
 4:30 – 6:00 p.m. Concurrent Technical Sessions

Wednesday, June 7
 9:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. Technical Tours*

*Additional Ticket Purchase Required
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SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE (subject to change) PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

See you in Denver!
CONFERENCE PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Conference Co-Chairs: 
D.V Griffiths, Colorado School of Mines 
Gordon A. Fenton, Dalhousie University 

Technical Program Co-Chairs: 
Jinsong Huang, University of Newcastle, Australia

Limin Zhang, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Sponsorship and Exhibits Chair: 
Armin W. Stuedlein, Oregon State University

Student Activities Co-Chairs:
Zhe Luo, University of Akron 

Jack Montgomery, Auburn University

There can be little doubt that the application of probability and 
statistics to the field of geotechnical engineering is currently one of 
the most exciting and important areas of growth in our discipline. 
This interest and activity spans both industry and academe, making 
Geo-Risk 2017 particularly timely as the first conference dedicated to 
geotechnical risk to be held in North American for six years.

On behalf of the Risk Assessment and Management (RAM) Committee 
of ASCE’s Geo-Institute (G-I) it gives me great pleasure to invite you 
to attend and participate in this important specialty conference to be 
held in Denver, Colorado from June 4-6 2017. The conference has 
something for everyone, kicking off with a broad selection of short-
courses and a welcome reception on Sunday, June 4th, followed by a 
2-day packed program of parallel technical sessions, panel discussions 
and 8 keynote speakers which include the prestigious Wilson Tang 
and Suzanne Lacasse Lectures. There will also be a mini-symposium in 
honor of Wilson Tang’s contributions to the field, poster sessions, and 
networking opportunities with colleagues and exhibitors. 

The conference is being held in conjunction with the biennial 
International Symposium on Geotechnical Safety and Risk (4th ISGSR) 
which will announce award winners at the Monday evening banquet 
in the categories of Lifetime Achievement, Impactful Contributions, 
and Young Researcher. On the final day, there will be a choice of two 
technical tours for attendees interested in visiting the US Bureau of 
Reclamation (USBR) Laboratories and Testing Facilities or the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratories (NREL) National Wind Technology 
Center. 

Being a major regional center, Denver is an ideal location for a 
conference with a theme of geotechnical risk.  Denver is home 
to several important global civil engineering companies, federal 
organizations, and top research universities. Colorado may be famous 
for skiing but it is also a beautiful place to visit in summer with a 
fantastic climate and numerous opportunities for vacation time with 
family and friends.

On behalf of the program committee, we look forward to seeing 
you next June in Denver, for what should be an enjoyable and 
professionally rewarding event.
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SUNDAY, JUNE 4

PRE-CONFERENCE SHORT COURSES 
BAYESIAN ANALYSIS AND RELIABILITY UPDATING 
IN GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING

8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. 
Professor Gregory B. Baecher, Ph.D., M.ASCE, University of 
Maryland

Dr. Timo Schweckendiek, Ph.D, Deltares & Delft University of 
Technology

This course focuses on basic understanding of Bayesian probability 
theory and reliability updating, and at presenting simple techniques 
for use in engineering practice. Topics covered include the essen-
tials of Bayesian reasoning; survival analysis, including examples 
on pile foundations, levees, and dams; and the distinction between 
treatment of inequality and equality information. These concepts are 
tied together by a demonstration of how to include performance 
observations in the assessment of levee reliability.

The course is targeted at practicing engineers who would like to 
extend their toolbox by enhancing their probabilistic skills, as well 
as graduate students intending to apply Bayesian concepts. This is 
an advanced course and participants are expected to have basic 
knowledge of probability theory and geotechnical analysis (i.e., 
undergraduate level).

Additional Ticket Purchase Required  
Registration Fee: EB $295 | ADV $320 | ONS $345

RISK ASSESSMENT IN GEOTECHNICAL 
ENGINEERING

8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. 
Gordon A. Fenton, Ph.D., P.Eng., FEIC, FCAE, M.ASCE, 
Dalhousie University

D. V. Griffiths, Ph.D., D.Sc., P.E., FICE, D.GE, F.ASCE, Colorado 
School of Mines

Soils and rocks are among the most variable of all engineering 
materials, and are therefore highly amenable to a probabilistic 
treatment. This course is designed for geotechnical engineers 
who wish to update their knowledge of probabilistic methods and 
reliability-based design methodologies. The course content and 
delivery will assume no more than an introductory understanding 
of probability and statistics on the part of the participants. The 
goal is to present a user-friendly training on modern probabilistic 
techniques taught through several practical geotechnical 
applications.

Registration Fee: EB $295 | ADV $320 | ONS $345

RISK AND RELIABILITY OF LEVEES AND DAMS

8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Robert. B. Gilbert, Ph.D., P.E., The University of Texas at Austin

Martin W. McCann, Jr., Ph.D., Jack R. Benjamin & Associates, Inc.

This course is intended to provide basic concepts and tools used in 
analyzing the risk and reliability of levees and dams. It will start with 
the basic framework used in analyzing risk for the large and complex 
systems that constitute dams and levees. Topics will include uncertain-

ty, probability theory, fault and event trees, hazard curves, fragility 
curves, expected consequences and decision making. Detailed tech-
niques will be presented to characterize natural hazards, including 
floods, hurricane surges and earthquakes, to represent failure modes, 
including seepage, overtopping, static stability and seismic stability, 
and to integrate available information together to assess risk. Finally, 
results from two risk analyses of major levee systems in New Orleans 
and the California Delta will be presented and discussed. Practical, 
real-world examples will be used throughout to illustrate major princi-
ples and ideas. An emphasis will be placed on how to interpret and 
use the results from a risk analysis.

Additional Ticket Purchase Required  
Registration Fee: EB $295 | ADV $320 | ONS $345

UNDERSTANDING GEOTECHNICAL RELIABILITY-
BASED DESIGN AND ITS COMPLEMENTARY ROLE 
TO PARTIAL FACTORS TO DESIGN APPROACH

12:30 - 4:30  p.m. 
B. K. Low, PhD, F.ASCE, Nanyang Technological University, 
Singapore

K. K. Phoon, PhD, F.ASCE, National University of Singapore

Geotechnical design approach has evolved over the years from the 
global factor of safety approach to the recent partial factors design 
approaches like Eurocode 7 (EC7) and the Load and Resistance 
Factor Design Approach (LRFD). Yet another design approach which 
can potentially overcome certain limitations and ambiguities of the 
partial factors design approaches is the reliability-based design 
approach via the first-order reliability method (RBD-via-FORM). The 
design point obtained in RBD reflects problem-specific parametric 
uncertainties, sensitivities and correlations in a way the design points 
of EC7 and LRFD cannot. However, RBD-via-FORM is understood 
by few practitioners despite its advantages and potential role to com-
plement EC7/LRFD. This short course aims to acquaint practitioners 
and researchers with the meaning and desirable features of RBD-
via-FORM (and links with partial factors design approach), through 
relatively transparent and intuitive perspectives and illustrative 
geotechnical RBD-via-FORM examples in soil and rock engineering. 
The statistical estimation of soil properties will also be discussed. 
Participants will receive a CD containing the course notes and Ex-
cel-based RBD examples covered in the course.

Additional Ticket Purchase Required  
Registration Fee: EB $195 | ADV $220 | ONS $245

SUNDAY, JUNE 4

WELCOME KEYNOTE SUZANNE LACASSE LECTURE

5:00 – 6:00 p.m. 
Gregory B. Baecher, Ph.D., M.ASCE, University of Maryland 

What Do You Bet? Bayesian Thinking for Geotechnical 
Engineers

Bayesian thinking is that of judgment and belief, harkening back 
to the work of Laplace, Bernoulli, and of course Bayes. It leads 
to remarkably strong inferences from even sparse information. 
Most geotechnical engineers are intuitive Bayesians whether they 
know it or not, and they have much to gain from a more formal 
understanding of the logic behind these straightforward and 
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relatively simple methods. Practical project examples are given 
from site characterization, risk screening in dam safety, recognizing 
patterns in data (such as liquefaction triggering), and uses of the 
observational approach.

WELCOME RECEPTION IN EXHIBIT HALL

6:00 – 8:00 p.m. 
Don’t miss the Welcome Reception and kick off your conference 
experience at this relaxed event. Reconnect with former colleagues 
and meet new friends while you enjoy refreshments in the exhibit 
area.

Additional tickets: EB$95/ADV$110/ONS$125 

MONDAY, JUNE 5

OPENING KEYNOTE WILSON TANG LECTURE

9:00 - 10:00 a.m.
Gordon A. Fenton, Ph.D., P.Eng., FEIC, FCAE, M.ASCE, 
Dalhousie University

Future Directions in Reliability-Based Geotechnical 
Design

World-wide, geotechnical design codes-of-practice are increasingly 
targeting acceptable failure probabilities, rather than factors of 
safety, since the latter do not provide an accurate estimate of 
safety, despite their name. This trend requires an ever-increasing 
understanding of the probabilistic behaviour of geotechnical 
systems. After reviewing the current stateof-the-art in probabilistic 
ground models. the effect of spatial variability on geotechnical 
system failure probability will be discussed, followed by how the 
random finite element method (RFEM) has and can be used to aid 
in the calibration of geotechnical design codes-of-practice. Finally, it 
looks at what is needed in the future to further improve cost effective 
geotechnical design practices while increasing overall geotechnical 
system reliability.

KEYNOTE LECTURES

1:30 – 2:00 p.m. 
Dennis E. Becker III, Ph.D., P.E., M.ASCE, Golder Associates LtD.

Geotechnical Risk Management and Reliability Based 
Design: Lessons Learned

Effective management of risk is a requirement for successful 
geotechnical engineering design. The lecture will begin with 
an overview of the development and current implementation 
of reliability based design and LRFD-based codes in Canada 
Implementation challenges such as selection of suitable target 
reliability index, and appropriate selection of geotechnical 
characteristic values and geotechnical resistance factors for 
specific loading conditions, such as uplift resistance due to frost 
action, are described through project examples. Lessons learned 
are identified and discussed. Lack of sufficient understanding of 
fundamental concepts, lack of training and education, and not 
having a good appreciation of geology are factors that contributed 
to the implementation issues identified. Enhanced effective risk 
management is obtained through close collaboration between the 
owner and their consultant.

2:00 – 2:30 p.m.
Brian Simpson, OBE, FREng., Ph.D., FICE, Eur. Ing, Arup Fellow, 
Arup Geotechnics

Robustness and Eurocode 7

The Eurocodes have been developed to facilitate trade between 
nations, involving both collaboration and competition between 
engineering designers, with the aim of producing safe and 
serviceable structures of all kinds, including geotechnical 
constructions. As a means of regulating safety levels, a partial 
factor approach was adopted, allowing a range of alternative 
formulations including LRFD.

AWARDS DINNER

6:30 – 9:30 p.m.
The 6th International Symposium on GeoTechnical Safety and Risk 
will honor this year’s award winners at a dinner in the Crystal 
Ballroom overlooking the beautiful Denver City Lights.  

GEOSNet Distinguished Award. This is a lifetime achievement 
award. It recognizes an individual who has contributed 
substantially to the geotechnical risk and reliability community in 
research, education and/or leadership. 

GEOSNet Award - Recognizes an individual who has made 
impactful contributions to geotechnical reliability, particularly 
theoretical innovations that led to improvements in geotechnical 
engineering practice or theoretical advances; or an individual 
who has made impactful contributions to geotechnical risk 
assessment and management, particularly contributions that have 
led to safer communities.  

GEOSNet Young Researcher Award - Recognizes an individual 
(below 40 years old during the International Symposium on 
Geotechnical Safety and Risk, ISGSR) that publishes an impactful 
series of research papers (two or more papers) that advance 
geotechnical risk and reliability as a distinctive discipline. The 
“distinctive” elements are those elements that cannot be accounted 
for in existing deterministic geotechnical practice and elements 
addressing needs of geotechnical engineering practice distinctive 
from structural reliability.

Ticket purchase is required for this event.  
EB$100/ADV$125/ONS$150

TUESDAY, JUNE 6

KEYNOTE LECTURES

9:00 – 9:30 a.m.
Steven G. Vick, P.E., Consulting Geotechnical Engineer

Dam Safety Risk: From Deviance to Diligence

A leader in the field of dam engineering, Steve Vick is a 
geotechnical engineer and internationally recognized review 
consultant who has worked with various engineering firms, project 
proponents and governments. In addition to extensive experience 
working on projects located in B.C., Vick has wide-ranging 
experience in both technical review and forensic investigations, 
including chairing the investigation of the Omai tailings dam failure 
for the government of Guyana and participating in the investigation 
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of the New Orleans levee failures that occurred during Hurricane 
Katrina. Vick has written two books, including Planning, Design, 
and Analysis of Tailings Dams, which is the only text of its kind 
that has remained in print for over 30 years and is familiar to most 
experts in the field. Vick has released numerous other publications 
related to dam safety and various aspects of risk analyses 
throughout his career and also speaks on the subject frequently—
his most recent keynote lecture was entitled “The Consequences 
of Tailings Dam Failure”. He holds undergraduate and graduate 
degrees from MIT.

9:30 – 10:00 a.m.
John W. France, P.E., D.GE, D.WRE, M.ASCE, AECOM 
Jennifer L. Williams, P.E., AECOM

Risk Analysis is Fundamentally Changing the Landscape 
of Dam Safety in the United States

The application of risk analysis has fundamentally changed the 
practice of dam safety engineering in the United States and will 
continue to do so. This presentation will review the history of dam 
safety risk analysis in the United States and the changes it has 
produced.

1:30 – 2:00 p.m. 
C. Hsein Juang, Ph.D., F.ASCE, Clemson University
Assessing Soil Liquefaction and Effect Using Probabilistic 
Methods
Soil liquefaction induced by a major earthquake could cause signif-
icant damages to roadways, buildings, port facilities, and lifelines. 
Accurate assessment of liquefaction hazard (i.e., triggering and effect) 
is the first step towards the mitigation of such hazard.

2:00 - 2:30  p.m.
Armin W. Stuedlein, P.E., M.ASCE, Oregon State University

Effect of Spatial Variability on Static and Liquefaction-
Induced Differential Settlements

The spatial variability of soil is significant contributor to unanticipated 
static or liquefaction-induced differential settlement. Inherent spatial 
variability may be decomposed into variability in stratigraphic 
thickness, and variability of the engineering characteristics within a 
given stratum. This keynote lecture explores the role of within-stratum 
spatial variability on static and liquefaction-induced differential 
settlement using several approaches.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7

TECHNICAL TOURS

9:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

US Bureau of Reclamation Laboratories and 
Testing Facilities

NREL National Wind Technology Center

Additional Ticket Purchase Required  
Registration Fee: EB $65 | ADV $75 | ONS $85

TRACK A TRACK B TRACK C TRACK D
Practice of Risk Assessment 

and Management Geohazards Reliability- and Risk-Based Code 
Developments

Advances in Geotechnical 
Reliability Based Design

A01a Risk Assessment of Tunneling, 
Part I B10a Slope Failure and Landslides, Part I C20a Reliability- and Risk-Based Code 

Developments, Part I D31 Probabilistic Methods and Reliability 
Analysis

A01b Risk Assessment of Tunneling, 
Part II B10b Slope Failure and Landslides, Part II C20b Reliability- and Risk-Based Code 

Developments, Part II D32 Performance-Based Liquefaction 
Assessment and Mitigation

A02 Seismic Risk Assessment B13 Risk Assessment and Management of 
Dams C20c Reliability- and Risk-Based Code 

Developments, Part III D33 Probabilistic Performance and 
Resilience Assessment

B15 Levees and Dikes

TRACK E TRACK G TRACK H TRACK I
Load and Resistance Factor 

Design (LRFD) Developments 
and Applications

Impact of Spatial Variability and 
Probabilistic Site Characterization

Uncertainty Relating to 
Geotechnical Properties, Models, 

and Testing Methods

Advances in the Applications of 
Theory and Practice of Statistics 

and Probability in Geoengineering

E40
Load and Resistance Factor 

Design (LRFD) Developments and 
Applications

G60a Impact of Spatial Variability and 
Probabilistic Site Characterization, Part I H70a

Uncertainty Relating to Geotechnical 
Properties, Models, and Testing 

Methods, Part I
I81 Bayesian Updating for Geotechnical 

Applications

G60b Impact of Spatial Variability and 
Probabilistic Site Characterization, Part II H70b

Uncertainty Relating to Geotechnical 
Properties, Models, and Testing 

Methods, Part II

G60c
Impact of Spatial Variability and 

Probabilistic Site Characterization,  
Part III

H70c
Uncertainty Relating to Geotechnical 

Properties, Models, and Testing 
Methods, Part III
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relatively simple methods. Practical project examples are given 
from site characterization, risk screening in dam safety, recognizing 
patterns in data (such as liquefaction triggering), and uses of the 
observational approach.

WELCOME RECEPTION IN EXHIBIT HALL

6:00 – 8:00 p.m. 
Don’t miss the Welcome Reception and kick off your conference 
experience at this relaxed event. Reconnect with former colleagues 
and meet new friends while you enjoy refreshments in the exhibit 
area.

Additional tickets: EB$95/ADV$110/ONS$125 

MONDAY, JUNE 5

OPENING KEYNOTE WILSON TANG LECTURE

9:00 - 10:00 a.m.
Gordon A. Fenton, Ph.D., P.Eng., FEIC, FCAE, M.ASCE, 
Dalhousie University

Future Directions in Reliability-Based Geotechnical 
Design

World-wide, geotechnical design codes-of-practice are increasingly 
targeting acceptable failure probabilities, rather than factors of 
safety, since the latter do not provide an accurate estimate of 
safety, despite their name. This trend requires an ever-increasing 
understanding of the probabilistic behaviour of geotechnical 
systems. After reviewing the current stateof-the-art in probabilistic 
ground models. the effect of spatial variability on geotechnical 
system failure probability will be discussed, followed by how the 
random finite element method (RFEM) has and can be used to aid 
in the calibration of geotechnical design codes-of-practice. Finally, it 
looks at what is needed in the future to further improve cost effective 
geotechnical design practices while increasing overall geotechnical 
system reliability.

KEYNOTE LECTURES

1:30 – 2:00 p.m. 
Dennis E. Becker III, Ph.D., P.E., M.ASCE, Golder Associates LtD.

Geotechnical Risk Management and Reliability Based 
Design: Lessons Learned

Effective management of risk is a requirement for successful 
geotechnical engineering design. The lecture will begin with 
an overview of the development and current implementation 
of reliability based design and LRFD-based codes in Canada 
Implementation challenges such as selection of suitable target 
reliability index, and appropriate selection of geotechnical 
characteristic values and geotechnical resistance factors for 
specific loading conditions, such as uplift resistance due to frost 
action, are described through project examples. Lessons learned 
are identified and discussed. Lack of sufficient understanding of 
fundamental concepts, lack of training and education, and not 
having a good appreciation of geology are factors that contributed 
to the implementation issues identified. Enhanced effective risk 
management is obtained through close collaboration between the 
owner and their consultant.

2:00 – 2:30 p.m.
Brian Simpson, OBE, FREng., Ph.D., FICE, Eur. Ing, Arup Fellow, 
Arup Geotechnics

Robustness and Eurocode 7

The Eurocodes have been developed to facilitate trade between 
nations, involving both collaboration and competition between 
engineering designers, with the aim of producing safe and 
serviceable structures of all kinds, including geotechnical 
constructions. As a means of regulating safety levels, a partial 
factor approach was adopted, allowing a range of alternative 
formulations including LRFD.

AWARDS DINNER

6:30 – 9:30 p.m.
The 6th International Symposium on GeoTechnical Safety and Risk 
will honor this year’s award winners at a dinner in the Crystal 
Ballroom overlooking the beautiful Denver City Lights.  

GEOSNet Distinguished Award. This is a lifetime achievement 
award. It recognizes an individual who has contributed 
substantially to the geotechnical risk and reliability community in 
research, education and/or leadership. 

GEOSNet Award - Recognizes an individual who has made 
impactful contributions to geotechnical reliability, particularly 
theoretical innovations that led to improvements in geotechnical 
engineering practice or theoretical advances; or an individual 
who has made impactful contributions to geotechnical risk 
assessment and management, particularly contributions that have 
led to safer communities.  

GEOSNet Young Researcher Award - Recognizes an individual 
(below 40 years old during the International Symposium on 
Geotechnical Safety and Risk, ISGSR) that publishes an impactful 
series of research papers (two or more papers) that advance 
geotechnical risk and reliability as a distinctive discipline. The 
“distinctive” elements are those elements that cannot be accounted 
for in existing deterministic geotechnical practice and elements 
addressing needs of geotechnical engineering practice distinctive 
from structural reliability.

Ticket purchase is required for this event.  
EB$100/ADV$125/ONS$150

TUESDAY, JUNE 6

KEYNOTE LECTURES

9:00 – 9:30 a.m.
Steven G. Vick, P.E., Consulting Geotechnical Engineer

Dam Safety Risk: From Deviance to Diligence

A leader in the field of dam engineering, Steve Vick is a 
geotechnical engineer and internationally recognized review 
consultant who has worked with various engineering firms, project 
proponents and governments. In addition to extensive experience 
working on projects located in B.C., Vick has wide-ranging 
experience in both technical review and forensic investigations, 
including chairing the investigation of the Omai tailings dam failure 
for the government of Guyana and participating in the investigation 
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of the New Orleans levee failures that occurred during Hurricane 
Katrina. Vick has written two books, including Planning, Design, 
and Analysis of Tailings Dams, which is the only text of its kind 
that has remained in print for over 30 years and is familiar to most 
experts in the field. Vick has released numerous other publications 
related to dam safety and various aspects of risk analyses 
throughout his career and also speaks on the subject frequently—
his most recent keynote lecture was entitled “The Consequences 
of Tailings Dam Failure”. He holds undergraduate and graduate 
degrees from MIT.

9:30 – 10:00 a.m.
John W. France, P.E., D.GE, D.WRE, M.ASCE, AECOM 
Jennifer L. Williams, P.E., AECOM

Risk Analysis is Fundamentally Changing the Landscape 
of Dam Safety in the United States

The application of risk analysis has fundamentally changed the 
practice of dam safety engineering in the United States and will 
continue to do so. This presentation will review the history of dam 
safety risk analysis in the United States and the changes it has 
produced.

1:30 – 2:00 p.m. 
C. Hsein Juang, Ph.D., F.ASCE, Clemson University
Assessing Soil Liquefaction and Effect Using Probabilistic 
Methods
Soil liquefaction induced by a major earthquake could cause signif-
icant damages to roadways, buildings, port facilities, and lifelines. 
Accurate assessment of liquefaction hazard (i.e., triggering and effect) 
is the first step towards the mitigation of such hazard.

2:00 - 2:30  p.m.
Armin W. Stuedlein, P.E., M.ASCE, Oregon State University

Effect of Spatial Variability on Static and Liquefaction-
Induced Differential Settlements

The spatial variability of soil is significant contributor to unanticipated 
static or liquefaction-induced differential settlement. Inherent spatial 
variability may be decomposed into variability in stratigraphic 
thickness, and variability of the engineering characteristics within a 
given stratum. This keynote lecture explores the role of within-stratum 
spatial variability on static and liquefaction-induced differential 
settlement using several approaches.
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relatively simple methods. Practical project examples are given 
from site characterization, risk screening in dam safety, recognizing 
patterns in data (such as liquefaction triggering), and uses of the 
observational approach.

WELCOME RECEPTION IN EXHIBIT HALL

6:00 – 8:00 p.m. 
Don’t miss the Welcome Reception and kick off your conference 
experience at this relaxed event. Reconnect with former colleagues 
and meet new friends while you enjoy refreshments in the exhibit 
area.

Additional tickets: EB$95/ADV$110/ONS$125 

MONDAY, JUNE 5

OPENING KEYNOTE WILSON TANG LECTURE

9:00 - 10:00 a.m.
Gordon A. Fenton, Ph.D., P.Eng., FEIC, FCAE, M.ASCE, 
Dalhousie University

Future Directions in Reliability-Based Geotechnical 
Design

World-wide, geotechnical design codes-of-practice are increasingly 
targeting acceptable failure probabilities, rather than factors of 
safety, since the latter do not provide an accurate estimate of 
safety, despite their name. This trend requires an ever-increasing 
understanding of the probabilistic behaviour of geotechnical 
systems. After reviewing the current stateof-the-art in probabilistic 
ground models. the effect of spatial variability on geotechnical 
system failure probability will be discussed, followed by how the 
random finite element method (RFEM) has and can be used to aid 
in the calibration of geotechnical design codes-of-practice. Finally, it 
looks at what is needed in the future to further improve cost effective 
geotechnical design practices while increasing overall geotechnical 
system reliability.

KEYNOTE LECTURES

1:30 – 2:00 p.m. 
Dennis E. Becker III, Ph.D., P.E., M.ASCE, Golder Associates LtD.

Geotechnical Risk Management and Reliability Based 
Design: Lessons Learned

Effective management of risk is a requirement for successful 
geotechnical engineering design. The lecture will begin with 
an overview of the development and current implementation 
of reliability based design and LRFD-based codes in Canada 
Implementation challenges such as selection of suitable target 
reliability index, and appropriate selection of geotechnical 
characteristic values and geotechnical resistance factors for 
specific loading conditions, such as uplift resistance due to frost 
action, are described through project examples. Lessons learned 
are identified and discussed. Lack of sufficient understanding of 
fundamental concepts, lack of training and education, and not 
having a good appreciation of geology are factors that contributed 
to the implementation issues identified. Enhanced effective risk 
management is obtained through close collaboration between the 
owner and their consultant.

2:00 – 2:30 p.m.
Brian Simpson, OBE, FREng., Ph.D., FICE, Eur. Ing, Arup Fellow, 
Arup Geotechnics

Robustness and Eurocode 7

The Eurocodes have been developed to facilitate trade between 
nations, involving both collaboration and competition between 
engineering designers, with the aim of producing safe and 
serviceable structures of all kinds, including geotechnical 
constructions. As a means of regulating safety levels, a partial 
factor approach was adopted, allowing a range of alternative 
formulations including LRFD.

AWARDS DINNER

6:30 – 9:30 p.m.
The 6th International Symposium on GeoTechnical Safety and Risk 
will honor this year’s award winners at a dinner in the Crystal 
Ballroom overlooking the beautiful Denver City Lights.  

GEOSNet Distinguished Award. This is a lifetime achievement 
award. It recognizes an individual who has contributed 
substantially to the geotechnical risk and reliability community in 
research, education and/or leadership. 

GEOSNet Award - Recognizes an individual who has made 
impactful contributions to geotechnical reliability, particularly 
theoretical innovations that led to improvements in geotechnical 
engineering practice or theoretical advances; or an individual 
who has made impactful contributions to geotechnical risk 
assessment and management, particularly contributions that have 
led to safer communities.  

GEOSNet Young Researcher Award - Recognizes an individual 
(below 40 years old during the International Symposium on 
Geotechnical Safety and Risk, ISGSR) that publishes an impactful 
series of research papers (two or more papers) that advance 
geotechnical risk and reliability as a distinctive discipline. The 
“distinctive” elements are those elements that cannot be accounted 
for in existing deterministic geotechnical practice and elements 
addressing needs of geotechnical engineering practice distinctive 
from structural reliability.

Ticket purchase is required for this event.  
EB$100/ADV$125/ONS$150

TUESDAY, JUNE 6

KEYNOTE LECTURES

9:00 – 9:30 a.m.
Steven G. Vick, P.E., Consulting Geotechnical Engineer

Dam Safety Risk: From Deviance to Diligence

A leader in the field of dam engineering, Steve Vick is a 
geotechnical engineer and internationally recognized review 
consultant who has worked with various engineering firms, project 
proponents and governments. In addition to extensive experience 
working on projects located in B.C., Vick has wide-ranging 
experience in both technical review and forensic investigations, 
including chairing the investigation of the Omai tailings dam failure 
for the government of Guyana and participating in the investigation 
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of the New Orleans levee failures that occurred during Hurricane 
Katrina. Vick has written two books, including Planning, Design, 
and Analysis of Tailings Dams, which is the only text of its kind 
that has remained in print for over 30 years and is familiar to most 
experts in the field. Vick has released numerous other publications 
related to dam safety and various aspects of risk analyses 
throughout his career and also speaks on the subject frequently—
his most recent keynote lecture was entitled “The Consequences 
of Tailings Dam Failure”. He holds undergraduate and graduate 
degrees from MIT.
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safety risk analysis in the United States and the changes it has 
produced.
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Assessing Soil Liquefaction and Effect Using Probabilistic 
Methods
Soil liquefaction induced by a major earthquake could cause signif-
icant damages to roadways, buildings, port facilities, and lifelines. 
Accurate assessment of liquefaction hazard (i.e., triggering and effect) 
is the first step towards the mitigation of such hazard.
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Armin W. Stuedlein, P.E., M.ASCE, Oregon State University

Effect of Spatial Variability on Static and Liquefaction-
Induced Differential Settlements

The spatial variability of soil is significant contributor to unanticipated 
static or liquefaction-induced differential settlement. Inherent spatial 
variability may be decomposed into variability in stratigraphic 
thickness, and variability of the engineering characteristics within a 
given stratum. This keynote lecture explores the role of within-stratum 
spatial variability on static and liquefaction-induced differential 
settlement using several approaches.
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relatively simple methods. Practical project examples are given 
from site characterization, risk screening in dam safety, recognizing 
patterns in data (such as liquefaction triggering), and uses of the 
observational approach.
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understanding of the probabilistic behaviour of geotechnical 
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action, are described through project examples. Lessons learned 
are identified and discussed. Lack of sufficient understanding of 
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having a good appreciation of geology are factors that contributed 
to the implementation issues identified. Enhanced effective risk 
management is obtained through close collaboration between the 
owner and their consultant.
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The Eurocodes have been developed to facilitate trade between 
nations, involving both collaboration and competition between 
engineering designers, with the aim of producing safe and 
serviceable structures of all kinds, including geotechnical 
constructions. As a means of regulating safety levels, a partial 
factor approach was adopted, allowing a range of alternative 
formulations including LRFD.

AWARDS DINNER

6:30 – 9:30 p.m.
The 6th International Symposium on GeoTechnical Safety and Risk 
will honor this year’s award winners at a dinner in the Crystal 
Ballroom overlooking the beautiful Denver City Lights.  

GEOSNet Distinguished Award. This is a lifetime achievement 
award. It recognizes an individual who has contributed 
substantially to the geotechnical risk and reliability community in 
research, education and/or leadership. 

GEOSNet Award - Recognizes an individual who has made 
impactful contributions to geotechnical reliability, particularly 
theoretical innovations that led to improvements in geotechnical 
engineering practice or theoretical advances; or an individual 
who has made impactful contributions to geotechnical risk 
assessment and management, particularly contributions that have 
led to safer communities.  
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consultant who has worked with various engineering firms, project 
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working on projects located in B.C., Vick has wide-ranging 
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including chairing the investigation of the Omai tailings dam failure 
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of the New Orleans levee failures that occurred during Hurricane 
Katrina. Vick has written two books, including Planning, Design, 
and Analysis of Tailings Dams, which is the only text of its kind 
that has remained in print for over 30 years and is familiar to most 
experts in the field. Vick has released numerous other publications 
related to dam safety and various aspects of risk analyses 
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HOTEL & GENERAL INFORMATION

HOTEL RATES AND RESERVATIONS
Grand Hyatt Denver 
1750 Welton Street, Denver, CO 80202 
(303) 295-1234

Single/Double - $219
Government per diem rate – contact hotel for current 
rate.
All room rates are subject to applicable tax, which is cur-
rently 14.75% per room, per night, and is subject to change 
without notice. In order to receive the discount Conference 
room rate, you must ask for the ASCE/Geo-Risk room 
block when calling to make your reservation. The block is 
sure to sell out, so reserve your room as soon as possible, but 
no later than Tuesday, May 16, 2017. 
Online Reservations:  
Visit www.georiskconference.org and click on the 
Lodging and Transportation tab.

ADA COMPLIANCE
The Grand Hyatt Denver is fully accessible to the disabled. 
If you require special assistance at the conference, please 
submit a written description of your requirements with your 
registration form or email registrations@asce.org before 
Tuesday, May 16, 2017. While ASCE will make every 
effort to meet the needs of the disabled, accommodations 
cannot be guaranteed without prior notification.

ATTIRE
The dress code for the Conference is business casual (i.e. 
slacks, casual dresses) to business attire (i.e. neckties, busi-
ness suits). Meeting room temperatures will vary, so wear 
layered clothing to ensure your personal comfort. We also 
recommend attendees wear comfortable shoes. Please note 
that certain events may have specific details on attire, and 
you should refer to the description of that event for more 
information. 

BADGE POLICY AND RIBBONS
Your name badge is your admission to the Conference. 
Please wear your badge at all times while in the Grand Hyatt 
Denver. Tickets are required for the pre-conference short 
courses, meals, tours and special events. Where tickets are 
required, please be sure to bring your tickets with you to 
each event as you will not be admitted without a ticket. Rib-
bons will be available at the Registration desk. ASCE recom-
mends you remove your badge when leaving the conference 
hotel. 

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
If you would like a copy of the Conference Proceedings, be 
sure to check the box when completing your registration – 
tickets will be distributed with your name badge. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT HOURS (PDHS)
You may earn PDHs, which are nationally recognized units of 
record, by attending pre-conference workshops and confer-
ence concurrent sessions. Please note there are differences 
from state to state in continuing education requirements for 
professional engineering licensure. Each state licensing board 
has the final authority to approve course, credits, PDHs, and 
other methods of earning credits in that state. ASCE strongly 
recommends that individuals regularly check with their state 
licensing boards for specific continuing education require-
ments in their jurisdictions that affect professional engineering 
licensure and the ability to renew licensure. 
When you arrive at the registration desk to pick up your 
badge and tickets, you will receive a badge with your name 
and a bar code specific to your registration. Before you enter 
the room for a Pre-Conference Short Course, or a Technical 
Session you must scan your bar code in order to receive cred-
it. The scanner will acknowledge a successful recording of 
your name for the specific session. We strongly recommend 
you scan your badge at the beginning of each session to 
eliminate any challenges and/or lines later. 
Please note that the only way to receive PDH cred-
its is if you scan your bar code at the start of each 
session.

RECORDING OF SESSIONS 
Video or audio recording of any educational session is strictly 
prohibited without prior written permission from both ASCE 
and the session presenter(s).

RELEASE/WAIVER/SPECIAL ASSISTANCE 
Photograph Release: By submitting the Registration form, 
I hereby release any photographs that may be incidentally 
taken of me during these events by ASCE to be used for any 
purpose.
Liability Waiver: I agree and acknowledge that I am 
undertaking participation in ASCE events and activities at 
my own free and intentional act, and I am fully aware that 
possible physical injury might occur to me as a result of 
my participation. I give this acknowledgement freely and 
knowingly that I am, as a result, able to participate in ASCE 
events, and I do hereby assume responsibility for my own 
well-being. I also agree not to allow any other individual to 
participate in my place.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION

EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION DISCOUNT (EB)
Don’t miss out! Register early and receive the best savings. 
The deadline for Early Bird registration is Wednesday, 
April 19, 2017. Registration online or forms, must include 
complete payment and be RECEIVED by this date to qualify 
for the Early Bird registration discount.
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION

ADVANCE REGISTRATION DISCOUNT (ADV)
ASCE invites registrants to take advantage of an advance 
registration discount. The deadline for advance registration 
is Wednesday, May 10, 2017. Registration online or by 
forms, must include complete payment information, and must 
be RECEIVED by this date to qualify for the advance registra-
tion discount.

ON-SITE REGISTRATION (ONS)
Please do not mail registration forms through the U.S. Postal 
Service AFTER May 1, 2017 in order to ensure your regis-
tration is processed by the Wednesday, May 10, 2017 
deadline.  After this date, registrations must be secured with 
a credit card. If you are paying by credit card, please regis-
ter online or download the PDF registration form and submit it 
onsite along with your full credit card payment.

CONFIRMATION OF REGISTRATION
Confirmation will be e-mailed to all Early Bird and Advance 
registrants within one week of registering for the conference. 
Online registrants should receive immediate notification 
following submission of the registration information. Pre-reg-
istered attendees will receive their name badges and any 
tickets ordered at the on-site ASCE Registration Desk during 
Registration hours. 

If you do not receive confirmation within one week, please 
contact ASCE registration at 800-548-2723 and ask to speak 
with Customer Service, or e-mail registrations@asce.org. 
Please reference Geo-Risk 2017 Conference in the subject 
line.

MUNICIPAL/GOVERNMENT DISCOUNT
IMPORTANT: If you submit your registration online, you will 
note there isn’t a separate category for municipal employ-
ees. Please register as a full conference registrant, and enter 
RISK17GOV in the Promotional Code box on the final Check 
Out page of your registration to receive the discounted rate. 
Daily municipal employee registration use RISK17GOVD as 
your code.

Note – you MUST be a municipal/government employee to 
be eligible for this discount and be prepared to show a valid 
government ID onsite at the registration desk when you pick 
up your name badge.

PAYMENT INFORMATION

Acceptable forms of payment include:

•   CHECK: payable to Geo-Risk 2017 Conference (In U.S. 
dollars, drawn on a U.S. bank - you must include attend-
ee’s name in the memo area of the check)

•   CREDIT CARD: VISA, MasterCard, American Express, 
Diners Club, and Discover

•   PURCHASE ORDER: P.O. #, company name & address or 
other billing address (This includes Government P.O. use) – 
a copy of this P.O. must be submitted to Customer Service 
when you register 

MAIL REGISTRATIONS TO: 
Geo-Risk 2017 Conference, P.O. Box 79668, Baltimore, 
MD 21279-0668. OR you may register online. Full payment 
MUST accompany all registration forms. Forms will not be 
processed without payment or copy of purchase order. 

CANCELLATIONS/REFUNDS
Cancellations must be received by ASCE in writing. A refund 
will be issued, minus a $75 processing fee, if the cancella-
tion notice is received by ASCE by Wednesday, May 10, 
2017. No refunds will be made for cancellations received 
after Wednesday, May 10, 2017. Send cancellations to 
registrations@asce.org or fax to 703-295-6144.

Your Competitors will be in 
Denver - Will You? 

Sponsorship opportunities are available. 
Contact Drew Caracciolo at (703) 295-6087  

if you’re interested in sponsoring or exhibiting at  
the Conference. 

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 

Platinum - $10,000
• Welcome Reception

Gold - $5,000
• Lunch Sponsor (2 Available)

• WIFI Access
• PDH Scanners

• Conference Notebook
• Conference Proceedings

Silver - $2,500
• Opening Plenary Session

• Conference Bag
• Networking Coffee Breaks (4 Available)

• Conference Lanyard
• Hotel Keycards

• Technical Tour (2 Available)

Bronze - $1,500
• Track Sponsorship (4 Available)
• General Conference Sponsor
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HOTEL & GENERAL INFORMATION

HOTEL RATES AND RESERVATIONS
Grand Hyatt Denver 
1750 Welton Street, Denver, CO 80202 
(303) 295-1234

Single/Double - $219
Government per diem rate – contact hotel for current 
rate.
All room rates are subject to applicable tax, which is cur-
rently 14.75% per room, per night, and is subject to change 
without notice. In order to receive the discount Conference 
room rate, you must ask for the ASCE/Geo-Risk room 
block when calling to make your reservation. The block is 
sure to sell out, so reserve your room as soon as possible, but 
no later than Tuesday, May 16, 2017. 
Online Reservations:  
Visit www.georiskconference.org and click on the 
Lodging and Transportation tab.

ADA COMPLIANCE
The Grand Hyatt Denver is fully accessible to the disabled. 
If you require special assistance at the conference, please 
submit a written description of your requirements with your 
registration form or email registrations@asce.org before 
Tuesday, May 16, 2017. While ASCE will make every 
effort to meet the needs of the disabled, accommodations 
cannot be guaranteed without prior notification.

ATTIRE
The dress code for the Conference is business casual (i.e. 
slacks, casual dresses) to business attire (i.e. neckties, busi-
ness suits). Meeting room temperatures will vary, so wear 
layered clothing to ensure your personal comfort. We also 
recommend attendees wear comfortable shoes. Please note 
that certain events may have specific details on attire, and 
you should refer to the description of that event for more 
information. 

BADGE POLICY AND RIBBONS
Your name badge is your admission to the Conference. 
Please wear your badge at all times while in the Grand Hyatt 
Denver. Tickets are required for the pre-conference short 
courses, meals, tours and special events. Where tickets are 
required, please be sure to bring your tickets with you to 
each event as you will not be admitted without a ticket. Rib-
bons will be available at the Registration desk. ASCE recom-
mends you remove your badge when leaving the conference 
hotel. 

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
If you would like a copy of the Conference Proceedings, be 
sure to check the box when completing your registration – 
tickets will be distributed with your name badge. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT HOURS (PDHS)
You may earn PDHs, which are nationally recognized units of 
record, by attending pre-conference workshops and confer-
ence concurrent sessions. Please note there are differences 
from state to state in continuing education requirements for 
professional engineering licensure. Each state licensing board 
has the final authority to approve course, credits, PDHs, and 
other methods of earning credits in that state. ASCE strongly 
recommends that individuals regularly check with their state 
licensing boards for specific continuing education require-
ments in their jurisdictions that affect professional engineering 
licensure and the ability to renew licensure. 
When you arrive at the registration desk to pick up your 
badge and tickets, you will receive a badge with your name 
and a bar code specific to your registration. Before you enter 
the room for a Pre-Conference Short Course, or a Technical 
Session you must scan your bar code in order to receive cred-
it. The scanner will acknowledge a successful recording of 
your name for the specific session. We strongly recommend 
you scan your badge at the beginning of each session to 
eliminate any challenges and/or lines later. 
Please note that the only way to receive PDH cred-
its is if you scan your bar code at the start of each 
session.

RECORDING OF SESSIONS 
Video or audio recording of any educational session is strictly 
prohibited without prior written permission from both ASCE 
and the session presenter(s).

RELEASE/WAIVER/SPECIAL ASSISTANCE 
Photograph Release: By submitting the Registration form, 
I hereby release any photographs that may be incidentally 
taken of me during these events by ASCE to be used for any 
purpose.
Liability Waiver: I agree and acknowledge that I am 
undertaking participation in ASCE events and activities at 
my own free and intentional act, and I am fully aware that 
possible physical injury might occur to me as a result of 
my participation. I give this acknowledgement freely and 
knowingly that I am, as a result, able to participate in ASCE 
events, and I do hereby assume responsibility for my own 
well-being. I also agree not to allow any other individual to 
participate in my place.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION

EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION DISCOUNT (EB)
Don’t miss out! Register early and receive the best savings. 
The deadline for Early Bird registration is Wednesday, 
April 19, 2017. Registration online or forms, must include 
complete payment and be RECEIVED by this date to qualify 
for the Early Bird registration discount.
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION

ADVANCE REGISTRATION DISCOUNT (ADV)
ASCE invites registrants to take advantage of an advance 
registration discount. The deadline for advance registration 
is Wednesday, May 10, 2017. Registration online or by 
forms, must include complete payment information, and must 
be RECEIVED by this date to qualify for the advance registra-
tion discount.

ON-SITE REGISTRATION (ONS)
Please do not mail registration forms through the U.S. Postal 
Service AFTER May 1, 2017 in order to ensure your regis-
tration is processed by the Wednesday, May 10, 2017 
deadline.  After this date, registrations must be secured with 
a credit card. If you are paying by credit card, please regis-
ter online or download the PDF registration form and submit it 
onsite along with your full credit card payment.

CONFIRMATION OF REGISTRATION
Confirmation will be e-mailed to all Early Bird and Advance 
registrants within one week of registering for the conference. 
Online registrants should receive immediate notification 
following submission of the registration information. Pre-reg-
istered attendees will receive their name badges and any 
tickets ordered at the on-site ASCE Registration Desk during 
Registration hours. 

If you do not receive confirmation within one week, please 
contact ASCE registration at 800-548-2723 and ask to speak 
with Customer Service, or e-mail registrations@asce.org. 
Please reference Geo-Risk 2017 Conference in the subject 
line.

MUNICIPAL/GOVERNMENT DISCOUNT
IMPORTANT: If you submit your registration online, you will 
note there isn’t a separate category for municipal employ-
ees. Please register as a full conference registrant, and enter 
RISK17GOV in the Promotional Code box on the final Check 
Out page of your registration to receive the discounted rate. 
Daily municipal employee registration use RISK17GOVD as 
your code.

Note – you MUST be a municipal/government employee to 
be eligible for this discount and be prepared to show a valid 
government ID onsite at the registration desk when you pick 
up your name badge.

PAYMENT INFORMATION

Acceptable forms of payment include:

•   CHECK: payable to Geo-Risk 2017 Conference (In U.S. 
dollars, drawn on a U.S. bank - you must include attend-
ee’s name in the memo area of the check)

•   CREDIT CARD: VISA, MasterCard, American Express, 
Diners Club, and Discover

•   PURCHASE ORDER: P.O. #, company name & address or 
other billing address (This includes Government P.O. use) – 
a copy of this P.O. must be submitted to Customer Service 
when you register 

MAIL REGISTRATIONS TO: 
Geo-Risk 2017 Conference, P.O. Box 79668, Baltimore, 
MD 21279-0668. OR you may register online. Full payment 
MUST accompany all registration forms. Forms will not be 
processed without payment or copy of purchase order. 

CANCELLATIONS/REFUNDS
Cancellations must be received by ASCE in writing. A refund 
will be issued, minus a $75 processing fee, if the cancella-
tion notice is received by ASCE by Wednesday, May 10, 
2017. No refunds will be made for cancellations received 
after Wednesday, May 10, 2017. Send cancellations to 
registrations@asce.org or fax to 703-295-6144.

Your Competitors will be in 
Denver - Will You? 

Sponsorship opportunities are available. 
Contact Drew Caracciolo at (703) 295-6087  

if you’re interested in sponsoring or exhibiting at  
the Conference. 

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 

Platinum - $10,000
• Welcome Reception

Gold - $5,000
• Lunch Sponsor (2 Available)

• WIFI Access
• PDH Scanners

• Conference Notebook
• Conference Proceedings

Silver - $2,500
• Opening Plenary Session

• Conference Bag
• Networking Coffee Breaks (4 Available)

• Conference Lanyard
• Hotel Keycards

• Technical Tour (2 Available)

Bronze - $1,500
• Track Sponsorship (4 Available)
• General Conference Sponsor
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HOTEL & GENERAL INFORMATION

HOTEL RATES AND RESERVATIONS
Grand Hyatt Denver 
1750 Welton Street, Denver, CO 80202 
(303) 295-1234

Single/Double - $219
Government per diem rate – contact hotel for current 
rate.
All room rates are subject to applicable tax, which is cur-
rently 14.75% per room, per night, and is subject to change 
without notice. In order to receive the discount Conference 
room rate, you must ask for the ASCE/Geo-Risk room 
block when calling to make your reservation. The block is 
sure to sell out, so reserve your room as soon as possible, but 
no later than Tuesday, May 16, 2017. 
Online Reservations:  
Visit www.georiskconference.org and click on the 
Lodging and Transportation tab.

ADA COMPLIANCE
The Grand Hyatt Denver is fully accessible to the disabled. 
If you require special assistance at the conference, please 
submit a written description of your requirements with your 
registration form or email registrations@asce.org before 
Tuesday, May 16, 2017. While ASCE will make every 
effort to meet the needs of the disabled, accommodations 
cannot be guaranteed without prior notification.

ATTIRE
The dress code for the Conference is business casual (i.e. 
slacks, casual dresses) to business attire (i.e. neckties, busi-
ness suits). Meeting room temperatures will vary, so wear 
layered clothing to ensure your personal comfort. We also 
recommend attendees wear comfortable shoes. Please note 
that certain events may have specific details on attire, and 
you should refer to the description of that event for more 
information. 

BADGE POLICY AND RIBBONS
Your name badge is your admission to the Conference. 
Please wear your badge at all times while in the Grand Hyatt 
Denver. Tickets are required for the pre-conference short 
courses, meals, tours and special events. Where tickets are 
required, please be sure to bring your tickets with you to 
each event as you will not be admitted without a ticket. Rib-
bons will be available at the Registration desk. ASCE recom-
mends you remove your badge when leaving the conference 
hotel. 

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
If you would like a copy of the Conference Proceedings, be 
sure to check the box when completing your registration – 
tickets will be distributed with your name badge. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT HOURS (PDHS)
You may earn PDHs, which are nationally recognized units of 
record, by attending pre-conference workshops and confer-
ence concurrent sessions. Please note there are differences 
from state to state in continuing education requirements for 
professional engineering licensure. Each state licensing board 
has the final authority to approve course, credits, PDHs, and 
other methods of earning credits in that state. ASCE strongly 
recommends that individuals regularly check with their state 
licensing boards for specific continuing education require-
ments in their jurisdictions that affect professional engineering 
licensure and the ability to renew licensure. 
When you arrive at the registration desk to pick up your 
badge and tickets, you will receive a badge with your name 
and a bar code specific to your registration. Before you enter 
the room for a Pre-Conference Short Course, or a Technical 
Session you must scan your bar code in order to receive cred-
it. The scanner will acknowledge a successful recording of 
your name for the specific session. We strongly recommend 
you scan your badge at the beginning of each session to 
eliminate any challenges and/or lines later. 
Please note that the only way to receive PDH cred-
its is if you scan your bar code at the start of each 
session.

RECORDING OF SESSIONS 
Video or audio recording of any educational session is strictly 
prohibited without prior written permission from both ASCE 
and the session presenter(s).

RELEASE/WAIVER/SPECIAL ASSISTANCE 
Photograph Release: By submitting the Registration form, 
I hereby release any photographs that may be incidentally 
taken of me during these events by ASCE to be used for any 
purpose.
Liability Waiver: I agree and acknowledge that I am 
undertaking participation in ASCE events and activities at 
my own free and intentional act, and I am fully aware that 
possible physical injury might occur to me as a result of 
my participation. I give this acknowledgement freely and 
knowingly that I am, as a result, able to participate in ASCE 
events, and I do hereby assume responsibility for my own 
well-being. I also agree not to allow any other individual to 
participate in my place.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION

EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION DISCOUNT (EB)
Don’t miss out! Register early and receive the best savings. 
The deadline for Early Bird registration is Wednesday, 
April 19, 2017. Registration online or forms, must include 
complete payment and be RECEIVED by this date to qualify 
for the Early Bird registration discount.
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION

ADVANCE REGISTRATION DISCOUNT (ADV)
ASCE invites registrants to take advantage of an advance 
registration discount. The deadline for advance registration 
is Wednesday, May 10, 2017. Registration online or by 
forms, must include complete payment information, and must 
be RECEIVED by this date to qualify for the advance registra-
tion discount.

ON-SITE REGISTRATION (ONS)
Please do not mail registration forms through the U.S. Postal 
Service AFTER May 1, 2017 in order to ensure your regis-
tration is processed by the Wednesday, May 10, 2017 
deadline.  After this date, registrations must be secured with 
a credit card. If you are paying by credit card, please regis-
ter online or download the PDF registration form and submit it 
onsite along with your full credit card payment.

CONFIRMATION OF REGISTRATION
Confirmation will be e-mailed to all Early Bird and Advance 
registrants within one week of registering for the conference. 
Online registrants should receive immediate notification 
following submission of the registration information. Pre-reg-
istered attendees will receive their name badges and any 
tickets ordered at the on-site ASCE Registration Desk during 
Registration hours. 

If you do not receive confirmation within one week, please 
contact ASCE registration at 800-548-2723 and ask to speak 
with Customer Service, or e-mail registrations@asce.org. 
Please reference Geo-Risk 2017 Conference in the subject 
line.

MUNICIPAL/GOVERNMENT DISCOUNT
IMPORTANT: If you submit your registration online, you will 
note there isn’t a separate category for municipal employ-
ees. Please register as a full conference registrant, and enter 
RISK17GOV in the Promotional Code box on the final Check 
Out page of your registration to receive the discounted rate. 
Daily municipal employee registration use RISK17GOVD as 
your code.

Note – you MUST be a municipal/government employee to 
be eligible for this discount and be prepared to show a valid 
government ID onsite at the registration desk when you pick 
up your name badge.

PAYMENT INFORMATION

Acceptable forms of payment include:

•   CHECK: payable to Geo-Risk 2017 Conference (In U.S. 
dollars, drawn on a U.S. bank - you must include attend-
ee’s name in the memo area of the check)

•   CREDIT CARD: VISA, MasterCard, American Express, 
Diners Club, and Discover

•   PURCHASE ORDER: P.O. #, company name & address or 
other billing address (This includes Government P.O. use) – 
a copy of this P.O. must be submitted to Customer Service 
when you register 

MAIL REGISTRATIONS TO: 
Geo-Risk 2017 Conference, P.O. Box 79668, Baltimore, 
MD 21279-0668. OR you may register online. Full payment 
MUST accompany all registration forms. Forms will not be 
processed without payment or copy of purchase order. 

CANCELLATIONS/REFUNDS
Cancellations must be received by ASCE in writing. A refund 
will be issued, minus a $75 processing fee, if the cancella-
tion notice is received by ASCE by Wednesday, May 10, 
2017. No refunds will be made for cancellations received 
after Wednesday, May 10, 2017. Send cancellations to 
registrations@asce.org or fax to 703-295-6144.

Your Competitors will be in 
Denver - Will You? 

Sponsorship opportunities are available. 
Contact Drew Caracciolo at (703) 295-6087  

if you’re interested in sponsoring or exhibiting at  
the Conference. 

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 

Platinum - $10,000
• Welcome Reception

Gold - $5,000
• Lunch Sponsor (2 Available)

• WIFI Access
• PDH Scanners

• Conference Notebook
• Conference Proceedings

Silver - $2,500
• Opening Plenary Session

• Conference Bag
• Networking Coffee Breaks (4 Available)

• Conference Lanyard
• Hotel Keycards

• Technical Tour (2 Available)

Bronze - $1,500
• Track Sponsorship (4 Available)
• General Conference Sponsor
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HOTEL & GENERAL INFORMATION

HOTEL RATES AND RESERVATIONS
Grand Hyatt Denver 
1750 Welton Street, Denver, CO 80202 
(303) 295-1234

Single/Double - $219
Government per diem rate – contact hotel for current 
rate.
All room rates are subject to applicable tax, which is cur-
rently 14.75% per room, per night, and is subject to change 
without notice. In order to receive the discount Conference 
room rate, you must ask for the ASCE/Geo-Risk room 
block when calling to make your reservation. The block is 
sure to sell out, so reserve your room as soon as possible, but 
no later than Tuesday, May 16, 2017. 
Online Reservations:  
Visit www.georiskconference.org and click on the 
Lodging and Transportation tab.

ADA COMPLIANCE
The Grand Hyatt Denver is fully accessible to the disabled. 
If you require special assistance at the conference, please 
submit a written description of your requirements with your 
registration form or email registrations@asce.org before 
Tuesday, May 16, 2017. While ASCE will make every 
effort to meet the needs of the disabled, accommodations 
cannot be guaranteed without prior notification.

ATTIRE
The dress code for the Conference is business casual (i.e. 
slacks, casual dresses) to business attire (i.e. neckties, busi-
ness suits). Meeting room temperatures will vary, so wear 
layered clothing to ensure your personal comfort. We also 
recommend attendees wear comfortable shoes. Please note 
that certain events may have specific details on attire, and 
you should refer to the description of that event for more 
information. 

BADGE POLICY AND RIBBONS
Your name badge is your admission to the Conference. 
Please wear your badge at all times while in the Grand Hyatt 
Denver. Tickets are required for the pre-conference short 
courses, meals, tours and special events. Where tickets are 
required, please be sure to bring your tickets with you to 
each event as you will not be admitted without a ticket. Rib-
bons will be available at the Registration desk. ASCE recom-
mends you remove your badge when leaving the conference 
hotel. 

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
If you would like a copy of the Conference Proceedings, be 
sure to check the box when completing your registration – 
tickets will be distributed with your name badge. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT HOURS (PDHS)
You may earn PDHs, which are nationally recognized units of 
record, by attending pre-conference workshops and confer-
ence concurrent sessions. Please note there are differences 
from state to state in continuing education requirements for 
professional engineering licensure. Each state licensing board 
has the final authority to approve course, credits, PDHs, and 
other methods of earning credits in that state. ASCE strongly 
recommends that individuals regularly check with their state 
licensing boards for specific continuing education require-
ments in their jurisdictions that affect professional engineering 
licensure and the ability to renew licensure. 
When you arrive at the registration desk to pick up your 
badge and tickets, you will receive a badge with your name 
and a bar code specific to your registration. Before you enter 
the room for a Pre-Conference Short Course, or a Technical 
Session you must scan your bar code in order to receive cred-
it. The scanner will acknowledge a successful recording of 
your name for the specific session. We strongly recommend 
you scan your badge at the beginning of each session to 
eliminate any challenges and/or lines later. 
Please note that the only way to receive PDH cred-
its is if you scan your bar code at the start of each 
session.

RECORDING OF SESSIONS 
Video or audio recording of any educational session is strictly 
prohibited without prior written permission from both ASCE 
and the session presenter(s).

RELEASE/WAIVER/SPECIAL ASSISTANCE 
Photograph Release: By submitting the Registration form, 
I hereby release any photographs that may be incidentally 
taken of me during these events by ASCE to be used for any 
purpose.
Liability Waiver: I agree and acknowledge that I am 
undertaking participation in ASCE events and activities at 
my own free and intentional act, and I am fully aware that 
possible physical injury might occur to me as a result of 
my participation. I give this acknowledgement freely and 
knowingly that I am, as a result, able to participate in ASCE 
events, and I do hereby assume responsibility for my own 
well-being. I also agree not to allow any other individual to 
participate in my place.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION

EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION DISCOUNT (EB)
Don’t miss out! Register early and receive the best savings. 
The deadline for Early Bird registration is Wednesday, 
April 19, 2017. Registration online or forms, must include 
complete payment and be RECEIVED by this date to qualify 
for the Early Bird registration discount.
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION

ADVANCE REGISTRATION DISCOUNT (ADV)
ASCE invites registrants to take advantage of an advance 
registration discount. The deadline for advance registration 
is Wednesday, May 10, 2017. Registration online or by 
forms, must include complete payment information, and must 
be RECEIVED by this date to qualify for the advance registra-
tion discount.

ON-SITE REGISTRATION (ONS)
Please do not mail registration forms through the U.S. Postal 
Service AFTER May 1, 2017 in order to ensure your regis-
tration is processed by the Wednesday, May 10, 2017 
deadline.  After this date, registrations must be secured with 
a credit card. If you are paying by credit card, please regis-
ter online or download the PDF registration form and submit it 
onsite along with your full credit card payment.

CONFIRMATION OF REGISTRATION
Confirmation will be e-mailed to all Early Bird and Advance 
registrants within one week of registering for the conference. 
Online registrants should receive immediate notification 
following submission of the registration information. Pre-reg-
istered attendees will receive their name badges and any 
tickets ordered at the on-site ASCE Registration Desk during 
Registration hours. 

If you do not receive confirmation within one week, please 
contact ASCE registration at 800-548-2723 and ask to speak 
with Customer Service, or e-mail registrations@asce.org. 
Please reference Geo-Risk 2017 Conference in the subject 
line.

MUNICIPAL/GOVERNMENT DISCOUNT
IMPORTANT: If you submit your registration online, you will 
note there isn’t a separate category for municipal employ-
ees. Please register as a full conference registrant, and enter 
RISK17GOV in the Promotional Code box on the final Check 
Out page of your registration to receive the discounted rate. 
Daily municipal employee registration use RISK17GOVD as 
your code.

Note – you MUST be a municipal/government employee to 
be eligible for this discount and be prepared to show a valid 
government ID onsite at the registration desk when you pick 
up your name badge.

PAYMENT INFORMATION

Acceptable forms of payment include:

•   CHECK: payable to Geo-Risk 2017 Conference (In U.S. 
dollars, drawn on a U.S. bank - you must include attend-
ee’s name in the memo area of the check)

•   CREDIT CARD: VISA, MasterCard, American Express, 
Diners Club, and Discover

•   PURCHASE ORDER: P.O. #, company name & address or 
other billing address (This includes Government P.O. use) – 
a copy of this P.O. must be submitted to Customer Service 
when you register 

MAIL REGISTRATIONS TO: 
Geo-Risk 2017 Conference, P.O. Box 79668, Baltimore, 
MD 21279-0668. OR you may register online. Full payment 
MUST accompany all registration forms. Forms will not be 
processed without payment or copy of purchase order. 

CANCELLATIONS/REFUNDS
Cancellations must be received by ASCE in writing. A refund 
will be issued, minus a $75 processing fee, if the cancella-
tion notice is received by ASCE by Wednesday, May 10, 
2017. No refunds will be made for cancellations received 
after Wednesday, May 10, 2017. Send cancellations to 
registrations@asce.org or fax to 703-295-6144.

Your Competitors will be in 
Denver - Will You? 

Sponsorship opportunities are available. 
Contact Drew Caracciolo at (703) 295-6087  

if you’re interested in sponsoring or exhibiting at  
the Conference. 

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 

Platinum - $10,000
• Welcome Reception

Gold - $5,000
• Lunch Sponsor (2 Available)

• WIFI Access
• PDH Scanners

• Conference Notebook
• Conference Proceedings

Silver - $2,500
• Opening Plenary Session

• Conference Bag
• Networking Coffee Breaks (4 Available)

• Conference Lanyard
• Hotel Keycards

• Technical Tour (2 Available)

Bronze - $1,500
• Track Sponsorship (4 Available)
• General Conference Sponsor



REGISTRATION FORM

Please complete the registration form including signature and payment information. Use one registration form per person. Registrations will not be processed without full payment and  
registrant’s full name. By submitting the registration form the individual agrees to all registration policies in the Preliminary Program and on ASCE’s Conference Web site.

Contact Information (*Indicates required information)

*First Name ______________________________________________________________MI _____________ *Last Name _____________________________

Credentials ______________________________________________________________________________ Badge Nickname _________________________  

*Company/Organization/University ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

*Street Address/PO Box____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

*City ___________________________________________ *State _____________*Postal Code_______________________ *Country ___________________

*Work Phone _____________________________________ Home Phone _____________________________ *Cell Phone _____________________________

Fax ____________________________________________ *E-mail ________________________________________________________________________

ASCE/Member Number _____________________________

Fax  703) 295-6144
Phone (800) 548-2723 (U.S.)
Phone (703) 295-6300 (International)
Mail ASCE/Pipelines 2017
 P.O. Box 79668
 Baltimore, MD 21279-0668 USA

Please answer these questions so that we may serve you better (* Indicates Required Information):
 *1 The organization I work for is:  q Private  q Government  q Education  q Military  q Other

 *2 My position is:  q Partner/Principal  q Senior Manager  q Middle Manager  q Technical/Professional Manager  q Faculty  q Student  q Retiree

 *3 How many previous ASCE Conferences have you attended?  q 0  q 1  q 2  q 3 or more

 *4 My age group:  q Under 25  q 25-34  q 35-49  q 50-65  q Over 65

*Check here if you require:  q Vegetarian  q Lacto-Vegetarian  q Ovo-Vegetarian  q Vegan q Gluten Free q Other:_____________________ 
*Check here if you have allergies to the following:  q Peanuts  q Tree Nuts  q Seafood  q Other: ___________________________________
*Check here if you require specific aids or services:  q Deaf or Hearing Impaired  q Blind or Visually Impaired  q Wheelchair Bound  q Other:  ______________________________

JOIN ASCE TODAY AND SAVE
Simply visit www.asce.org/join

or call 800-548-2723
to request an application

Register by April 19, 2017  
and Save!

 For complete Conference information 

and to register online, visit  

www.georiskconference.org

For additional information please 

contact Customer Service at  
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Registration Categories By 4/19/17 By 5/10/17 After 5/10/17
ASCE/GI  q $795 q $895 q $995
Non-Member q $895 q $995   q $1095
Municipal/Government Member q $425 q $475 q $525
Municipal/Government Non-Member q $525 q $575 q $625
Speaker/Moderator q $695 q $795 q $895
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Sunday, June 4 EB ADV ONS QTY
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Bayesian Analysis and Reliability Updating  
in Geotechnical Engineering q $295 q $320 q $345 ____

Risk Assessment in Geotechnical Engineering q $295 q $320 q $345 ____

Understanding Geotechnical Reliability-based Design  
and Its Complementary Role to Partial Factors  
to Design Approach

q $195 q $220 q $245 ____

* Welcome Reception q $95 q $110 q $125 ____

Monday, June 5 EB ADV ONS QTY
*Exhibit Hall Lunch q $75 q $85 q $95 ____

Awards Dinner q $100 q $125 q $150 ____

Tuesday, June 6 EB ADV ONS QTY
*Exhibit Hall Lunch q $75  q $85 q $95 ____

Wednesday, June 7 EB ADV ONS QTY
US Bureau of Reclamation Laboratories and  
Testing Facilities q $65  q $75 q $85 ____

NREL National Wind Technology Center q $65  q $75 q $85 ____

ADDITIONAL TICKETS * Tickets are included in the Full Registration Rate
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GEO-RISK 2017 

Full Registration $  _____________________

Daily Registration $  _____________________

Pre-Conference Workshops  $  _____________________

Additional Tickets  $  _____________________
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PAYMENT: Full payment must accompany this registration form. Cancellations are subject to a $75 fee. No REFUNDS granted for cancellations after May 10, 2017.

q CHECK  (Payable to ASCE Geo-Risk 2017. Checks must be issued in  
U.S. dollars, drawn on U.S. banks.) To pay registration fee by  
check, postmark your registration by the deadlines indicated  
above and mail to: 
ASCE Geo-Risk 2017 
PO Box 79668 
Baltimore, MD 21279-0668 USA

q Purchase Order # _________________________ 
    (Provide copy of PO form with your registration form)

CREDIT CARD
 q AMEX q VISA q MC q DISC q DINERS
Card Number  ______________________________________

Security Code ______________________________________

Expiration Date (MM/YY)  _____________________________

Cardholder Name ___________________________________

_________________________________________________

Signature _________________________________________

Total to be Charged _________________________________

* Tickets are included in the Full Registration Rate
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COREBITS EVERYTHING G-I

G-I Staff 
Celebrate Karl 
Terzaghi Day
Over the past few years, on October 2, Geo-Institute 
members and others in the geoprofessional community have 
noted Karl Terzaghi’s birthday on social media. This year, the 
Geo-Institute brought the celebration home with our first 
celebration of Terzaghi Day at ASCE headquarters.

Karl Terzaghi, Hon.M.ASCE, the father of soil mechanics, 
was born on October 2, 1883. The staff of the Geo-Institute 
celebrated his birthday on Monday, October 3, and invited 
the staff of other Institutes to join us for a luncheon. Our spe-
cial guest was Ed O’Malley, PE, M.ASCE, of GeoStructures, 
Inc., who shared his reflections on Dr. Terzaghi’s teaching 
and legacy.

The culinary theme of the luncheon was layered food, and 
our celebration included a contest of layered foods presented 
in G-I canning jar mugs. Our judges were O’Malley; Carol 
Bowers, PG, CAE, Hon. D.GE, M.ASCE, the first director of the 
G-I; and John Durrant, PE, F.ASCE, senior managing director, 
engineering and lifelong learning. Our centerpiece was our 
first Terzaghi Tree, decorated with ornaments featuring 
Terzaghi Award winners from every decade that the award has 
been bestowed. The celebration was a great success, and we’re 
already thinking about how to celebrate Terzaghi Day 2017. 
Perhaps your workplace, Chapter, or GSO would like to start 
your own Terzaghi Day traditions?  

The G-I’s first 
Terzaghi Tree

Edible Strata Entries: 
(l)“Antipasto strata,” 

(r)“Breakfast strata 
with ham, egg, and 

english muffin.”
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The GeoCurmudgeonThe GeoCurmudgeon

Collections 101
By John P. Bachner

The Geoprofessional Business Association (GBA) has for years advised its members 

to be extremely circumspect about suing clients to obtain payment. All too often, 

instead of paying what they owe, slow-paying clients use the money involved 

to retain a lawyer and a hired-gun expert to countersue, claiming negligence. In 

those cases, the typical outcome is months or years of costly litigation, frustration, 

aggravation, lost opportunities, lost productivity, and damaged reputation. 

Consider the case of a GBA-Member Firm we’ll call Sadder, Wiser Associates (SWA), 

an engineering consultancy that had taken slow-pay clients to small-claims court 

on 60 separate occasions, winning almost every time.
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The project in question began when a 
developer retained SWA to perform a 
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment 
(ESA) of an improved property the 
client was planning to purchase for the 
construction of an office building. The 
property was previously used as a gas-
oline/service station that had installed 
underground tanks to store diesel fuel, 
gasoline, and waste oil. Reportedly, 
all tanks had been removed, but no 
documentation was available.

The developer accepted SWA’s 
proposal and its provisions relating 
to limitation of liability, standard of 
care, dispute resolution, and billing 
and payment, all as recommended by 
GBA. Because SWA had not previously 
dealt with the developer, it required a 
retainer amounting to 50 percent of the 
estimated fee; the developer obliged.

SWA conducted the assessment 
and found that the site’s historic use as 
a gas station and the undocumented 
removal of underground storage tanks 
presented a substantial risk. The firm 
recommended subsurface exploration, 
including sampling and analysis of soil 
and groundwater. Per the developer’s 
request, SWA submitted a second 
proposal including general conditions 
that were identical to those of its 
initial proposal. The developer again 
accepted without equivocation, and 
the firm began phase two, discovering 
oil globules in the purge water of one of 
its observation wells. Analysis revealed 
the presence of hydrocarbons at levels 

If you must accept small projects for a 

new client, and possibly some ongoing 

ones, too, do not submit your signed, final 

report until you are paid in full. Demand 

estimated full payment in advance, and/

or accept credit cards, and/or send your 

report COD. 

slightly exceeding the “reportable 
concentration” under state law. SWA 
recommended that the developer 
notify the property owner of its 
regulatory-reporting requirement, 
and that additional characterization 
be performed to assess the extent of 
the contamination and the need for 
remediation.

Concerned by the firm’s findings, the 
property owner asked the developer to 
conduct more sampling. The developer 
declined, suggesting, instead, that the 
owner retain SWA. SWA was concerned 
about such an arrangement, and agreed 
to accept it only after the developer 
and owner both acknowledged and 
accepted the conflict-of-interest risk 
in writing. SWA thereupon presented 
to the owner a sample-and-analysis 
proposal with general conditions that 
matched those that the developer had 
twice accepted. Although the owner 
also was a first-time client, SWA waived 

its 50 percent-retainer requirement 
because of timing issues and because 
of the commission’s small scope and 
fee (about $1,200). SWA completed its 
services quickly: Its findings affirmed 
the presence of contamination, and, 
because of the above-threshold level 
previously encountered, the owner was 
required to report the situation to the 
regulatory agency.

Once it completed the project, 
SWA submitted its $1,200 invoice, but 
payment was not forthcoming. SWA 
issued a second invoice 30 days later, 
and a third in 30 days more, all ignored. 
Then SWA’s CEO got involved, placing 
calls to the owner’s CEO: These, too, 
were ignored. Finally, after almost 
six months passed, the owner’s CEO 
wrote to SWA’s CEO, promising to pay 
the bill if SWA would furnish a copy of 
the report SWA had prepared for the 
developer. The developer gave SWA 
permission to share the report, and it 
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did. But the owner still refused to pay. 
Instead, it retained another consul-
tancy, with no licensed professionals 
on staff, to review what SWA had 
done and resample the observation 
well. After completing its resampling, 
the new consultant “averaged” the 
various test results and concluded the 
condition did not have to be reported, 
despite unambiguous, written regula-
tory-agency guidance to the contrary.

SWA sent a letter to the owner, 
documenting regulatory- 
reporting requirements, and the 
firm continued to submit monthly 
payment reminders. The client ignored 
the reminders and the additional 
telephone calls as well. A visit to the 
owner’s office also proved fruitless, as 
did SWA’s calls for mediation, a proce-
dure SWA’s general conditions required 
before court action could occur.

Finally, after more than a year 
had passed, SWA decided to take the 
matter to small-claims court. Three 
days before the court date, the owner 
countersued for $20,000, alleging that 
SWA had contaminated its property 
when diesel fuel leaked from its drilling 
rig. The two cases were consolidated 
in district court, and SWA retained 
counsel. The attorney estimated that 
legal fees and expenses would not 
exceed $5,000; he was confident that 
SWA would prevail.

Discovery for both sides began when 
lawyers started reviewing files and 
interviewing participants, initiating the 
financial “blood-letting.” SWA also had 
to cover the time staff members spent 
collecting and copying files and discuss-
ing the case with the firm’s lawyers.

The property owner’s CEO’s deposi-
tion responses were startling. He readily 
acknowledged that the claim about 
the drilling rig’s leaking fuel tank was 
a fabrication. And the owner’s expert 

acknowledged that he had no evidence 
to show that SWA had at any time acted 
negligently. Given these revelations, 
SWA’s attorney moved for summary 
judgment. But the judge denied the 
motion, saying he “needed to know 
more about the case.” As a consequence, 
the lawsuits plodded forward, with 
preparation of documentation, interrog-
atories, production of expert witnesses, 
depositions, motions, negotiations, and 
conferences. At that point, the owner 
retained a new attorney and made 
additional “fact allegations” that were 
not in the original complaint. SWA had 
no choice but to authorize its lawyer to 
perform the additional research needed 
to support an “abuse-of-process” claim.

Wearying of the process, the owner 
at this point offered to settle if SWA 
paid it $4,000. SWA rejected the offer, 
and both sides appeared before a 
pretrial-conference judge. The judge 
indicated that he probably would bar 
the owner’s expert and might even 
accept the abuse-of-process claim.

Immediately thereafter, the owner 
offered to settle if SWA paid it $2,000. 
Buoyed by its attorney’s belief that 
it would “do really well” with the 
abuse-of-process claim, SWA offered 
to settle for the original fee of $1,200, 
plus attorney and expert fees totaling 
$51,000. The owner countered, offering 
$2,000 to SWA. SWA rejected that offer, 
too, and — believing it could recover 
its legal fees — decided to go to trial. 
That’s when SWA’s attorney noted 
that doing “really well with the abuse-
of-process claim” meant the owner 
could be required to pay no more than 
one-third of SWA’s legal costs. Learning 
that, SWA offered to settle for $25,000. 
The owner responded with a check for 
$16,000; SWA took it.

All told, SWA invested close to 
$100,000 in out-of-pocket expenses 

and the value of staff time. The client’s 
settlement of $16,000 took the net 
cost down to $84,000, an amount that 
exceeded all the money SWA collected 
on all the prior nonpayment claims, 
not including the damage done to staff 
morale, the value of billable time lost, 
and opportunity cost.

The moral of this story: If you must 
accept small projects for a new client, 
and possibly some ongoing ones, too, 
do not submit your signed, final report 
until you are paid in full. Demand esti-
mated full payment in advance, and/or 
accept credit cards, and/or send your 
report COD. But above all, don’t sue! 

j JOHN P. BACHNER has been an inde-

pendent consultant since 1971, when he 

founded his firm, Bachner Communications, 

Inc. Through the firm’s association/founda-

tion-management division, John served as the 

Geoprofessional Business Association’s (GBA’s) 

executive vice president from 1973 through 

2015. GBA is a not-for-profit association that 

develops programs, services, and materials 

to help GBA-Member Firms and their clients 

confront risk and optimize performance. GBA-

Member Firms provide geotechnical, geologic, 

environmental, construction-materials 

engineering and testing (CoMET), and related 

professional services (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Geoprofessions). GBA invites geoprofessional 

constructors, educators, and government 

officials to become involved. Contact GBA at 

info@geoprofessional.org. 

The GeoCurmudgeon
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Steven D. Thorne, PE, D.GE, 
F.ASCE 

Look Who’s a D.GE

Steve Thorne is a principal with 
Terracon, manager of its New Jersey 
office, and responsible for overseeing 
the geotechnical quality program in its 
northeast division. He has 34 years of 
geotechnical engineering consulting 
experience that has included most areas 
of geotechnical practice, with special 
focus in the areas of deep foundations, 
soft ground construction, slope stability, 
ground improvement, and seismic eval-
uation. He is a past president of GBA, the 
Geoprofessional Business Association 
(formerly ASFE), and he served for 
nine years on the Academy of Geo-
Professionals’ (AGP) Board of Trustees 
and the task forces that established AGP.

What class did you enjoy the most 

while in school?

I would say music composition — it 
was a great opportunity to be creative, 
and it was a much-needed relief valve 
from the stress associated with all my 
engineering classes.

What was your favorite project?

The Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel 
project in Boston (“Big Dig”).

What is your favorite song and artist?

Hmm — way too many — but these are 
up there: Keith Jarrett/Koln Concert 
Part I, Matt Redman/10,000 Reasons, 
Chicago/Just You ‘N’ Me.

What is your favorite movie or 

television show?

Breakfast at Tiffany’s.
 
Where did you spend most of your 

childhood, and what was it like for 

you to grow up there?

I spent my childhood in a blue-collar 
area on the Jersey Shore (Springsteen 
country). My father was a bookkeeper 
for the Postal Service, and my mother 
was a homemaker. We didn’t have much, 
but we always had enough. My two older 
brothers were an awesome motivation 
for me. They always excelled in academ-
ics, music, and sports and were the first 
in our family to go to college — one to 
USMA at West Point and the other to 
Syracuse University. I loved the shore 
area and feel so fortunate to have lived 
within walking distance of the ocean.

When did you realize that you wanted 

to study civil engineering? What were 

the key factors in your decision to 

become a civil engineer?

My interest began my senior year in 
high school. My physics teacher was 
also a surveyor and was always talking 
about civil engineering. He was a great 
teacher who inspired in me a desire to 
learn more than any other teacher I had 
at that time, and I was fascinated by 
what he talked about regarding the civil 
engineering profession.

STEVEN D. THORNE
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How do you feel about the state of 

civil engineering and the profession 

as it is today? 

Overall, very good. I believe that the 
changes in university teaching methods 
over the last few decades that focus 
more on team building and exploring 
creativity and innovation are resulting 
in a very talented younger generation of 
engineers. The needs of our world today 
present some huge opportunities for 
growth of the profession through this 
kind of creativity and innovation, and 
there are some great opportunities for 
civil engineers to take a leadership role 
in meeting those needs.

What do you personally feel are the 

biggest challenges that are on the 

horizon for the profession? 

Politics and commoditization. Politics in 
America has become a quagmire that all 
too often renders the funding of much 
needed public work projects virtually 
impossible. As to commoditization, too 
many engineers, for too many years, 
adopted a level of practice that provided 
the minimum service needed at the 
lowest possible fee, with the result that 
many of the users of our services no 
longer see value in the professional judg-
ment and innovation that civil engineers 
can bring to the table. 

Do you have a message about 

specialty certification that you’d 

like for professional engineers to be 

aware of?

Many engineers I speak with about 
specialty certification ask the very 
fundamental question, “Why do we/I 
need this?” This is a great question. 
Without having the experience of even 
a few hours of discussion and debate 
of this question, it’s very easy for 
engineers to miss the point and think 
that this is much ado about nothing. At 
the core of the question is usually the 

premise that professional engineering 
licensure is all that is needed. However, 
professional engineering licensure only 
establishes that licensees have the basic 
competence necessary to practice in the 
general field of civil engineering. There 
are many specialty disciplines within 
civil engineering that require advanced 
knowledge and training. The public 
needs to know that individuals who are 
practicing in those disciplines have the 
appropriate body of knowledge. 

This is not a new concept. The 
medical profession long ago recognized 
the need to go beyond the basic license 
to practice medicine and provide board 
certification for specialty areas of 
practice. ASCE’s specialty certification 
programs provide credentials that allow 
the public to know that an individual has 
been recognized by his or her profession 
as having achieved an advanced level 
of practice in a specialty discipline. 
When the Academy of Geo-Professionals 
was started, many of the pillars of the 
geotechnical profession recognized the 
importance of this certification and 
quickly obtained it — not because they 
needed to have it, but because they 
believed that it was critical to the long-
term success of our profession. 

As an original AGP Board member, 

why did you want to get involved 

with helping create board certifica-

tion for geotechnical engineers?

I think it was simply out of love for the 
geotechnical profession. I wanted to 
do something significant to elevate the 
profession and to recognize people that 
have genuinely achieved an advanced 
level of practice.

You’ve poured a lot of blood, sweat, 

and tears into helping launch AGP. Do 

you like what you see?

I do. I understand that there about 350 
diplomates now, which is great, and 

AGP has some great committees that 
are working to promote the value of the 
certification. The Board of Trustees has 
done an outstanding job of continuing 
to advance the program. However, I do 
wish that AGP and the other academies 
had more visibility. 

What are some of your personal 

hobbies and interests? 

Mostly just doing simple things with 
my family – going to concerts, movies, 
walks in the park, playing games, etc. I 
love to cook, and I enjoy reading when 
time allows.   
 
For the complete article, please visit 
geoprofessionals.org.

Look Who’s a D.GE

The needs of 

our world today 

present some 

huge opportunities 

for growth of the 

profession through 

this kind of creativity 

and innovation, 

and there are some 

great opportunities 

for civil engineers 

to take a leadership 

role in meeting 

those needs.
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Illinois Chapter
On October 13, the Illinois Geo-Institute Chapter participated 
in the Illinois section of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers’s 2016 Annual Awards Dinner Gala. Gary Goodheart, 
PE, M.ASCE, was presented with the Civil Engineer of the Year 
award by ASCE Illinois Section President John Lazzara, PE, 
M.ASCE. Goodheart’s career includes over 42 years of profes-
sional experience executing and managing a diverse portfolio 
of civil engineering projects, geotechnical investigations, and 
environmental and water resources projects, in more than 35 

states across the U.S. and in a dozen countries. 
As a young engineer, Goodheart worked on multiple 

segments of the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority 
rapid rail system, as well as design, permitting/licensing, and 
construction of numerous nuclear and fossil fuel power plants. 
In the early 1980s, he worked on industrial projects in Europe 
and the Middle East, and spent time in Saudi Arabia. He is 
currently a vice president for Patrick Engineering and oversees 
the firm’s Water Resources Team. He provides senior leadership 
for many significant company projects, including a new rail 
yard, dumping pit, and conveyor system for a Pennsylvania 
power plant; a 3.5-mile-long rail loop at a central Illinois power 
plant; and ADA and other improvements to 19 AMTRAK rail 
stations in the Pacific Northwest. 

Goodheart has been actively involved in ASCE since col-
lege, and has been active in the Illinois Section since 1996. He 
is past chair of the Geotechnical Group, a past director of the 
Illinois Section, and has served on several local and national 
ASCE committees. 

The Illinois G-I Chapter will sponsor the Chicago 
Geotechnical Lecture Series (formerly called the Soil 
Mechanics Lecture Series), established in 1962 to educate the 
engineering community and keep it informed of recent devel-
opments in geotechnical and geoenvironmental engineering. 
This year’s Lecture Series will be held on Friday, May 5, 2017, 
at the University of Illinois at Chicago. Look for more informa-
tion in coming months. Questions can be directed to Ati Fathi, 
chair of the Illinois G-I chapter, at afathi@geiconsultants.com.

The Chapter will also award two scholarships of $1,500 
each to a qualified graduate and undergraduate student. 
Eligible students should be taking elective courses that 
indicate an interest in geotechnical engineering, geology, 
geoenvironmental engineering, and geostructural engi-
neering. For more information, see: isasce.org/wp-content/
uploads/2013/11/2016-Technical-Institutes-Scholarship-Form.pdf.  
Requested application information must be emailed no later 
than March 11, 2017.

Central Pennsylvania –  
Susquehanna Valley Chapter
The 29th Central Pennsylvania Geotechnical Conference will 
be held January 25-27 at the Hershey Lodge and Convention 
Center in Hershey, PA. The Conference will cover a wide 
range of interesting topics, including emergency retaining 
wall replacement, application of nondestructive testing 

From l to r: Spring Borchard (HBI), Jon Bulger (HBI), Dhooli Raj 
(Collins Engineers, Inc.), Patrick Lydon (Michels Foundations) 
(rear), Shane Farr (HBI) (front), Sarah Knight (Strata Earth Ser-
vices), Karen Goodheart, Gary Goodheart (winner), Mathew 
Knight (Strata Earth Services).

Gary Goodheart (l) receives his award from John Lazzara, HDR, 
president of the IL section of ASCE.
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and geophysical methods to evaluate unknown foundation 
geometry, a brief history of geotechnical mistakes, the 
Kennedy Space Center, future geo-business trends, tied-back 
micropile SOE to support active rail loads, geosynthetics in 
erosion control, soil-bentonite cutoff wall instrumentation, 
as-built verification and condition assessment of mechanically 
stabilized earth (MSE) and geosynthetic-reinforced soil (GRS) 
retaining structures using 3D point cloud data, the East 
Branch Dam, soil mixing for soft ground improvement at a 
landfill, a hybrid retaining wall to conquer a massive slope, 
impacts of superfast construction on slope stability, revisiting 
Normandy Beach - bluff stabilization, and fully softened shear 
strength of Northern Virginia Potomac clays. To register, visit 
central-pa-asce-geotech.org.

Metropolitan Section Chapter
Robert B. Gilbert, PhD, PE, D.GE, M.ASCE, of the University 
of Texas at Austin, received a golden apple from the chair 
of the Metropolitan Section of the G-I Chapter of New York 
City, Frank DiSalvo, PE, M.ASCE. The apple was presented 
at the end of the third annual Langan Lecture, held at the 
CUNY Graduate Center on October 20, 2016. This was the 
first lecture of the annual series sponsored by the G-I Chapter 
and was entitled "Case Histories in Forensic Geotechnical 
Engineering." Gilbert presented three case studies of failure in 
geotechnical engineering, two of which pertained to slope sta-
bility and one that focused on an offshore oil extraction tower. 
In each of the three "lessons," Gilbert guided the audience 
through the "forensic" process through which he and his team 
were able to examine and tackle each case. Common to all 
lessons was the investigative and critical thinking that enabled 
Gilbert's team to diagnose the cause of the failure, from the 
blockage of a drainage system at the toe of an embankment 
slope, to the unreliable design approach of pipe piles or the 

complex geomorphology of a mountain slope. He finished the 
presentation by reminding the audience of the importance of 
considering "interim" construction conditions in design. He 
also stressed the relevance of continued cooperation between 
structural and geotechnical engineers throughout the design 
stages (as opposed to a one-time interaction).

Please join the Chapter on January 19, 2017, for its annual 
Kapp Dinner and Lecture. This popular event focuses on 
soil mechanics and foundation engineering and is led by an 
outstanding authority in the field in memory of Martin Kapp. 
Kapp spent his entire professional career of 25 years in the 
service of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. The 
lecture will be held at Stout NYC at 133 West 33rd Street, New 
York, NY 10001.

Guests are also invited to attend the annual GZA Lecture at 
CUNY on February 16, 2017, from 5:30 – 7:30 pm, sponsored by 
GZA Geoenvironmental, Inc.

Pittsburgh Chapter
The Geo-Institute will join the Pittsburgh Geologic Society to 
host a networking opportunity and dinner in January 2017. 
Details will be provided upon confirmation of the specific date 
and speaker. The meeting will be held at Foster’s Restaurant, 
Foster Plaza Building 10, Green Tree. 

In February 2017, Dr. Suresh Gutta, former Geo-Institute 
Pittsburgh Chapter chairperson and a project manager for 
American Geotechnical and Environmental Services, Inc., 
will present a discussion for the Pennsylvania Turnpike 
Commission in Somerset County, PA. He will cover the 
geotechnical investigations, analyses, and remediation of the 
New Baltimore Landslide. The exact date and time was to be 
determined as of press time; however, the meeting will be held 
at Gaetano’s Restaurant in Pittsburgh, PA.

For more information about either event, contact Brian 
Heinzl at bheinzl@gfnet.com.

Los Angeles Chapter and Orange County Chapter
On October 14, 2016, the Los Angeles and Orange County 
chapters, hosted by UC Irvine, sponsored a very well-attended 
workshop on the stability of natural and man-made slopes. 
Over 85 geotechnical professionals and students attended. 
Tim Stark, PhD, PE, D.GE, covered the fundamental and 
advanced mechanisms of slope stability and 2D/3D stability 
methods. He also provided recommendations for selecting 
adequate shear strengths, which was one of the topics of 
particular interest to the audience. Ning Lu, PhD, F.EMI, 
F.ASCE, lectured on unsaturated slope stability analysis for 
hill slopes and followed up with examples and case studies. 

COREBITS CHAPTERS

Gilbert (l) and DiSalvo.
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The location of the event could 
not have been more fitting, as 
the University Hills community 
center is located on the top of a 
hill stabilized with man-made 
slopes. With an all-around glass 
façade, lecture attendees could 
see an abundance of surrounding 
natural and man-made slopes 
of Newport Coast. The seminar 
finished with an extensive dis-
cussion and questions involving 
local practice, case studies, and 
expert recommendations from 
the presenters.

From l to r: Dr. Tim Stark (Speaker, 
UIUC), Dr. Lisa Star (Cal State 
Long Beach, Vice-Chair ASCE-
G-I Los Angeles Board), Clint Isa 
(Diaz-Yourman and Associates, 
and Chair ASCE-G-I Orange 
County Chapter), Dr. Ning Lu 
(Speaker, Colorado School of 
Mines), Dr. Anne Lemnitzer (UC 
Irvine, Chair ASCE-G-I Los Ange-
les Chapter), and Dr. Reza Mor-
tazaei (Geoadvantec, Secretary, 
ASCE-G-I Los Angeles Chapter).

Oregon Chapter
Dr. Arash Khosravifar, assistant professor at Portland State 
University, spoke at the Oregon Chapter’s dinner meeting 
on November 2, 2016. Khosravifar spoke about the effects of 
long-duration motions on inelastic demands of bridge pile 
foundations subjected to combined inertia and liquefaction- 
induced lateral spreading. There were 39 professionals and 
11 students from Oregon State University and Portland State 
University in attendance.  

j   PLEASE SUBMIT chapter and company 

news and career achievements to 

GEOSTRATA via geostrata@asce.org.

Houston Chapter 
The Houston Chapter held its first meeting on September 20, 
2016. The group is in the process of planning Geo-Houston, a 
one-day conference that will take place in the spring of 2017. 
Questions can be directed to rebecca.cummins@terracon.com.
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The roll-out of Data Interchange 

for Geotechnical and 

GeoEnvironmental Specialists 

(DIGGS) has started, and the Ohio DOT 

(ODOT) has already announced that it will 

be required beginning January 2018. This 

article is the first of several to introduce 

and apprise practitioners to the DIGGS 

Standard and to show how it can (and 

should) be incorporated into routine 

practice. Subsequent contributions to this 

series in future issues of GEOSTRATA will 

provide information regarding training, 

participation, support, and promotion of 

the initiative that is anticipated to become 

an international data transfer standard.

DIGGS is the standardized data transfer 

protocol for the geotechnical and geoen-

vironmental data that is most commonly 

used by the profession. DIGGS is now 

available to the entire industry and can 

be accessed through the DIGGS website, 

diggsml.org.

History
DIGGS was originally envisioned in 2002 

and was developed by a coalition of 

government agencies, universities, and 

industry partners, including the G-I, with 

the goal of becoming an international data 

transfer standard for geotechnical and 

geoenvironmental data routinely needed 

for transportation-related projects. The 

coalition was coordinated by the Federal 

Highway Administration (FHWA) and 

became Transportation Pooled Fund proj-

ect TPF-5(111), “Development of Standards 

for Geotechnical Management Systems.” 

Since 2013, ODOT has collaborated with 

The Wait Is Over…  
DIGGS Is Here!
By Robert C. Bachus, PhD, PE, D.GE, M.ASCE
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the G-I to complete the nearly 15-year 

development effort. The final report 

and release of DIGGS v 2.0 has been 

submitted to ODOT and is available on the 

referenced websites.

What Is a Data Transfer 
Protocol?
The goal of the DIGGS initiative is to 

change the paradigm that geoprofes-

sionals seem to harbor: ”If we have 

information in the form of a boring log or 

lab/field test result sent in a paper copy 

and then re-typed into a spreadsheet, we 

are doing effective ’data’ management.” 

There are two fundamental flaws to this 

logic: (1) the actual “data” that was needed 

to generate the paper file has been lost 

and must now be manually re-entered 

to generate an electronic record; and (2) 

the spreadsheet that users develop will 

be unique to that particular individual. 

A data transfer protocol helps address 

both of these problems by identifying/

naming the “standard” data dictionary and 

defining the rules by which the data is 

collated in a file. Users who recognize and 

incorporate DIGGS into their practice will 

get the benefit of data being provided in a 

readily transferred electronic format that 

can be imported into their software, thus 

eliminating the need for data re-entry. In 

this manner, users can maintain many of 

the post-processing tools they currently 

use (e.g., gINT, AutoCAD, and Holebase), 

but can also adopt and develop new 

tools that can reuse their data without 

having to manually re-enter it. There are 

significant advantages to this approach in 

terms of efficiency and opportunities for 

innovation.

Why DIGGS?
In the early days of the pooled fund study, 

the DIGGS Development Team adopted 

the extensible markup language (XML) 

for the development standard. While XML 

is not necessarily well understood by 

geoprofessionals, it is the common data 

transfer format adopted by the computer 

science industry. Users can think of the 

link between “XML and geotechnical data” 

in the same context as the link between 

“HTML and the Internet community.” 

Because we don’t need to understand 

HTML to browse the Internet, by analogy 

users don’t need to understand XML to 

transfer geotechnical data. We just need 

confidence to know that the developers 

have made sure that it works! So the job 

of the DIGGS Development Team is to 

“Make DIGGS Work.”

Current Status and Future  
of DIGGS
As already mentioned, DIGGS is ready for 

general use. On the referenced website, 

instructions help users understand the 

DIGGS data structure (i.e., the schema) 

and provide a “data dictionary” to identify 

the “rules” for the specific data elements. 

In the near term, the G-I has committed 

to host the DIGGS website to share 

the information and tools as they are 

developed. The DIGGS Development 

Team has committed to working on 

recommendations for data management, 

training for using and getting the benefits 

of DIGGS, working with software develop-

ers to include DIGGS files as acceptable 

inputs and exports to their programs, and 

building the support structure to allow 

future growth and adoption of DIGGS. 

Future contributions to this column over 

the next issues will focus on this initiative. 

For all interested in learning more 

about DIGGS and in participating in 

the various committees, please see the 

DIGGS website. On behalf of the G-I 

and the DIGGS Development Team, we 

appreciate the interest and support of the 

geoprofessionals who read GEOSTRATA, 

and we welcome you to become a 

DIGGS Supporter and receive updates at 

diggsml.org. 

CONTACT INFORMATION:  

Robert C. Bachus, PhD, PE, D.GE, M.ASCE

Geosyntec Consultants

1255 Roberts Blvd. NW, Suite 200

Kennesaw, GA  30144

(678) 202-9556 (office)

rbachus@geosyntec.com

DIGGS 
Partners
Ohio Department of 
Transportation (ODOT):  
dot.state.oh.us

Association of 
Geotechnical and 
Geoenvironmental 
Specialists (AGS):  
ags.org.uk

Consortium of 
Organizations for  
Strong-Motion 
Observation Systems 
(COSMOS):  
cosmos-eq.org

Florida Department of 
Transportation (FDOT):  
fdot.ce.ufl.edu

Bridge Software Institute 
(University of Florida):  
bsi-web.ce.ufl.edu

Keynetix: keynetix.com

gINT: gintsoftware.com

Earthsoft: earthsoft.com



G-I Welcomes Organizational Member
The Geo-Institute is pleased to welcome our newest 

Organizational Member, Logic Technologies — Global Sensing 

Solutions (GSS) Division. Logic Technologies is a Hong Kong-based 

wireless and computing technology company with a European, 

North American, and Australian research, development, and 

management team. The Global Sensing Solutions (GSS) Division 

provides 3D wireless mesh remote sensing and condition monitor-

ing solutions designed for safety and stability of buildings, bridges, 

dams, embankments, excavations, mines, reservoirs, railways, 

roads, slopes, and tunnels, along with software application suites 

that can be used as standalone systems or integrated into other 

project management software packages. 

Jonathan Bennett, PE, D.GE, 
Joins Moretrench
Specialty geotechnical contractor 

Moretrench has hired Jonathan Bennett, PE, 

D.GE, as business development manager 

for the Mid-Atlantic and Midwest regions. 

Bennett has 25 years of experience focused 

primarily on deep foundations, earth reten-

tion, and other geotechnical construction 

specialties, as well as extensive business development experience.

Bennett holds a bachelor’s degree in civil engineering 

from West Virginia University, masters’ degrees from George 

Washington University and West Virginia University, and is a 

Licensed Professional Engineer in VA, WV, MD, and PA. He was 

inducted into the ASCE Academy of Geo-Professionals in 2009, 

and regularly shares his knowledge and expertise with the engi-

neering community at large through professional organization 

committees and boards. 
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The Geo-Institute Organizational Member Council (OMC) invites your 
organization to join us. Enjoy the numerous benefits that G-I organiza-
tional membership offers, including the following:

•  Up to a 50 percent discount on the G-I annual Geo-Congress for one person.

• A 5 percent discount for advertising in GEOSTRATA magazine.

•  Forty percent ($400) of your annual G-I OM dues goes directly to fund G-I 

student activities. A portion of that money finances student travel to the 

annual Geo-Congress and the OM/Student Career Fair.

•  Each year during the annual Geo-Congress, the OMC hosts an OM Career 

Fair/Reception. Two OM members from each OM firm are invited to 

participate, along with 45-50 students carefully chosen by the OMC. 

•  Opportunity to publish news about your company, including awards,  

new staff and promotions, company projects, etc.

•  Your company logo posted on the G-I website at geoinstitute.org/

membership/organizational-membership.

•  Your company name listed in Organizational Member News in each issue of 

GEOSTRATA magazine.

•  Opportunity to display the G-I logo on your website and on printed materials.

•  Opportunity to display a G-I Organizational Member placard at your exhibit 

booth.

For more information, visit the G-I website at geoinstitute.org/membership/

organizational-membership, where you can download the Organizational 

Membership application.

“We’re Looking Out for You!”

1 Michelle Bolding (Chair)  |  2 Jay Beech  |  3 John Bischoff  |  4 Stanley Boyle  |  5 James D. Hussin  |  6 Robert Saunders  |  7 Kord Wissmann

21 3 54 6 7

G-I ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBER NEWS



Take a minute to make sure you have renewed your organi-

zational membership for 2017. Here’s why:

When you renew,

 o  You’ll keep your company’s name listed as an 

Organizational Member in GEOSTRATA and on our website.

 o You’ll be able to attend the Organizational Member Career 

Fair at Geotechnical Frontiers 2017.

 o You’ll receive benefits at all four of our national G-I events 

in 2017, including a reduced-price registration for one 

event for one of your staff members and preference for 

conference exhibit space.

 o You can advertise in GEOSTRATA at a discounted rate.

 o You’ll be supporting and advancing the geo-profession.

Check your email for your renewal statement, or contact 

geo-institute@asce.org.

Organizational Members, Have You Renewed for 2017 Yet?

GEO-INSTITUTE ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBERS
Visit us at geoinstitute.org/membership/organizational-membership
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j   AECOM

j   Advanced Construction 
Techniques, Inc.

j  AMEC 

j   American Engineering Testing, Inc. 

j   Ardaman & Associates, Inc.

j  Arup

j  Atlas EPS 

j  Bechtel

j  Bentley Systems   

j   Berkel and Company  
Contractors, Inc.

j   Braun Intertec Corporation

j  CH2M

j  ConeTec, Inc.

j  DBM Contractors, Inc.   

j   Dan Brown and Associates, Inc.

j  D’Appolonia

j  Densification, Inc.

j   ECS Corporate Services

j  FECON JSC

j   Fudo Construction, Inc.   

j  Fugro Consultants LP

j  GRL Engineers, Inc.    

j   GZA

j   GeoEnvironmental, Inc.

j  Gannett Fleming, Inc.

j  GeoEngineers, Inc.

j  Geo-Instruments, Inc.

j  Geokon, Inc.

j   Geopier Foundation Company  

j  Geo-Solutions, Inc.

j   GeoStabilization International®

j   Geosyntec Consultants

j  Golder Associates, Inc.

j  HNTB Corporation     

j  Haley & Aldrich, Inc. 

j  Hart Crowser 

j  Hayward Baker, Inc.

j  HUESKER, Inc.

j  Insulfoam  

j  Jafec USA, Inc. 

j  Kelchner

j  Kleinfelder, Inc   

j   Langan Engineering & 
Environmental Services, Inc.

j   Layne GeoConstruction

j  Loadtest, Inc.   

j   Logic Technologies — Global 
Sensing Solutions Division 

j   Magnus Pacific Corporation

j   Malcolm Drilling Company, Inc. 

j   McKinney Drilling Company

j  Menard, Inc.

j  Moretrench       

j  NTH Consultants, Ltd. 

j   Nicholson Construction Company

j   Pagani Geotechnical Equipment®

j  PB Americas, Inc.    

j   The Reinforced Earth Company

j   Rembco Geotechnical  
Contractors, Inc.

j  Richard Goettle, Inc.

j  RocScience

j  S&ME, Inc.   

j   Sanborn, Head & Associates, Inc.

j  Schnabel Engineering

j   Schnabel Foundation Company

j  Sentez Insaat Ltd. Sti.

j  Shannon & Wilson

j   Soil and Materials Engineers, Inc.

j   Specrete-IP Incorporated

j  Stantec

j  Strata Systems, Inc.

j   Subsurface Constructors, Inc.

j   TenCate 
  Geosynthetics

j  Tensar International

j  Terracon, Inc.   

j   Terra Insurance Company 

j   Tolunay-Wong Engineers, Inc.

j   ZETAS Zemin Teknolojisi A.S. 
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COREBITS CAREER

ASCE/G-I Co-sponsored Online 
Live Webinars
All posted webinars offer professional develop-

ment hours (PDHs) as indicated.

j    Introduction to Geotechnical Grouting 

(1.5 PDHs) 

January 9, 2017 

11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. (ET)

j    Introduction to Rock Mechanics  

(1 PDH) 

January 18, 2017 

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. (ET)

j    Complex Mechanically Stabilized  
Earth (MSE) Wall Structures  

(1.5 PDHs) — NEW 

January 23, 2017 

11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. (ET)

j    Unmanned Aerial Systems: Applications 
in Civil and Environmental Engineering 

(1 PDH) — NEW 

January 24, 2017 

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. (ET)

j    The Seismic Coefficient Method for Slope 
and Retaining Wall Design (1.5 PDHs) 

January 25, 2017 

11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. (ET)

j    Mitigation of Carbon Emissions from 
Construction Projects (1 PDH) 

January 30, 2017 

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. (ET)

j    In-Situ Stabilization of Soil Slopes 
Using Nailed (or Anchored) 
Geosynthetics (1.5 PDHs) 

February 2, 2017 

11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. (ET)

j    LRFD for Geotechnical Engineering 
Features: Shallow Foundations for Soil 
and Rock (1.5 PDHs) 

February 6, 2017 

11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. (ET)

j    Geotechnical Applications of 
Geophysics (1.5 PDHs) — NEW 

February 23, 2017 

11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. (ET)

j    Recycled Base Aggregates in Pavement 
Applications (1 PDH) 

February 27, 2017 

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. (ET)

ASCE/G-I Seminars
All posted seminars offer continuing education 

units (CEUs).

j    Seismic Hazard Evaluation and 
Mitigation Using Simple Methods 

January 26-27, 2017 

Nashville, TN

j    Risk-Based Seismic Design and 
Evaluation 

February 9-10, 2017 

Los Angeles, CA

On-Demand Learning
On-demand learning opportunities 

offer continuing education units (CEUs). 

Recorded from ASCE’s most popular live 

webinars or in-person seminars, these 

courses allow you to hear the instructor’s 

lecture, see the presentation, and listen in 

on questions from the audience.

For more information about webinars, 

seminars, and on-demand learning, visit 

the ASCE Continuing Education website: 

asce.org/continuing_education

Internships Available   
Are you looking for an internship? Explore 

the positions listed on the ASCE website 

to help you obtain the experience you 

need to further your career path. New 

opportunities are added all the time, so 

start your search today: careers.asce.org/

jobs?keywords=internship.

 

Orlando, FL / March 26-31, 2017 

Wyndham Grand Orlando 
Resort Bonnet Creek

www.asce.org/asceweek

Register 

Now and Save 

with Early 

Bird Rates
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COMING IN MARCH/APRIL 2017

CONNECT WITH US

www.asce.org/geo            twitter.com/GeoInstitute            facebook.com/GeoInstitute            LinkedInGeo           GeoInstituteASCE 

Geotechnics of 
Water Resources

As I See It: Risk-Based Design 
Standards 
By Nathan J. Snorteland

Response to Discharge 
Seepage at Boone Dam 
By Scottie L. Barrentine

Connecting Faculty in 
Geotechnical Engineering 
By Patricia M. Gallagher, Sharon 

Alestalo, Adda Athanasopoulos-

Zekkos, Shobha K. Bhatia, and Sucheta 

Soundarajan

The Removal of San Clemente 
Dam 
By Craig Hall

Dam Safety Management 
Using Risk-Informed Decision-
Making Methods 
By Jonathan Harris

The Calaveras Dam 
Replacement Project 
By Chris Mueller

The Case for Tolerable Risk 
Guidelines to Manage Flood 
Risk 
By Lawrence H. Roth and Jessica Ludy

Lessons Learned from 
GeoLegends: Jeffrey R. 
Keaton 
By Amy Getchell, Anahita Modiriasari, 

Eimar Sandoval, Mohammadhasan 

Sasar, and Rodrigo Borela Valente

Central Pennsylvania 
Geotechnical Conference
Jan 25-27, 2017
Hershey, PA

Geotechnical Frontiers
March 12-15, 2017
Orlando, FL
geotechnicalfrontiers.com

Geo-Risk 2017
June 4-7, 2017
Denver, CO

3rd North American 
Symposium on Landslides 
(NASL) 2017
June 4-8, 2017
Roanoke, VA

Grouting, Deep Mixing, and 
Diaphragm Walls 2017
July 9-12, 2017
Honolulu, Oahu, HI

GeoMEast 2017
July 15-19, 2017
Sharm El-Sheik, Egypt
geomeast2017.org

3rd International Conference 
on Performance-based 
Design in Earthquake 
Geotechnical Engineering 
(PBD-III)
July 16-19, 2017
Vancouver, BC, Canada

19th International 
Conference on Soil 
Mechanics and Geotechnical 
Engineering
September 17-22, 2017
Seoul, Korea
icsmge2017.org

PanAm-UNSAT 2017: Second 
Pan American Conference on 
Unsaturated Soils
November 12-15, 2017
Dallas, TX

2018

IFCEE 2018
March 5-10, 2018
Buena Vista, FL

Geotechnical Earthquake 
Engineering and Soil 
Dynamics V 2018
June 10-13, 2018
Austin, TX

5th GeoChina International 
Conference
Civil Infrastructures 
Confronting Severe Weather 
and Climate Change: From 
Failure to Sustainability
July 23-25, 2018
HangZhou, China

INDUSTRY CALENDAR

For more seminar information:  
asce.org/continuing-education/face-to-face-seminars



MARY C. NODINE, PE, M.ASCE, is a 

geotechnical poet, a member of GEOSTRATA’s 

Editorial Board, and a project engineer with GEI 

Consultants, Inc. in Woburn, MA. She can be 

reached at mnodine@geiconsultants.com.

GeoPoem
By Mary C. Nodine, PE, M.ASCE

Roads 
and  
Rails

The train engine said to the automobile,
“Why travel on asphalt when you can use steel?
I glide along swiftly on my narrow tracks
With no potholes or traffic lights holding me back.

“With my narrow embankments, I’m agile and free
To wind through the mountains, past forests and scree,
Through tunnels much longer and deeper than yours...
The whole underground is mine to explore.”

The car at the crossing was very polite
As the train flew by, boasting with such great delight.
He knew that soon, the light would turn green
And he’d drive off pursuing the American Dream.

He’d turn left and right wherever he pleased,
Open his windows, enjoying the breeze.
The frost heaves and speed bumps were worth it, he thought,
To be able to travel where railroads could not.

As the caboose went past and the gate was raised,
The car and the train went their separate ways.
With appreciation for life anew,
They departed with their heartiest “honk” and “choo-choo!”
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info@rstinstruments.com
www.rstinstruments.com

CANADA:   604 540 1100
USA:   831 899 1632  or  303 993 9230
EUROPE / MIDDLE EAST / AFRICA:   +44 7469 256642
RST Instruments Ltd., 11545 Kingston St., Maple Ridge, BC Canada V2X 0Z5

RST Instruments Ltd. reserves the right to change specifications without notice. MIG0296I

Up to 10 years of battery life from 1 lithium ‘D’ cell.

Up to 14 km range from Hub to Node in open country.
(depending on antenna type)

Up to 255 nodes per RSTAR Hub.

Based on 900 MHz, 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz spread spectrum band. 
(country dependent)

F E A T U R E S

DATA COLLECTION
WIRELESS
for Geotechnical Monitoring Instrumentation

RST Instruments Ltd. offers 
2 Wireless Data Collection 
Systems to quickly get you 

connected to your data:
RSTAR and DT LINK.

Both systems offer minimum 
per channel cost, extra long 

battery life and long distance 
data transmission.

An RSTAR System uses 
data loggers (nodes) at the 
sensor level, deployed in a 

star topology from an active 
RSTAR Hub containing an 
RST flexDAQ Data Logger.

www.linkedin.com/company/rst-instruments-ltd-www.youtube.com/user/RSTgeotechnical

FULLY AUTOMATED COLLECTION  (REMOTELY)

Safely & easily collect data from data loggers that are in areas
with poor access, trespass issues and hazardous obstacles.

Years of battery life from 1 lithium ‘D’ cell.

Range up to 800 m (900 MHz) and up to 500 m (2.4 GHz).

Collect data in seconds with a laptop connected to DT LINK HUB.

F E A T U R E S

DT LINK is an on-site 
wireless connection to RST 
data loggers for quick data 
collection. Ideal for hard to 

access areas where the data 
logger is within line of sight.

SEMI-AUTOMATED COLLECTION  (ON-SITE)

Pictured: (A) DT LINK WIRELESS data logger, connected to a vibrating 
wire piezometer and housed in a (B) protective enclosure, has its data 
collected from a laptop connected to the (C) DT LINK HUB - all within 

seconds from the convenience of your vehicle.

NODE
(data logger and sensor)

NODE
(data logger and sensor)

NODE

RSTAR
HUB

The RSTAR 
Hub shown 
left contains 
a flexDAQ 
Data Logger 
System  with 
an antenna 
and battery. 
Collected data 
is saved to 
the flexDAQ 
memory 
where users 
can access 
it remotely, 
either on-site 
or off-site.

RST’s “DT Series” Data Loggers accommodate the RSTAR and DT LINK WIRELESS Systems. 
Compatible sensor types include
Vibrating Wire, Potentiometers, MEMS Tilt Sensors, Strain Gauge (full bridge) Sensors,
Digitally Bussed Sensors, 4-20 mA Sensors, and Thermistors.

Watch the video for both systems at: www.rstinstruments.com/Wireless-Data-Collection.html
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